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Abstract

Software and Hardware Co-design for Efficient Neural Networks

Yiren (Aaron) Zhao

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) offer state-of-the-art performance in many domains but

this success comes at the cost of high computational and memory resources. Since DNN

inference is now a popular workload on both edge and cloud systems, there is an urgent

need to improve its energy efficiency. The improved efficiency enables the use of DNNs in

a boarder range of target markets and helps boost performance as performance if often

limted by power today. This thesis makes a number of contributions that help improve

DNN inference performance on different hardware platforms using a hardware-software

co-design approach.

I first show a number of software optimisation techniques for reducing DNN run-time

costs. Overall, I demonstrate model sizes can be reduced by up to 34×. A combination

of different styles of neural network compression techniques can offer multiplying gains

in shrinking the memory footprints. These techniques are suitable for running DNN

inference on memory-sensitive edge devices. Using the run-time and data-dependent

feature information, I develop a dynamic pruning strategy that outperforms existing static

pruning methods by a significant margin. The proposed dynamic pruning not only reduces

the model sizes but also the number of multiply-accumulate operations for GPUs. I also

introduce a novel quantisation mechanism that is tuned to fit the natural distributions

of model parameters and this method decreases the total number of bit-wise operations

required for DNN inference.

I then focus on accelerating DNNs using custom hardware. I build a framework named

Tomato that generates multi-precision and multi-arithmetic hardware accelerators on

FPGA devices. The software hardware co-generation flow deploys hardware accelerators

from high-level neural network descriptions, and exploits the hardware reconfigurability of

FPGA devices to support a flexible per-layer quantisation strategy. I then demonstrate that

the automatically generated accelerators outperform their closest FPGA-based competitors

by at least 2 to 4× for latency and throughput. The accelerator generated for the ImageNet

classification runs at a rate of more than 3000 frames per second with a latency of only



0.32ms, making it a suitable candidate for latency critical, high throughput inference in

the cloud.

Finally, I show how automated machine learning techniques can be improved with

hardware-awareness to produce efficient network architectures for emerging types of neural

networks and new learning problem setups. Hardware-aware network architecture search

(NAS) is able to discover more power efficient network architectures and achieve significant

computational savings on emerging neural networks types such as graph neural networks.

The proposed Low Precision Graph Network Architecture Search improves the size-accuracy

Pareto frontier when compared to seven manual and NAS-generated baselines on eight

different graph datasets. In addition, I demonstrate hardware-aware NAS can be applied

to a many-task many-device few-shot learning scenario. In popular few-shot learning

benchmarks with various hardware platforms and constraints, the proposed approach

outperforms a variety of NAS and manual baselines by a significant margin. On the

5-way 1-shot Mini-ImageNet classification task, the proposed method outperforms the

best manual baseline by 5.21% in accuracy using 60% less computation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are now a popular technique for solving problems in

many fields. Previously, building an object detector or a dialogue system required various

sophisticated components and hand-crafted feature extractions from human experts. With

the success of DNNs, these complicated building blocks are replaced by a single or multiple

learning systems [72, 93]. Since many real-life problems can be viewed as learning from

labelled or unlabelled data, the application of DNNs is now popular in domains like natural

language processing [162], computer vision [93], decision making [121], autonomous driving

[138], etc. DNNs are not only broadly adopted in computer science but also show potential

in many other fields for accelerating fundamental scientific discoveries, e.g., DNNs have

found a totally new antibiotic [154] and have been used to successfully predict the structure

of a vast number of proteins from their amino acid sequences [141]. From the hardware

perspective, neural networks are becoming a major workload on both power-sensitive

embedded devices and large distributed cloud systems.

The rise of DNNs helped researchers to achieve high accuracy on many datasets and

showed some interesting trends in terms of their computation requirements. AlexNet, an

early model designed by Krizhevsky et al. for the 2012 ImageNet competition, trained

on 1.2 million images and was used for classification with 1000 categories [93]. The 1000

classes include every-day objects (cat, dog, leopard, etc.). The proposed AlexNet utilises

around 60 million parameters and around 1.6 billion floating-point operations (FLOPs)

for a single inference run. The GPT2 language model, proposed in late 2019, is trained to

perform next word prediction but can be further fine-tuned to many downstream language

tasks. The model uses around 1.5 billion parameters and 3.4 trillion FLOPs to produce a

single inference result and was trained on around 8 million documents. Machine learning is

tackling harder and bigger problems and is using more and more data. This in turn requires

much larger networks (e.g. GPT2 is around 25× larger than AlexNet) and computational
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complexity (e.g. GPT2 requires around 2000× more computations compared to AlexNet),

posing an enormous challenge of executing these workloads on today’s or future hardware

systems.

The fast-growing computational requirements of Machine Learning (ML) applications

pose a real challenge to existing hardware systems. The possibility that hardware may limit

what ML is able to achieve, e.g. due to power, computation speed or memory bandwidth, is

obviously a concern. The deep learning community faced the second artificial intelligence

winter in the late 90s. A major reason for the recession was the insufficient computational

power since 1) computers at that time were not explicitly designed for massively parallel

workloads such as neural networks, and 2) the CMOS technology (e.g. number/speed/power

of transistors) at that time posts a fundamental limit on the computational capabilities.

Machine Learning algorithms, consequently, do not have a chance to show their great

performance on large-scale problems. It was a great lesson to learn that when hardware

design and their technology scaling cannot keep up with computational requirements,

novel research is not easy to conduct and the whole field is slow-moving because of the

computation bottleneck. Any advances in terms of efficiency or ML hardware, both from

the hardware architecture design and CMOS scaling, will allow us to apply ML methods

to a broader range and more complex problems.

In the meanwhile, challenges also exist in terms of technology scaling, it is reaching

or may have reached the post Moore’s law era [140], the speed and capability of our

computers are not growing as fast as they used to be. Since transistors are getting smaller

and smaller with CMOS scaling, transistor density grows but then power and wire delays

become another major limiting factor [43]. In addition, CMOS scaling has also slowed

down significantly compared to the past decade. From the hardware architecture design

point of view, enabling the ever-increasing computation requirements of running more

and more demanding ML workloads rely on inventions on smart hardware architectures.

From the system design’s point of view, future systems are going to be heterogeneous, and

these systems will have to reach a better performance with a fixed power budget. Future

systems would require an integration of various specialised hardware and ML accelerators

are expected to play a major role in such a system. Given the growing need of applying

Deep Learning to different applications and the potential limitation of CMOS scaling, this

dissertation aims at exploring possible ways of reducing the computational requirements

of modern DNNs.

1.2 Research questions and hypotheses

In this dissertation, I address the following research questions and hypotheses:

• An efficient combination of algorithmic optimisations makes neural networks more
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hardware friendly with a given accuracy budget.

• A co-design of neural network architectures, algorithmic optimisations and hard-

ware architectures helps to reach the full potential of DNN acceleration on custom

hardware.

• Designing accelerators for neural networks is expensive and repetitive, is it possible

to have an automated framework to generate accelerators for custom hardware?

• Given the increase in the number of distinct types of neural networks (e.g. con-

volutional neural network, recurrent neural network, graph neural network, etc.)

and different learning setups (e.g. few-shot learning, federated learning, etc.), is

it possible to have a hardware-aware Network Architecture Search framework for

emerging networks or new learning setups?

1.3 Contributions

This dissertation makes a number of contributions in the field of efficient deep neural

network inference.

First, I create and evaluate a range of network compression techniques. These methods

are implemented with an open-source software framework (Mayo). The implemented

compression techniques reduce either the number of parameters or the number of bits

required to represent parameters of a neural network. The open source framework allows

users applying different compression techniques to arbitrary tensor components in a

neural network, this simplifies the evaluation of different styles of network compression

techniques [201, 126]. During the development of the framework, I also demonstrate

that a combination of compression techniques normally significantly outperforms any one

technique alone, offering a large combinatorial design space for compression techniques.

Second, a novel run-time pruning technique that reduces the computing cost of convolu-

tions with minimal neural network architectural modification. The novel pruning explores

the feature saliency at run-time and is so called Feature Boosting and Suppression (FBS)

[50]. This early work in dynamic computation of deep neural networks later encouraged

exploration of more algorithmic optimisations focusing on the same problem [77, 165, 167]

and also CNN hardware accelerators supporting run-time channel skipping [76].

Third, an efficient distribution-aware quantisation and a new general framework of

quantising sparse neural networks based on the minimum description length principle

[202]. This quantisation illustrates that custom hardware has the ability to produce

a better size-accuracy tradeoff by exploring the more flexible hardware operators. In

addition, an efficient combination of different compression techniques (pruning and a

custom quantisation) can significantly improve the compression performance.
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Fourth, an automated framework for generating multi-precision and multi-arithmetic

accelerators on custom hardware [203]. Here, instead of using a single large systolic

array core as in most neural network accelerators, I exploit a deeply pipelined streaming

architecture with multiple small cores that has the advantage of not temporally sharing

computing elements for different neural network layers. The streaming processing design

offers a flexibility on the arithmetic space since now the hardware can have different layer-

wise quantisations. This framework is an example case where if the hardware provides

enough flexibility, its corresponding neural network model can have more design freedom

and thus a higher re-trained accuracy.

Fifth, a hardware-aware Network Architecture Search (NAS) flow for graph neural

networks [205, 204]. The proposed NAS flow not only is gradient-based that joins the

normal Stochastic Gradient Descent but also is hardware-aware so that it can produce

highly quantised graph neural network models. The NAS-generated networks can be

viewed as a result of a joint-optimisation for both model architectures and quantisation

choices. The proposed NAS flow is a scalable approach for future new types of neural

networks that are going to be deployed with critical model size and latency constraints.

Finally, a general NAS framework for many-task many-device few-shot learning. The

many-task many-device scenario considers deployments of neural network models to different

learning tasks (normally networks of the same style but operate on different datasets),

and deployments of these models on various hardware systems with different run-time

constraints (e.g. latency, storage size, etc.). I then use a classic few-shot learning setup

as a testbed. The empirical results demonstrate that the proposed NAS framework can

produce optimised models for each task-device pair and it outperforms manually designed

baselines by a significant margin.

The contributions of this dissertation cover several important aspects of accelerating

DNN inference. The first three contributions focus on the software stack, these techniques

reduce the redundancies of neural networks for more energy efficient inference. However,

this dissertation reveals that software compression methods show varying performance

on different hardware systems, there does not exist a one-fits-all algorithmic solution

for accelerating DNNs on a diverse set of hardwares. In addition, these contributions

also demonstrate that the best practice is often applying a series of DNN compression

techniques instead of using a single one, there is a multiplying gain when applying

several compression techniques together. The fourth contribution shows how flexible,

reconfigurable, hardware allows a large, flexible software compression design space to

be considered and then supported through a specialised implementation, this HW/SW

co-design generates highly efficient CNN accelerators. This contribution demonstrates that

detailed hardware architectural choices will influence algorithmic compression methods, and

possibly increase the degrees of freedoms of the algorithmic optimisation space. In addition,
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it demonstrates how deeply pipelined streaming architecture has a latency advantage

compared to other systolic-array based architectures. Since the software compression design

space is large and complex, the final two contributions focus on automating the process

of designing efficient DNNs with hardware-awareness. These contributions demonstrate

that NAS can reduce the amount of software tuning significantly. In addition, NAS is a

scalable approach for emerging neural networks types (Graph Neural Networks) and new

learning setups (many-task many-device learning).

1.4 Outline

The organisation of this dissertation is as follows:

In Chapter 2, I discuss the backgrounds of neural networks and existing techniques

used in software and hardware for minimising their required computation resources. I

will also illustrate the importance and introduce the key challenges for hardware efficient

neural network inference.

In Chapter 3, I show that neural network models are inherently redundant and

algorithmic compression methods can focus on exploring these redundancies. I introduce

the software framework Mayo and show how combining various network compression

methods can explore redundancies in different design spaces. In addition, I present two

novel compression methods for faster inference. The first one is a dynamic pruning

algorithm that can further reduce the computational requirements compared to static

pruning. The second novel compression is a distribution-aware quantisation that can help

sparse models to be represented using a more compact data type.

In Chapter 4, I focus on the hardware implementation of a convolutional neural network

accelerator. I show how to use a streaming-based computation pattern to allow better

flexibility in the arithmetic design space. The flexible arithmetic designs then provides the

opportunities for the network to achieve a better accuracy. I then describe how I extend

this idea to an automated flow for generating multi-precision, multi-arithmetic accelerators

on custom hardware.

In Chapter 5, I introduce the concept of Automated Machine Learning (AutoML) and

Network Architecture Search (NAS). I demonstrate how they can be applied on graph

neural networks and many-task many-device few-shot learning. I then explain how NAS

can be a scalable solution for emerging network types and new learning setups.

In Chapter 6, I conclude the dissertation and provide suggestions for possible future

research on accelerating neural network inference.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter surveys the background literature and recent model design trends of deep

learning. I then use convolutional neural networks as an example to introduce the basic

structure and learning methods of neural networks. Later, I introduce popular neural

network compression techniques and prior automated machine learning algorithms. At the

end, I provide a survey of prior hardware accelerators and their corresponding hardware

optimisation.

2.1 An overview of deep neural networks and their

computational requirements

In recent years, we see a trend of using larger and larger neural networks to solve an

array of tasks with ever-increasing complexities, and all of this started from the early

discoveries in the field of computer vision. The design of AlexNet, utilising around 60

million parameters and 1.6 billion floating-point operations (FLOPs), showed a significant

accuracy boost compared to manual feature engineering when classifying the 1000 daily

objects in the ImageNet competition. This work then motivated researchers to build

large neural network models for different learning problems [93]. Simonyan et al. and

Zagoruyko et al., in the following years, used deeper CNNs with more parameters and

achieved significantly better results on the same dataset [151, 188]. Also very recently,

in the world of natural language processing (NLP), Vaswan et al. proposed to use the

attention mechanism to solve language understanding tasks and built the Transformer

model with around 213 million parameters [162]. Devlin et al. later scaled the transformers

to be both bidirectional and deeper and called their model BERT [38]. Very recently, we

have begun to see the rise of gigantic models such as GPT2 and GPT3 [133, 15]. These

models not only solve traditional NLP tasks, such as machine translation and question

answering; they aim adding machine intelligence to the broader range of applications, from
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translating English to SQL to plotting beautiful graphs from plain English. The GPT3

model uses more than 170 billion parameters, and its training costs around 4.6 million

dollars if you are using Azure services [15].
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Figure 2.1: Model sizes and numbers of floating points of representative neural networks
published in different years. These models have various accuracies and target different
tasks, however, the general trend suggests that models are getting bigger and more
computationally heavy.
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Figure 2.2: Evaluating the computational requirements for a two-layer Graph attention
network (GAT) compared to a range of vision models. Numbers are reported for a
single graph/image inference and we treat an image as a graph with 224× 224× 3 input
nodes. Inputs for the GAT model are Erdős-Rényi-Gilbert Random Graphs generated
with different number of nodes (N) and a connectivity probability of 1

N
.

While machine learning models are growing in size and complexity, smart network

architectural engineering reduces the cost of running inferences. He et al. and Howard

et al. redesigned the building blocks of CNNs, and proposed the ResNet and MobileNet

families respectively [66, 73]. These vision models use far fewer parameters and operations,

but match the performance of their larger counterparts. Similarly, the design of ALBERT

shows the possibility to port a lightweight transformer model with comparable performance

[97]. In parallel to manual optimisation of networks based on domain expertise, automatic
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exploration methods such as Network Architecture Search (NAS) successfully find efficient

models such as the MNasNet that reaches the state-of-the-art accuracy per operation

performance [157]. In Figure 2.1, I choose the well-known neural networks mentioned

above and show how their computational requirements change across years. I demonstrate

their computational requirements in terms of 1) number of parameters, also known as

model sizes, and 2) number of multiplication-accumulates (MACs) required for a single

inference run. The first gives an indication of the hardware memory requirements and the

potential need for high off-chip memory bandwidth depending on the detailed memory

hierarchy designs. The latter challenges the computational ability of the hardware. The

number of parameters of various networks are measured in millions (M), and the number of

MACs reported are in billions (B). I also label the names and the published dates of these

networks in Figure 2.1. On the same dataset, researchers spent a long time on reducing

both the number of parameters and error rates of DNNs. It is noteworthy that efficient

networks normally utilise special network structures and optimization techniques. For

example, MobileNet made use of grouped convolutions [73] and ResNet50 has its special

shortcut connections [66]. There are several interesting trends we can summarise from

Figure 2.1:

• It takes a great amount of time to design efficient neural networks. AlexNet was

introduced in 2012 but the efficient MobileNet family starts to appear in late 2017.

• People tend to first design networks for better accuracy, but these networks are

normally harder to train and have a risk of being more sensitive to hardware. For

instance, it is easier to support VGG16 in today’s TPUs [85] than WideResNet101

because of the skip connections.

Apart from the ever increasing model sizes and complexities, recent years have witnessed

a more diverse set of neural network types. In addition to classic learning domains such

as computer vision and natural language processing, emerging research has proven the

capabilities of DNNs on graph [89, 163] or tabular data [183]. Novel neural network types

often show vastly different computational properties. Taking graph neural networks as an

example, Figure 2.2 demonstrates that these models can have a much higher computational

requirements in terms of FLOPs and activation sizes compared to vision models if the

input graph size is large. However, these graph models are often very small in terms of

model sizes compared to their vision counterparts.

In general, we can summarize the following trends:

• We will always have larger datasets and larger model. There will always be a demand

to tackle harder problems. The computational requirement is always growing.
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• Although over-parameterization is advantageous in training on very large datasets, it

is not always necessary for accurate inference [28]. There exists efficient networks on

the same datasets, smart architectural changes or automated machine learning will

discover the efficient networks in a few years from the release date of the dataset.

• The operations and structures of DNNs will be more diverse and complex (residual

blocks, depthwise separable convolutions, attention mechanisms, etc.) over time in

order to make these models more efficient (e.g. run faster or consume less energy for

a given accuracy budget).

• Over time new neural network types are introduced to improve performance or

solve new machine-learning problems. These may have very different memory access

patterns and computational requirements when compared to existing models.

2.2 Deep neural network structures

Figure 2.3: AlexNet network architecture with 5 convolutional layers and 3 fully-conneted
layers [93].

DNNs have been biologically inspired by the neural system in human brains. Neurons

are basic units in a DNN and a number of neurons make up a layer. The network

architecture of AlexNet is shown in Figure 2.3. There are currently a great number of

DNN layer types, the network in Figure 2.3 utilised fully-connected layer, pooling layer and

convolutional layer. AlexNet has 5 convolutional layers, 3 max pooling layers and 3 fully

connected layers. The convolutional layers have most of the computations and they start

to replace the fully-connected layers because of their capabilities on feature extractions

[73]. The fully connected layer is nothing more than dense matrix multiplications and

the pooling layer requires only a linear scan of all variables in the feature maps. Since

convolutions is a popular and representative computation layer in today’s DNNs, I would
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like to introduce the mathematics behind convolutions for a concrete understanding of

this workload.
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Figure 2.4: A typical convolution layer, with 3 input feature maps, 4 output feature maps
and 12 3× 3 kernels.

We consider a deep sequential CNN with L convolutional layers, i.e. XL = F (X0) =

fL (· · · f2 (f1 (X0)) · · · ), where the lth layer fl : RCl−1×Hl−1×Wl−1 → RCl×Hl×Wl computes

the features xl ∈ RCl×Hl×Wl , which comprise of Cl channels of features with height Hl and

width Wl. The lth layer is thus defined as:

Xl = fl (Xl−1) = ReLU(convl(Xl−1,θl)) (2.1)

Here, ReLU(x) = max (x, 0) denotes the ReLU activation, and convl (Xl−1,θl) computes

the convolution of input features Xl−1 using the weight tensor θl ∈ RCl×Cl−1×k2 , where k

is the kernel size. As illustrated in Figure 2.4, for each single output pixel at a particular

channel of the output feature map, the entire weights volume is multiplied with the selected

input feature volume in an element-wise manner and then summed to produce the final

single pixel result. At inference time, a convolution uses k2Cl−1ClHlWl multiply-accumulate

operations (MACs), which means 2k2Cl−1ClHlWl floating-point operations (FLOPs), for

the computation of the lth layer.

Another view on this convolution workload is to treat it as a classic hardware accelera-

tion for nested loops. Listing 2.1 further shows the code snippet for a single convolution.

OutR, OutC and OutF are the three dimensions of the output feature maps. InF is the

number of input feature maps and K and stride are the kernel sizes and stride value

respectively.

Listing 2.1: Nested loops for convolution
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for (row=0; row <OutR; row++){

for (col=0; col <OutC; col++){

for (fo=0; fo <OutF; fo++){

for (fi=0; fi <InF; fi++){

for (i=0; i<K; i++){

for (j=0; j<K; j++){

output_fm[fo][row][col]+= weights[fo][fi][i][j]*in_fm[fi][

stride*row+i][ stride*col+j];

}}}}}}

Optimisation for computing nested loops has been a long-existing research subject in

hardware acceleration. The formulation above offers many possible optimisations for better

data-reuse patterns or better contiguous DRAM access patterns [137, 103, 124], these

optimisation are beyond the scope of this dissertation. A naive strategy is to unroll all

iterators in the nested loops so that all computations are fully parallelised, however, such

designs normally cannot meet the hardware constraints due to the large computational

dimensions (e.g. large channel counts or large feature map sizes) of neural networks. In

Chapter 4, I will revisit different optimisation choices for nested loops and how they

influence the hardware designs.

2.3 Neural network compression and automated ma-

chine learning

Neural network compression refers to the process of reducing the run-time costs of neural

network inference through shrinking the network parameters, it normally targets a pre-

trained neural network model with a pre-defined network architecture. Reducing the size

of a neural network directly decreases the amount of off-chip accesses and normally reduces

the amount of computation required. Although re-designing the original network to a

smaller network is directly beneficial, such design normally requires a large amount of

design-time. In general, most compression techniques focus on the following three paths.

• Reduce the number of parameters in a neural network.

• Reduce the bit-width of parameters.

• Reshape kernels.

I summarise all the compression techniques in Figure 2.5 as a taxonomy. In this section, I

will mainly focus on pruning and quantisation. In addition, I will introduce optimisation

on the neural network architecture space, namely neural network architecture search

techniques for finding the best performing network architectures.
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Figure 2.5: Taxonomy of compression techniques.

2.3.1 Pruning

Pruning directly reduces the number of connections. Since LeCun et al. [100] introduced

optimal brain damage, the idea of creating more compact and efficient CNNs by removing

connections or neurons has received significant attention. Early approaches to pruning

deep CNNs zeros out individual weight parameters [65, 57]. This results in highly irregular

sparse connections, which were notoriously difficult for SIMD architectures such as GPUs

to exploit. This has prompted custom accelerator solutions that exploit sparse weights

[128, 63]. Although supporting both sparse and dense convolutions efficiently normally

involves some compromises in terms of efficiency or performance.

Because of the above-mentioned reasons, recent research is more focused on structured

sparsity [169, 185, 6, 208], that can be directly exploited by GPUs and also allow custom

accelerators to focus solely on efficient dense operations. Wen et al. [169] added group Lasso

on channel weights to the model’s training loss function. This has the effect of reducing

the magnitude of channel weights to diminish during training, and remove connections

from zeroed-out channels. To facilitate this process, Alvarez et al. [6] additionally used

proximal gradient descent, while Li et al. [105] and He et al. [69] proposed to prune channels

by thresholds, i.e. they set unimportant channels to zero, and fine-tune the resulting

CNN. The objective to induce sparsity in groups of weights may present difficulties for

gradient-based methods, given the large number of weights that need to be optimised. A

common approach to overcome this is to solve [70] or learn [114, 185] channel saliencies to

drive the sparsification of CNNs. He et al. [70] solved an optimization problem which limits

the number of active convolutional channels while minimising the reconstruction error on

the convolutional output. Liu et al. [114] used Lasso regularisation on channel saliencies

to induce sparsity and prune channels with a global threshold. Ye et al. [185] learned to

sparsify CNNs with an iterative shrinkage/thresholding algorithm applied to the scaling

factors in batch normalisation. There are methods [116, 213] that use greedy algorithms

for channel selection. Luo et al. [116] selectively prune input channels while minimizing
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the reconstruction error of the convolutional output. Zhuang et al. [213] similarly perform

channel selection to minimise a joint loss of the reconstruction error and the classification

power of convolutional channels. Huang et al. [78] and He et al. [71] adopted reinforcement

learning to train agents to produce channel pruning decisions.

In general, existing work in the field of network pruning demonstrates that fine-grained

pruning is better at achieving a greater reduction in terms of model sizes. However,

when talking about real inference time reduction on commodity hardware such as GPUs,

coarse-grained methods are a better choice.

2.3.2 Quantisation

Quantisation methods allow parameters to be represented with much narrower bit-widths

than the 32-bit long floating-point numbers used in classic CPU- or GPU-based DNN

implementations. Converting numbers to fixed-point representations drastically reduces

computation and memory requirements [32, 109, 81]. An n-bit fixed-point number with a

binary point position p can represent a value x̂ with:

x̂ = 2−p ×mnmn−1 . . .m1, (2.2)

Lin et al. claim that a suitable fixed-point quantisation can offer a large reduction in model

sizes without any accuracy loss [109]. In extreme cases, the parameters can be binary

(0 and 1) [80] or ternary values (−1, 0, 1) [104]. This significantly reduces the memory

requirements for parameters, but naively putting weights and activation values to extreme

low bit-widths can cause a huge decrease in network accuracy. The idea of grouping

numbers with common bases might be long-existing [172], Lin et al. and Zhang et al. first

showed that this technique works well with neural network model parameters [110, 192].

They group parameters using a set of shared numerical bases, so that the offsets of these

bases can be quantised to binary or ternary values without a large decrease in network

accuracy [110, 192]. These extreme low-precision number formats might be challenging

to be exploited by general computing platforms but can bring a significant performance

gain to custom hardware accelerators. Inference on general purpose hardware, e.g. CPUs

and GPUs, often utilise 8-bit fixed-point numbers. The Intel DL Boost provides built-in

instructions, an extension based on the Advanced Vector Extensions 512 (AVX-512), to

accelerate 8-bit model inference [9]. Recently, Intel also released an Advanced Matrix

extensions (AMX) in addition to AVX-512 [2]. Its supported tile matrix multiplication

enables around 2000 INT8 operations per cycle per core. NVIDIA now has the TensorRT

toolkit to support various low-precision formats (the lowest possible bit-width is 8-bit) on

a variety of GPU devices [161].

Arithmetics beyond fixed-point have also being explored for efficient neural network
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inference. Miyashita et al. showed that logarithmic data representations can be effective on

DNNs, and Lee et al. also discovered that powers-of-2 numbers is sufficient for networks

to retain accuracy but replaces expensive multipliers with shifting [101]. Shift quantisation

results in the following representable values, where s ∈ {−1, 0, 1} indicates the sign of the

value, b is a constant integer shared among weights within the same layer which ensures

no values overflow, and e is a variable exponent:

x̂ = s× 2e−b. (2.3)

Many quantisation methods also consider re-training the quantised networks for a

better post-quantisation accuracy, this is also known as quantisation-aware training

(QAT). Courbariaux et al. first proposed that re-training the quantised networks can

significantly reduce the accuracy loss introduced by quantisation errors [32]. Direct

quantisation and quantisation-aware training are now pervasive in deep learning. Modern

deep learning frameworks such as Pytorch [129] and Tensorflow [129] now both offer

fixed-point quantisation and quantisation aware training to help developers to deploy deep

learning models to mobile or more constrained devices.

2.3.3 Automated machine learning and network architecture

search

Automated machine learning (AutoML) refers to the idea of automating the entire ML

pipeline that involves four major steps: data preparation, feature engineering, model

generation and model estimation [68]. While network architecture search (NAS) methods

focus on automating two major processes of this whole AutoML pipeline, namely the

model generation and model estimation phases.

The rise of NAS comes at a time when the manual design and tuning of architectures

of DNNs on custom datasets is getting increasingly difficult. One challenge is the increase

in the number of different possible operations that may be employed, e.g. in the field

of computer vision, simple convolutions and fully connected layers [93] have expanded

to include depth-wise separable convolutions [73], grouped convolutions [196], dilated

convolutions [168], etc. This opens up a much larger design space for neural network

architectures but makes manual architectural engineering a lot more challenging than

before.

Network Architecture Search (NAS) seeks to automate the search for the best DNN

architecture. A challenge in this search is how to properly define a search space of network

architectures. One common practice is to represent neural architecture as a direct acyclic

graph (DAG) consisting of ordered nodes. However, this DAG representation is potentially

very large if we consider deep neural networks with hundreds of layers and each layer has
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a great number of possible operations. Several NAS methods [113, 130, 216, 206] then

focused on a reduced cell-based search space, with the hope that learned cell structure can

be repeated several times to compose a complete network. There is a clear motivation

behind this cell-based search space: previous well-performing human-designed networks

normally stack a number of fixed blocks [66]. Now if we can build a successful cell, it is

expected that replicating this cell multiple times would construct a good model architecture.

Figure 2.6 demonstrates a cell-based search space in DARTs [113]. Each red edge in Celli

is a searchable operation, the designer only searches for reduction and normal cells and

repeat these cells several times to build a complete network. Another popular search space

setup in NAS is to construct a supernet from a seed/backbone network [17, 18, 157]. The

backbone network normally relies on a pre-built successful network such as ResNets [66]

or MobileNets [73]. The NAS methods then expand this network with a set of pre-defined

candidate operations to build a supernet. Finally, the NAS method will exploit a search

method (e.g. genetic algorithms) to pick the best network (architecture adaption phase in

Figure 2.7). It is generally hard to argue which search space is better, since they have

different limitations. Cell-based architecture relies on repeating the blocks and its complex

DAG of each cell might induce a large inference latency (I discuss this latency problem in

details in Chapter 5). The supernet-based approach, on the other hand, focuses on its

pre-defined backbone and can have vastly different performances when backbones are not

designed with care.
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Figure 2.6: An illustration of a cell-based NAS search spaces.
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of a supernet-based NAS search spaces.

NAS methods can also be classified by their search methodologies. Early work in this

field, such as NASNet [216] and AmoebaNet [136], employed reinforcement-learning (RL) or

evolutionary algorithms (EA) to discover optimal network architectures, but this comes at a

large computational cost. Each update of the controller requires a few hours to train a child

network to convergence which significantly increases the search time. Liu et al. proposed

Differentiable Architecture Search (DARTS) that is a purely gradient-based optimisation

(GO); each candidate operation’s importance is scored using a trainable scalar and updated

using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [113]. Subsequently, Casale et al. approached

the NAS problem from a probabilistic view, transforming concrete trainable scalars used by

DARTS [113] to probabilistic priors and only train a few architectures sampled from these

priors at each training iteration [20]. Wu et al. and Xie et al. used the Gumbel-softmax

trick to relax discrete operation selection to continuous random variables [175, 177]. I

present the representative NAS techniques in Table 2.1. It can be concluded that these

three mainstream NAS approaches all demonstrate compatible search time in terms of

GPU days.

There is also now a rise of applying NAS with hardware design parameters, so that

both the network architecture and hardware architecture search spaces are jointly explored.

Abdelfattah et al. and Zhou et al. have explored how NAS can establish an efficient

exploration in the software-hardware co-design search space [4, 211].

2.4 Neural network hardware accelerators

In the last few years, a great number of custom hardware accelerators have been proposed

and implemented for improving the run-time efficiency of DNNs. In this section, I would
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Method Style Top1/Top5 (%) Params (Millions) GPU Days

NASNet [216] RL 82.7/96.2 88.9 2000
Path-level EAS [16] RL 74.6/91.9 594 200
FPNAS [33] RL 73.3/- 3.41 0.8

AmoebaNet [136] EA 82.8/96.1 86.7 3150
OFA [18] EA 80.0/- - 1.7

SMASH [14] GO 61.4/83.7 16.2 3
PARSEC [20] GO 74.0/91.6 5.6 1
ProxylessNAS [17] GO 75.1/92.5 - 8.33
SNAS [177] GO 72.7/90.8 4.3 1.5
FBNet [175] GO 74.9/- 5.5 9
DARTS [113] GO 73.3/91.3 4.7 4

Table 2.1: Different Network Architecture Search Methods and their performance on
the ImageNet 2012 dataset [93]. RL, EA and GO represent Reinforcement Learning,
Evolutionary Algorithm and Gradient-based Optimisation respectively.

like to compare some popular accelerator designs in terms of their processing elements and

data reuse models. Energy consumed by a hardware accelerator can be broadly categorised

as relating to computation, on-chip memory accesses or off-chip memory accesses. The

design of DNN accelerators need to carefully arrange its available hardware resources to

processing elements, on-chip memory systems to improve efficiency.

2.4.1 From general-purpose processors to custom hardware ac-

celerators

General-purpose processors are the most common hardware in the world. These processor,

particularly Central Processing Units (CPUs), are designed to be efficient for general-

purpose computing. However, these computing platforms are not friendly to massively

parallel workloads such as DNN inference. For operations in DNN inference, many of these

matrix multiplications can be mapped efficiently to a single-instruction, multiple=thread

(SIMT) or single-instruction, multiple data (SIMD) computation paradigm. This is also

the reason for the dominant usage of GPUs as the computation platform for DNN inference.

However, there is also a rising trend of using custom computing to accelerate DNN inference.

Hardware platforms such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) and Application-

Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) are designed to be efficient for DNN inference. While

GPUs excel in computing dense float-point matrix multiplies, these platforms are not

designed for short bit-width fixed-point operations and sparse computation. Researchers

have then looked at how customising the computation units together with the memory

system can be used to achieve better performance, and we will review some of these
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hardware designs in the rest of this chapter.

One particularly popular hardware architecture for DNN inference is the Systolic Array.

This is a homogeneous network of processing elements that are connected to a single

memory system. These processing elements are normally data processing units (DPUs),

and each of these DPUs can be configured to independently compute a partial result as

the data moves from its upstream neighbors. The DPU then performs the computation

and then passes the result to its downstream neighbors, as illustrated in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: An illustration of a systolic-array based accelerator presented in the ScaleSIM
simulator [139]. The processing elements are shown as small colored blocks in the middle.

2.4.2 Processing elements

The design of processing elements are heavily impacted by the network compression

algorithms used. The complexity of a PE’s compute logic is highly dependent on data

format (arithmetic) and bit-width, this in turn, also has implications for area, power

efficiency and latency. One consideration is whether the processing elements are zero-aware,

meaning that they can take advantage of the sparsities in both weights and feature maps.

Bit-widths can heavily impact the arithmetic cores in a neural network and thus the

computation efficiency and latency.

In this sub-section, I only review representative compression-aware DNN accelerators

with unique processing elements. EIE encodes weights into 4-bit to reduce the bandwidth

requirements [63]. This, in turn, requires the EIE accelerator to have decoding units in

hardware. In addition, EIE supports non-zero detection, so that the run-time sparsities in

activations can be exploited. This non-zero zero detection requires an activation queue

to store non-zero activations. Similarly, Eyeriss supports sparse activations as well: it

misses both the memory read and calculation if detected a zero value on activations.

Angle-Eye [56] is a standard accelerator with dense weights and activations. Nullhop [5]
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Accelerator Sparsity Bit-widths

Diannao [24] Dense weights and dense activations 16-bit fixed-point PE
EIE [63] Sparse weights and sparse activations 4-bit encoding, 16-bit fixed-point PE
SCNN [128] Sparse weights and sparse activations 4-bit encoding, 16-bit fixed-point PE
Eyeriss [27] Dense weights and sparse activations 16-bit fixed-point PE
Angel-Eye [56] Dense weights and dense activations 16-bit or 8-bit fixed-point PE
Nullhop [5] Dense weights and sparse activations 16-bit fixed-point PE
XNOR Neural Engine [31] Dense weights and dense activations binary PE with partial sums stored as 16-bit
Bit-Tactical [35] Bit-level sparse weights and activations 16-bit fixed-point PE
YodaNN [7] Dense weights and dense activations binary weights, 12-bit activations

Table 2.2: Sparsities and data formats of various neural network accelerators.

exploits activation sparsity to reduce the computation complexity. XNOR Neural Enginee

focuses on accelerating binary neural networks [31], and Bit-Tactical [35] accelerates

neural networks by exploiting bit-level sparsities using bit-serial operators. YodaNN is

an accelerator for binarised neural networks, the arithmetic operations are nearly costless

because they are simply bit-wise operations.

2.4.3 Data reuse models

Consider the nested for loops in Listing 2.1 again, we can identify these iterators: [i, j, fi,

fo, col, row]. Table 2.3 shows how recently proposed hardware accelerators unroll different

loop iterators.

Accelerator Unrolled iterators

Eyeriss [27] i, j, row, col
EIE [63] i, j and fo
Ma et al. [117] fi and fo
Rahman et al. [134] col, row and fo

Table 2.3: Unrolling strategies of different neural network accelerators.

Unrolling different iterators in hardware would have different impacts on the underlying

architecture (PE arrangements, interconnects and etc) and data reuse model. Naive

unrolling of only i, j means exploiting the hardware parallelism inside each kernel, however,

these kernels are small in size and thus does not provide enough hardware parallelism.

Eyeriss tries to obtain more parallelisms by unrolling the row and col iterators together

with the kernels (i, j) [27]: it utilizes a systolic-array like architecture where outputs are

streamed vertically to be summed and inputs are streamed diagonally. The weights are

broadcasted to each processing element using a large multicast network. Ma et al. find the

parallelisms in input feature maps (fi): each input feature map is fully calculated before

switching to a new one [117]. The partial sums for output feature maps (fo) are cached

on-chip until the calculation finishes. In this case, only weights are not reused. In contrast,
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Rahman et al. choose to fully unroll the output feature maps and their corresponding

dimensions (row, col, fo) in hardware [134], however, these unrollings force partial sums

at the output to be store back into the external memories if on-chip storage is not large

enough.

In short, various unrollings indicate different hardware architectures (PE design, on-chip

interconnects, memory accesses, etc.) and data reuse models. Convolution layers normally

vary in terms of channel count, kernel size and feature map sizes. An optimal hardware

for one particular convolution layer does not apply to another: hardware that is optimised

for one particular convolution layer may perform poorly when used to execute different

layers with different dimensions.

2.4.4 A comparison of DNN hardware accelerators

Table 2.4 summarises key data for a representative sample of recent hardware platforms

used to execute DNNs.. NVIDIA GPUs are included as a baseline platform: the 1080Ti

GPU is a server level chip and TK1 aims for embedded systems.

Hardware Power Throughput Technology Clock Frequency Bit-width

Edge/Embedded Devices

NVIDIA TK1 10.2W 155 GOPS 28nm 852 MHZ 32b Float
Eyeriss [27] 0.28W 84 GOPS 65nm 200 MHz 16b Fixed
EIE [63] 0.59W 102 GOPS 45nm 800 MHz 16b Fixed
ShiDianNao [41] 0.32W 194 GOPS 65nm 1 GHz 16b Fixed
AngleEye [56] 3.5W 188 GOPS 28nm (FPGAs) 150 MHZ 8b Fixed

Cloud Devices

NVIDIA 1080Ti 250W 10.6 TOPS 16nm 1580 MHz 32b Float
Brainwave [29] 225W 90.0 TOPS 14nm (FPGAs) 500 MHz 8b MS-Float
GraphCore MK1 IPU [84] 250W 124.5 TOPS 16nm 1.6 GHz 32b/16b Float mixed

Table 2.4: Performance comparison of neural network accelerators. Bit-width means the
bit-width of the computation cores.

AngleEye and Brainwave are two representative FPGA-based accelerator designs

[56, 29]. As shown in the table, for FPGA implementations I choose to report performance

assuming 8-bit processing elements, which shows the flexibility of using reconfigurable

hardwares. The Brainwave accelerator utilises a special data format that is similar to

a block floating-point arithmetic [87]. In general, FPGA based accelerators tend to use

special or lower precision arithmetics because of the fine-grained reconfigurability, ASIC

based accelerators have better energy efficiencies mainly because of the higher clock

frequency.

In Figure 2.9, I consider a wider range of cores from both industry and academia. The

vertical axis shows the number of operations per unit die size (mm2) and the horizontal

axis is the years that these accelerators are published. I calculate the number of operations
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Figure 2.9: A comparison of various DNN accelerators. Orange circles represent research
ASIC accelerators for embedded systems, blue circles represent commercial ASIC accelera-
tors for embedded systems, blue triangles are commercial ASIC cores for cloud systems,
blue rectangles are commercial FPGA designs for cloud systems and orange starts are
research FPGA designs for embedded systems.

from the fastest arithmetic that the accelerator can offer. For instance, if an accelerator

supports both INT16 and FLOAT16, I report the number of operations as the number

of INT16 operations finished per unit time. The estimation is coarse-grained for several

platforms because of the limited information available, e.g. Cerebras does not report

the exact number of floating-point operations so I have to estimate it from its available

clock frequency and number of processing elements. In particular, the following hardware

systems are considered:

• ASIC accelerators for embedded systems (orange circles and blue circles): ShiDianNao

[41], EIE [63] and Eyeriss [27] are representative designs from the academia. These

accelerators tend to use a more aggressive optimisation strategy on the software

space (e.g. more compact number formats). In particular, EIE utilised fine-grained

pruning, fixed-point quantisation and Huffman encoding to aggressively compress

the model [63]. Nvidia Jetson [159, 120], Intel Movidius [3] and TPU Edge [21] have

similar performance although being designed at different years, and I consider them

as representative designs from the industry.
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• FPGA-based accelerators for embedded systems (orange stars): FPGAConvNet [164]

and AngleEye [56] are two representative designs from the academia.

• ASIC accelerators for cloud systems (blue triangles): TPU-V1, TPU-V2, TPU-V3

and TPU-V4 are a series of tensor processing units developed at Google [85]. TPU-V1

and V4 supports network inference only whereas the other two generations support

both training and inference. Nvidia V100 is a popular platform in popular cloud

services [118]. Huawei HiSilicon ships the Ascend 910 chip based on the same Huawei

Da Vinci architecture [108]. The Groq Tensor Streaming Processor are a set of

Superlanes which each Superlane contains a specialised very long instruction word

(VLIW) instruction [60]. Graphcore AI released a C2 card, showing strong inference

performance for both ResNet50 training and inference [86]. Cerebras shows an

incredibly large chip using their waver scaling technology on the 7nm technology

node [1].

• FPGA-based accelerators for cloud systems (blue triangles): In this case, BrainWave

from Microsoft might be the most recognised FPGA design that is widely deployed

in today’ Microsoft data centers [48].

In Figure 2.9, I observe several interesting trends that is worth highlighting in this

dissertation:

• DNN inference accelerators for edge systems designed by researchers (ShiDianNao,

EIE, Eyeriss) show the best performances, they outperform other accelerators by

a significant margin. These accelerators tend to use aggressive optimisation tech-

niques. For instance, EIE [63] utilised pruning, quantisation and encoding. FPGA

accelerators show the same trend, where research accelerators show better efficiency

compared to commercial grade accelerators.

• The middle band in Figure 2.9 (blue circles) are mainly embedded systems designed

by the industry. These accelerators show a better performance compared to server-

class accelerators. This indicates that simply using a larger die size (making larger

chips) might increase the absolute operations per second counts but does not provide

a better power efficiency per die size. This phenomenon is easy to understand since

larger die sizes normally suggest an increased number of transistors and thus a more

difficult routing. In addition, server-class chips normally integrate more networking

facilities and DRAM channels. On the other hand, loading off-chip data from DRAM

is likely to be a bottleneck for server-class accelerators.

• DNN accelerators designed by the industry do not show great performance (Gops/mm2/W)

in Figure 2.9. It is commonly known that industry accelerators will have to support
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more types of neural networks and even ensure backwards compatibility [85], this

wider coverage forces the designers to use more conservative optimisation meth-

ods. Some of these industry accelerators have particular applications to support

with particular quality targets, e.g. in some cases forcing the use of some forms of

floating-point arithmetics. They may also have to take and run networks as they are,

i.e. they don’t have the ability to retrain after applying some sort of compression

technique.

It is also worth mentioning that this comparison does not consider the effect of different

fabrication processes. However, it is generally expected that, at least in industry, the

accelerators fabricated in later years are using a more advanced nanometer technology. On

the other hand, recent DNN accelerators contain both ASIC and FPGA designs. ASIC

designs have a major advantage of its high clock frequency FPGAs used to be a testing

facility for ASIC designs [95], but now start to rise as a general purpose computation

platform because of the following reasons:

• Faster time to market: ASIC designs has a much longer development cycle compared

to FPGAs.

• Design difficulty: The design process of ASIC accelerators is complex and requires

collaborations of different entities, FPGAs, on the other hand, has a much simpler

design flow, especially with the rise of recent high-level-synthesis tools [173].

• Flexibility: ASIC accelerators have to focus on a set of pre-defined applications,

PGA is a flexible device due to its hardware re-programmability.

In this dissertation, I mainly focus on FPGA designs and provide a more thorough

discussion of DNN accelerating on FPGAs in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Pruning and quantisation for

efficient neural networks

In this chapter, I will look at how pruning and quantization techniques can reduce the

amount of computation required for neural network inference. These techniques are often

used in the context of deep learning with a pre-defined DNN architecture and pre-trained

DNN weights, and the objective is to lower the amount of computation required for a

neural network is often a limiting factor.

I first discuss the intriguing properties of deep neural networks: their redundancy and

ability to recover accuracy from re-training. I start with a discussion of the effects of

combining different basic neural network compression methods and a flexible software

tool for achieving this combined compression. I later demonstrate and evaluate two novel

compression techniques, dynamic coarse-grained pruning and focused quantisation. Finally,

I discuss how various approximate computing methods might be applicable to different

hardware platforms.

This chapter includes relevant contents published in:

• Yiren Zhao, Xitong Gao, Robert Mullins, and Chengzhong Xu. Mayo: A framework

for auto-generating hardware friendly deep neural networks. In Proceedings of the

2ndInternational Workshop on Embedded and Mobile Deep Learning, pages 25–30,

2018. (EMDL 2018)

• Xitong Gao, Yiren Zhao, Lukasz Dudziak, Robert Mullins, Chengzhong Xu. Dynamic

channel pruning: Feature boosting and suppression. In International Conference of

Learning Representations 2019 (ICLR 2019).

• Yiren Zhao, Xitong Gao, Daniel Bates, Robert Mullins, and Cheng-Zhong Xu.

Focused quantisation for sparse CNNs. In Advances in Neural Information Processing

Systems,pages 5584–5593, 2019 (NeurIPS 2019)
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Yiren Zhao proposed the idea of constructing the Mayo framework. Xitong Gao

developed the pruning functions and Yiren Zhao constructed the quantisation functions

for Mayo. Yiren Zhao conceived and designed the experiments for Dynamic channel

pruning and Focused quantisation. Xitong Gao enhanced the implementation of Dynamic

channel pruning with normalisation and achieved better results, he also provided insights

on developing the feature saliency motivation in the publication.

3.1 Intriguing properties of DNNs

DNNs are, in general, inherently redundant, which means that many operations in DNNs

compute highly-correlated results. Wen et al. showed that filters (also referred as kernels

in some literature) of a network have a similar low-rank basis if decomposed using singular

value decomposition [170]. From the learning point of view, Srivastava et al. proposed

Dropout that simply removes neurons in a DNN while training and it improves the

training quality and prevents overfitting [153]. Since many neurons tend to learn similar

representations, stochastically dropping neurons helps to enhance the capabilities of

singular neurons. In other words, Dropout works by breaking the neuron-wise correlations,

which in turn proves that many neurons are computing highly correlated results.

Another interesting property of neural networks is their ability to recover accuracy from

further training. Han et al. proposed Deep Compression that achieves a 35× compression

rate using the AlexNet [93] model with re-training at every compression step. The Deep

Compression flow includes pruning, quantisation and Huffman encoding. The pruning

process suppresses a significant part of the weights to zero, and quantisation employs

a standard low-precision fixed-point arithmetic. At the end, the encoding scheme uses

a compact representation for the quantised sparse tensors to offer a further reduction.

At each compression stage in Deep Compression, the authors conduct re-training. Re-

training allows learnable parameters in a network to adapt to the damages incurred during

compression.

These intriguing properties of DNNs have driven research that focuses on iteratively

trimming and re-training models to reduce the runtime computational requirements.

3.2 Combining different compression techniques

As illustrated in Chapter 2, a wide range of compression techniques have proven to be

effective for lowering the computation and memory requirements of DNNs. Pruning directly

reduces the number of connections and quantisation methods enable each parameter to be

represented with much narrower bit-width than the 32-bit single-precision floating-point

numbers.
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Han’s Deep Compression further demonstrated the possibility of achieving multiplying

gains in terms of shrinking the model sizes when applying a series of compression techniques

[64]. Deep Compression only investigates a single combination of pruning, quantisation

and encoding techniques in the large compression optimisation space. Intuitively, there

are potentially many other combinations of compression techniques that have equivalent

accuracy but with very different hardware implications. In general, we will be presented

with the possibility of combining many different compression techniques and selecting

from numerous different number formats. The Mayo tool was designed to help explore this

design space and find optimal solutions. Mayo then aims to be a flexible software compres-

sion optimisation framework to support arbitrary combinations of various compression

techniques on different components of a neural network as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Pre-trained
Model Mayo

Compresion
setup

Re-training
setup

Compressed
Model

Figure 3.1: An high-level illustration of the Mayo tool. Mayo takes a set of compression
techniques and combines them to achieve a single compression rate. The compression setup
and the re-training setup can be configured in YAML files. The tool takes a pre-trained
model as an input and outputs a compressed model.

At the time of implementing Mayo, the research community had a few open source

methods and frameworks for compressing neural networks. Table 3.1 demonstrates the

differences between Mayo and other existing tools, it is clear that Mayo supports a wider

range of pruning and quantisation methods with the ability to apply these methods on

different components of a neural network. The dynamic fixed-point arithmetic refers to a

specialised fixed-point arithmetic where the whole layer shared a scaling factor for all the

fixed-point numbers of that layer.

All compression methods are implemented as objects called overriders in Mayo. Over-

riders can be flexibly applied to not only layer-wise model parameters θl, but also the

underlying algorithm fl, and even the gradient of each layer computation xl = fl(xl−1,θl)

where xl ∈ RCl×Hl×Wl ,, The design of overriders provides an abstraction for various

compression techniques.

An overrider g ∈ G, configured with suitable hyperparameters, takes a multi-dimensional

array (a tensor) as an input, and produces a new array with the same shape as the
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Mayo Ristretto ADaPTION DoReFa

Pruning
fine-grained 3 7 7 7

coarse-grained 3 7 7 7

Quantization

fixed-point 3 3 3 3

dynamic fixed-point 3 3 3 7

mini-float 3 3 3 7

log 3 7 7 7

shift 3 3 3 7

Layer-wise customization 3 3 3 7

Automated hyperparameter optimization 3 7 7 7

Compression method chaining 3 7 7 7

Customizable components w/a/g w/a w/a w/a/g

Configuration format YAML Caffe Caffe Python

Table 3.1: A comparison: Ristretto [61], ADaPTION [119], DoReFa [210] and Mayo.

compressed variant. Parameters θl can thus be simply substituted using any overrider

gparam ∈ G:

θ̃l = gparam(θl). (3.1)

Moreover, overriders can be used to customise other trainable/non-trainable components

of a DNN. For example, I can customise the activation function to replace fi with f̃i, using

an overrider gactivation ∈ G, where for any input xi−1 and parameters θl, I have:

f̃i(xi−1,θl) = gactivation (fi (xi−1,θl)) . (3.2)

Under the same principle, overriders can be applied on tensor gradients.

Finally, overriders are recursively-compositional. Multiple overriders can be chained in

sequence, which in turn provides greater compression opportunities. For example, given

a pruning overrider g and a quantising overrider h, the composition of them is also an

overrider that can be applied to any components, i.e. h ◦ g ∈ G. In this case, for any

parameters θl:

θ̃l = h (g (θl)) . (3.3)

I show in Table 3.2 the effect of applying quantisation on top of a sparse CifarNet

(details of this network is explained in later section in Table 3.3) [201] for classifying

CIFAR10 [94] objects. I designed the CifarNet model based on the VGG family [151] but

added Batch Normalizations and Dropout layers. Applying both quantisation and pruning

offers a multiplying performance gain in terms of the compression rates. Table 3.2 shows

that a pruned model, when quantised with dynamic fixed-point numbers, brings an over
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Method Bit-width Density Compression rate Top-1/top-5 accuracy

baseline 32 100.00% - 91.37%/99.67%
fixed-point (fixed) 4 100.00% 8.00× 89.64%/99.74%

dynamic fixed-point (DFP) 4 100.00% 8.00× 90.63%/99.68%
fine-grained pruning (pruned) 32 15.65% 6.39× 91.12%/99.70%

pruned + fixed 6 15.65% 33.92× 90.59%/99.68%
pruned + DFP 6 15.65% 33.92× 91.04%/99.70%

Table 3.2: Quantisations on sparse and dense CifarNets [201].

30× decrease in model sizes with a minimal decrease in classification accuracy (less than

0.4%).

The comparison in Table 3.2 provides an interesting insight: pruned + DFP outperforms

the pruned + fixed flow utilised in Deep Compression, this proves that there are further

compression opportunities if a more flexible combination of pruning and quantisation

strategy is permitted. pruned + fixed and pruned + DFP have the same compression rates

but different accuracy values. This further demonstrates that there are many combinations

of compression techniques that offer sub-optimal performance on accuracy, the developed

Mayo framework is a suitable tool for traversing the design space. In addition the Mayo

framework quantises not only the weights but also activation values, the tool also supports

compressing each layer of the network independently, i.e. using different compression

techniques or parameters. I will revisit this ability in Chapter 4 to demonstrate how these

features can benefit the design of hardware accelerators.

3.3 Dynamic coarse-grained pruning

3.3.1 Static and dynamic pruning

One common approach to reduce the memory, bandwidth and computation costs is to

prune over-parameterized CNNs, as discussed in Section 3.2. If performed in a coarse-grain

manner this approach is known as coarse-grained pruning or channel pruning [185, 71].

One well-established approach in this domain is Network Slimming [114], this method

considers the Lasso regularization on channel saliencies. The authors then introduce a

scaling factor for each channel, which is multiplied to the output of that channel. Then

Network Slimming jointly trains the network weights and these scaling factors, with the

Lasso sparsity regularization imposed on the latter. Finally Network Slimming prunes

those channels with small factors, and fine-tunes the pruned network.

Most channel pruning methods follow the same approach, they evaluate channel saliency

and remove all input and output connections from unimportant channels, generating a

smaller dense model. A saliency-based pruning method utilises static channel information,

however, has two disadvantages. Firstly, by removing channels, the capabilities of CNNs
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are permanently lost, and the resulting CNN may never regain its accuracy for difficult

inputs for which the removed channels were responsible. Secondly, the saliency of a

neuron is not static, which can be illustrated by the feature visualization in Figure 3.2a,

Figure 3.2b and Figure 3.2c. Here, a CNN is shown a set of input images, certain channel

neurons in a convolutional output may get highly excited, whereas another set of images

elicit little response from the same channels. This is in line with my understanding of

CNNs whereby neurons in a convolutional layer specialise in recognizing distinct features,

and the relative importance of a neuron depends heavily on the inputs.

high
response

low
response

5.426 3.297 3.076 2.938

0.051 0.052 0.066 0.069

(a) Channel 114

3.409 3.309 3.298 3.171

-0.229-0.218-0.168 -0.161

(b) Channel 181
(c) The distribution of maxi-
mum activations

Figure 3.2: When images from the ImageNet validation dataset are shown to a pre-trained
ResNet-18 [66], the outputs from certain channel neurons may vary drastically. The top
rows in (a) and (b) are found respectively to greatly excite neurons in channels 114 and 181
of layer block 3b/conv2, whereas the bottom images elicit little activation from the same
channel neurons. The number below each image indicate the maximum values observed in
the channel before adding the shortcut and activation. Finally, (c) shows the distribution
of maximum activations observed in the first 20 channels.

The above shortcomings prompt the question: why should we prune by static impor-

tance, if the importance is highly input-dependent? Surely, a more promising alternative is

to prune dynamically depending on the current input. A dynamic channel pruning strategy

allows the network to learn to prioritise certain convolutional channels and ignore irrelevant

ones. Instead of simply reducing model size at the cost of accuracy with pruning, I can

accelerate convolution by selectively computing only a subset of channels predicted to be

important at run-time, while considering the sparse input from the preceding convolution

layer. In practice, the amount of activation values stayed on-chip and the number of

DRAM reads, writes and arithmetic operations used by a well-designed dynamic model

can be almost identical to an equivalently sparse statically pruned one. In addition to

saving computational resources, a dynamic model preserves all neurons of the full model,

which minimises the impact on task accuracy.
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3.3.2 Feature boosting and suppression

Motivated by the shortcomings described above, I will start with a high-level illustration

(Figure 3.3) of how Feature Boosting and Suppression accelerates a convolutional layer

with batch normalization (BN). The auxiliary components (in red) predict the importance

of each output channel based on the input features, and amplify the output features

accordingly. Moreover, certain output channels are predicted to be entirely suppressed

(or zero-valued as represented by ), such output sparsity information can advise the

convolution operation to skip the computation of these channels, as indicated by the

dashed arrow. It should be noted that convolutions can be skipped due to (1) inactive

input channels and (2) due to the suppression of particular output channels. The rest of

this section provides a detailed explanation of the components in Figure 3.3.

subsample
channel saliency

predictor
multiple winners
take all  wtawta

convolution
normalize
�� bias)

multiply
ss (xl�1) gl (xl�1)

sparsity

⇡l (xl�1)

xl�1 convl (xl�1) norm (convl (xl�1)) + �l

xl(+ ReLU)

Figure 3.3: A high level view of a convolutional layer with FBS. By way of illustration, I
use the lth layer with 8-channel input and output features, where channels are colored to
indicate different saliencies, and the white blocks ( ) represent all-zero channels.

Mathematically, consider the following generalization of a layer with dynamic execution:

f̂ (x, · · · ) = f (x,θ, · · · ) · π (x,φ, · · · ) , (3.4)

where f and π respectively use weight parameters θ and φ and may have additional

inputs, and compute tensors of the same output shape, denoted by F and G. Intuitively,

the expensive F[i] can always be skipped for any index i whenever the cost-effective G[i]

evaluates to 0. Here, the superscript [i] is used to index the ith slice of the tensor. For

example, if we have features F ∈ RC×H×W containing C channels of H-by-W features,

F[c] ∈ RH×W retrieves the cth feature image. I can further sparsify and accelerate the layer

by adding, for instance, a Lasso on π to the total loss, where Ex [z] is the expectation of z

over x:

R (x) = Ex [‖π (x,φ, · · · )‖1] , (3.5)

Despite the simplicity of this formulation, it is however very tricky to design f̂ properly.

Under the right conditions, I can arbitrarily minimise the Lasso while maintaining the
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same output from the layer by scaling parameters. For example, in low-cost collaborative

layers [39], f and π are simply convolutions (with or without ReLU activation) that

respectively have weights θ and φ. Since f and π are homogeneous functions, one can

always halve φ and double θ to decrease Equation (3.5) while the network output remains

the same. In other words, the optimal network must have ‖φ‖∞ → 0, which is infeasible

in finite-precision arithmetic. For the above reasons, Dong et al. [39] observed that

the additional loss in Equation (3.5) always degrades the CNN’s task performance. Ye

et al. [185] pointed out that gradient-based training algorithms are highly inefficient in

exploring such reparameterisation patterns, and channel pruning methods may experience

similar difficulties. Shazzer et al. [145] avoided this limitation by finishing π with a softmax

normalization, but the Equation (3.5) can no longer be used as the softmax renders the

`1-norm, which now evaluates to 1. In addition, similar to sigmoid, softmax (without the

cross entropy) is easily saturated, and thus may equally suffer from the gradient vanishing

problem.

Instead of imposing sparsity on features or convolutional weight parameters [169, 6,

105, 69], channel pruning methods [114, 185] induce sparsity on the BN scaling factors

γl. Inspired by them, FBS similarly generates a channel-wise importance measure. Yet

contrary to them, instead of using the constant BN scaling factors γl, FBS predicts channel

importance and dynamically amplify or suppress channels with a parametric function

π(xl−1) dependent on the output from the previous layer xl−1. Here, I propose to replace

layer definition fl (xl−1) for all l ∈ [1, L] with f̂l (xl−1) which employs dynamic channel

pruning:

f̂l (xl−1) = (πl (xl−1) · (norm (convl (xl−1,θl)) + βl))+ , (3.6)

where norm is batch normalisation and a low-overhead policy πl (xl−1) evaluates the pruning

decisions for the computationally demanding conv (xl−1,θl):

πl (xl−1) = wtaddCle (gl (xl−1)) . (3.7)

Here, wtak(z) is a k-winners-take-all function, i.e. it returns a tensor identical to z, except

that I zero out entries in z that are smaller than the k largest entries in absolute magnitude.

In other words, wtaddCle(gl(xl−1)) provides a pruning strategy that computes only ddCle
most salient channels predicted by gl(xl−1), and suppresses the remaining channels with

zeros. In addition, gl(xl−1) is a simple fully connected layer that learns to predict channel

saliencies using only a handful of learning parameters.

It is notable that the proposed strategy prunes Cl−ddCle least salient output channels

from lth layer, where the density d ∈ ]0, 1] can be varied to sweep the trade-off relationship

between performance and accuracy. Moreover, pruned channels contain all-zero values.

This allows the subsequent (l + 1)th layer to trivially make use of input-side sparsity, since
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all-zero features can be safely skipped even for zero-padded layers. Because all convolutions

can exploit both input- and output-side sparsity, the speed-up gained from pruning is

quadratic with respect to the pruning ratio. For instance, dynamically pruning half of

the channels in all layers gives rise to a dynamic CNN that uses approximately 1
4

of the

original MACs.

Theoretically, FBS does not introduce the reparameterisation discussed above. By batch

normalizing the convolution output, the convolution kernel θl is invariant to scaling. Com-

putationally, it is more efficient to train. Many alternative methods use non-differentiable

π functions that produce on/off decisions. In general, DNNs with these policy functions

are incompatible with SGD, and resort to reinforcement learning for training. In contrast,

FBS allows end-to-end training, as wta is a piecewise differentiable and continuous function

like ReLU. Srivastava et al. [153] suggested that in general, a network is easier and faster

to train for complex tasks and less prone to catastrophic forgetting, if it uses functions

such as wta that promote local competition between many sub-networks.

3.3.3 Evaluating FBS

I use CIFAR10 [94] and ImageNet [93], the two popular image classification datasets, to

evaluate FBS. I designed a custom CNN for CIFAR10 named CifarNet based on the VGG

class of networks (see Table 3.3 for its structure), using only 1.3 million parameters with

91.37% and 99.67% top-1 and top-5 accuracies respectively. CifarNet is much smaller

than a VGG16 on CIFAR10 [114], which uses 20 million parameters and is only 2.29%

more accurate, it is basically a variant of VGG9 with Batch Normalization and Dropout.

Because of its compactness, CifarNet is more challenging to accelerate. By faithfully

reimplementing Network Slimming (NS) [114], a popular static coarse-grained pruning

method, I closely compare FBS with NS under various speedup constraints. For ImageNet,

I augment two popular CNN variants, ResNet18 and [66] and VGG16 [151], and provide

a detailed accuracy/MACs trade-off comparison against recent structured pruning and

dynamic execution methods.

I trained CifarNet (see Table 3.3 for its architecture) with a 0.01 learning rate and

a 256 batch size. We reduced the learning rate by a factor of 10× for every 100 epochs.

To compare FBS against NS fairly, every model with a new target MACs budget were

consecutively initialized with the previous model, and trained for a maximum of 300

epochs, which is enough for all models to converge to the best obtainable accuracies. For

NS, we follow [114] and start training with an `1-norm sparsity regularization weighted by

10−5 on the BN scaling factors. We then prune at 150 epochs and fine-tune the resulting

network without the sparsity regularization.

We additionally employed image augmentation procedures from [93] to preprocess each

training example. Each CIFAR10 example was randomly horizontal flipped and slightly
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perturbed in the brightness, saturation and hue.

ImageNet classifiers, were trained with a procedure similar to the one above. The

difference was that they were trained for a maximum of 35 epochs, the learning rate was

decayed for every 20 epochs, and NS models were all pruned at 15 epochs. For image

preprocessing, we additionally cropped and stretched/squeezed images randomly following

[93].

The proposed FBS method begins by first replacing all convolutional layer computations

with Equation (3.6), and initializing the new convolutional kernels with previous parameters.

Initially, I do not suppress any channel computations by using density d = 1 in Equation

(3.7) and fine-tune the resulting network. For fair comparison against NS, I then follow

[114] by iteratively decrementing the overall density d of the network by 10% in each step,

and thus gradually using fewer channels to sweep the accuracy/performance trade-off. The

difference is that NS prunes channels by ranking globally, while FBS prunes around 1− d
of each layer.
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Figure 3.4: Experimental results on CifarNet. I compare in (a) the accuracy/MACs
trade-off between FBS, NS and FBS+NS. The baseline is emphasized by the circle©. The
heat map in (b) reveals the individual probability of skipping a channel for each channel
(x-axis), when an image of a category (y-axis) is shown to the network with d = 1.

By respectively applying NS and FBS to CifarNet classifier and incrementally increasing

sparsity, I produce the trade-off relationships between number of operations (measured in

MACs) and the classification accuracy as shown in Figure 3.4a. FBS clearly surpasses NS

in its ability to retain the task accuracy under an increasingly stringent computational

budget. Besides comparing FBS against NS, I am interested in combining both methods,

which demonstrates the effectiveness of FBS if the model is already less redundant, i.e. it

cannot be pruned further using NS without degrading the accuracy by more than 1%. The

composite method (NS+FBS) is shown to successfully regain most of the lost accuracy

due to NS, producing a trade-off curve closely matching FBS. It is notable that under the
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same 90.50% accuracy constraints, FBS, NS+FBS, and NS respectively achieve 3.93×,

3.22×, and 1.19× speed-up ratios. Conversely for a 2× speed-up target, they respectively

produce models with accuracies not lower than 91.55%, 90.90% and 87.54%.

Figure 3.4b uses 8 heat maps to respectively represent the channel skipping probabilities

of the 8 convolutional layers. The brightness of the pixel at location (x, y) denotes the

probability of skipping the xth channel when looking at an image of the yth classification

category. The heat maps verify my belief that the auxiliary network learned to predict

which channels specialise to which features, as channels may have drastically distinct

probabilities of being used for images of different categories. The model here is a CifarNet

using FBS with d = 0.5, which has a top-1 accuracy of 90.59% (top-5 99.65%). Moreover,

channels in the heat maps are sorted so the channels that are on average least frequently

evaluated are placed on the left, and channels shaded in stripes are never evaluated. The

network in Figure 3.4b is not only approximately 4× faster than the original, by removing

the unused channels, it also reduces the number of weights by 2.37×. This reveals that

FBS naturally subsumes channel pruning strategies such as NS, as I can simply prune

away channels that are skipped regardless of the input. It is notable that even though I

specified a universal density d, FBS learned to adjust its dynamicity across all layers, and

prune different ratios of channels from the convolutional layers.

I also resent a detailed layer-wise study of CifarNet in Table 3.3 on the CIFAR10

classification task. The CifarNet, a custom designed CNN, with less than 1.30 million

parameters and takes 174 million MACs to perform inference for a 32-by-32 RGB image.

The architecture is illustrated in Table 3.3, where all convolutional layers use 3× 3 kernels,

the Shape column shows the shapes of each layer’s features, and pool7 is a global average

pooling layer. Table 3.3 additionally provides further comparisons of layer-wise compute

costs between FBS, NS, and the composition of the two methods (NS+FBS). It is notable

that the FBS column has two different output channel counts, where the former is the

number of computed channels for each inference, and the latter is the number of channels

remaining in the layer after removing the unused channels.

Residual networks [66] adopt sequential structure of residual blocks: xb = K (xb−1) +

F (xb−1), where xb is the output of the bth block, K is either an identity function or a

downsampling convolution, and F consists of a sequence of convolutions. For residual

networks, I directly apply FBS to all convolutional layers, with a difference in the way I

handle the feature summation. Because the (b+ 1)th block receives as input the sum of

the two features with sparse channels K (xb−1) and F (xb−1), the channels of this sum is

considered sparse only when the same channels in both features are sparse.

By applying FBS and NS respectively to ResNet18, I saw the ImageNet validation

accuracy of FBS consistently outperforms NS under different speed-up constraints. For

speed-up, I refer to the number of multiply accumulates required to finish an inference run
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Layer Shape Number of MACs (Output Channels)
Original NS FBS NS+FBS

conv0 30× 30 1.5M (64) 1.3M (52) 893K (32/62) 860K (32)
conv1 30× 30 33.2M (64) 27.0M (64) 8.4M (32/42) 10.2M (39)
conv2 15× 15 16.6M (128) 15.9M (123) 4.2M (64/67) 5.9M (74)
conv3 15× 15 33.2M (128) 31.9M (128) 8.3M (64/79) 11.6M (77)
conv4 15× 15 33.2M (128) 33.1M (128) 8.3M (64/83) 12.1M (77)
conv5 8× 8 14.1M (192) 13.4M (182) 3.6M (96/128) 4.9M (110)
conv6 8× 8 21.2M (192) 11.6M (111) 5.4M (96/152) 4.3M (67)
conv7 8× 8 21.2M (192) 12.3M (192) 5.4M (96/96) 4.5M (116)
pool7 1× 1
fc 1× 1 1.9K (10) 1.9K (10) 960 (10) 1.1K (10)

Total 174.3M 146.5M 44.3M 54.2M
Saving - 1.19× 3.93× 3.21×

Table 3.3: The network structure of CifarNet for CIFAR10 classification. In addition, we
provide a detailed per-layer MACs compariso between FBS, NS, and the composition of
them (NS+FBS). I minimise the models generated by the three methods while maintaining
a classification accuracy of at least 90.5%.

compared to the original dense model. For instance, at d = 0.7, it utilises only 1.12 billion

multiply accumulates (MACs) (1.62× speed-up) to achieve a top-1 error rate of 31.54%,

while NS requires 1.51 billion MACs (1.21× faster) for a similar error rate of 31.70%.

When compared across recent dynamic execution methods examined in Table 3.4, FBS

demonstrates simultaneously the highest speed-up and the lowest error rates. It is notable

that the baseline accuracies for FBS refer to a network that has been augmented with the

auxiliary layers featuring FBS but suppress no channels, i.e. d = 1. FBS brings immediate

accuracy improvements, an increase of 1.73% in top-1 and 0.46% in top-5 accuracies, to

the baseline network, which is in line with my observation on CifarNet.

Method Dynamic
Baseline Accelerated Speed-

Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 up

Soft Filter Pruning [69] 29.72 10.37 32.90 12.22 1.72×
Network Slimming ([114], my implementation) 31.02 11.32 32.79 12.61 1.39×
Discrimination-aware Channel Pruning [213] 30.36 11.02 32.65 12.40 1.89×
Low-cost Collaborative Layers [39] X 30.02 10.76 33.67 13.06 1.53×
Channel Gating Neural Networks [75] X 30.98 11.16 32.60 12.19 1.61×
Feature Boosting and Suppression (FBS) X 29.29 10.32 31.83 11.78 1.98×

Table 3.4: Comparisons of error rates of the baseline and accelerated ResNet18 models.

Since VGG16 is computationally intensive with over 15 billion MACs, I first applied

NS on this large network to reduce the computational and memory requirements, and this

eases the training of the FBS-augmented variant. I assigned a 1% budget in top-5 accuracy

degradation and compressed the network using NS, which gave us a smaller VGG16 with
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Method Dynamic
∆ top-5 errors (%)
3× 4× 5×

Filter Pruning ([105], reproduced by [70]) — 8.6 14.6
Perforated CNNs [46] 3.7 5.5 —
Network Slimming ([114], my implementation) 1.37 3.26 5.18
Channel Pruning [70] 0.0 1.0 1.7
AMC [71] — — 1.4
ThinNet-Conv [116] 0.37 — —
Feature Boosting and Suppression (FBS) X 0.04 0.52 0.59

Table 3.5: Comparisons of top-5 error rate increases for VGG16 on ImageNet validation
set under 3×, 4× and 5× speed-up constraints. The baseline has a 10.1% top-5 error rate.
Results from He et al. [70] only show numbers with one digit after the decimal point.

20% of all channels pruned. The resulting network is a lot less redundant, which almost

halves the compute requirements, with only 7.90 billion MACs remaining. Table 3.5 shows

the performance of different structured pruning and dynamic execution methods to FBS.

At a speed-up of 3.01×, FBS shows a minimal increase of 0.44% and 0.04% in top-1 and

top-5 error rates respectively. At a 5.23× speed-up, it only degrades the top-1 error rate

by 1.08% and the top-5 by 0.59%.

3.4 Focused quantisation for custom hardware

3.4.1 Quantising sparse and dense models

Pruning algorithms compress CNNs by setting weights to zero, thus removing connections

or neurons from the models. In particular, fine-grained pruning [112, 57] provides the

best compression by removing connections at the finest granularity, i.e. individual weights.

Quantisation methods reduce the number of bits required to represent each value, and thus

further provide memory, bandwidth and compute savings. Shift quantisation of weights,

which quantises weight values in a model to powers-of-two or zero, i.e. {0,±1,±2,±4, . . .},
is of particular of interest, as multiplications in convolutions become much-simpler bit-shift

operations or simply wiring in certain cases. The computational cost in hardware can thus

be significantly reduced without a detrimental impact on the model’s task accuracy [207].

Fine-grained pruning is often in conflict with quantisation, as pruning introduces various

degrees of sparsities to different layers [125]. Linear quantisation methods (integers) have

uniform quantisation levels and non-linear quantisations (logarithmic, floating-point and

shift) have fine levels around zero but levels grow further apart as values get larger in

magnitude. Both linear and nonlinear quantisations thus provide precision where it is

not actually required in the case of a pruned CNN. It is observed that empirically, very

few non-zero weights concentrate around zero in some layers that are sparsified with
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fine-grained pruning (see Figure 3.5c for an example). Shift quantisation is highly desirable

as it can be implemented efficiently, but it becomes a poor choice for certain layers in

sparse models, as most near-zero quantisation levels are under-utilized (Figure 3.5d).

(a) Dense layers (b) After shift quan (c) Sparse layers (d) After shift quan

Figure 3.5: The weight distributions of the first 8 layers of ResNet18 on ImageNet. (a) shows
the weight distributions of the layers, (c) similarly shows the distributions (excluding zeros) for
a sparsified variant. (b) and (d) respectively quantise the weight distributions on the left with
5-bit shift quantisation. Note that in some sparse layers, greedy pruning encourages weights to
avoid near zero values. Shift quantisation on these layers thus results in poor utilisation of the
quantisation levels.

This dichotomy prompts the question, how can we quantise sparse weights efficiently

and effectively? Here, efficiency represents not only the reduced model size but also the

minimised compute cost. Effectiveness means that the quantisation levels are well-utilised.

From an information theory perspective, it is desirable to design a quantisation function

Q such that the quantised values in θ̂ = Q(θ) closely match the prior weight distribution.

3.4.2 Focused quantisation

Shift quantisation constrains weight values to be either zero or powers-of-two. A repre-

sentable value in a (k + 2)-bit shift quantisation is given by:

v = s · 2e−b, (3.8)

where s = {−1, 0, 1} denotes either zero or the sign of the value, e is an integer bounded

by [0, 2k − 1], and b is the bias, a layer-wise constant which scales the magnitudes of

quantised values. I use θ̂ = Qshift
n,b [θ] to denote a n-bit shift quantisation with a bias b of a

weight value θ to the nearest representable value θ̂.

Intuitively, it is desirable to concentrate quantisation effort on the high probability

regions in the weight distribution in sparse layers. Focused quantisation Qfocus[θ] is

designed specifically for this purpose, and applied in a layer-wise fashion.

Q[θ] = zθα
∑

c∈C

δc,mθ
Qrec[θ], where Qrec

c [θ] = Qshift
n,b

[
θ − µc
σc

]
σc + µc. (3.9)

Here zθ is a predetermined constant {0, 1} binary value to indicate if θ is pruned, and

it is used to set pruned weights to 0. The set of components c ∈ C determines the locations
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to focus quantisation effort, each specified by the component’s mean µc and standard

deviation σc. The Kronecker delta δc,mθ
evaluates to either 1 when c = mθ, or 0 otherwise.

In other words, the constant mθ ∈ C chooses which component in C is used to quantise

θ. Finally, Qrec
c [θ] locally quantises the component c with shift quantisation. Following

Zhu et al. [212] and Leng et al.[102], I additionally introduce a layer-wise learnable scaling

factor α initialised to 1, which empirically improves the task accuracy.

Quantized
(5-bit values)

Before
(32-bit float)

0 -3.81 1.50

5.63 0 -5.69

4.54 -3.13 2.44
/ 128
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Figure 3.6: The step-by-step process of recentralised quantisation of unpruned weights on
block3f/conv1 in sparse ResNet-50. Each step shows how it changes a filter and the distribution
of weights. Higher peaks in the histograms denote values found with higher frequency. Values in
the filter share a common denominator 128, indicated by “/128”. The first estimates the high-
probability regions with a Gaussian mixture, and assign weights to a Gaussian component. The
second normalises each weight. The third quantises the normalised values with shift quantisation
and produces a representation of quantised weights used for inference. The final block visualises
the actual numerical values after quantisation.

Hyperparameters µc and σc in recentralised quantisation can be optimised by applying

the following two-step process in a layer-wise manner, which first identifies regions with high

probabilities (first block in Figure 3.6), then locally quantise them with shift quantisation

(second and third blocks in Figure 3.6). First, in general, the weight distribution resembles

a mixture of Gaussian distributions. It is thus more efficient to find a Gaussian mixture

model Qmix(θ) to approximate the original distribution p(θ|D), where D represents the

dataset, to closely optimise the above objective:

Qmix(θ) =
∑

c∈C

λcf(θ|µc, σc), (3.10)

where f(θ|µc, σc) is the probability density function of the Gaussian distribution N(µc, σc),

the non-negative λc defines the mixing weight of the cth component and Σc∈C λc = 1. Here,
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I find the set of hyperparameters µc, σc and λc contained in φ that maximises Qmix given

that θ ∼ p(θ|D). This is known as the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE), and the

MLE can be efficiently computed by the expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm [36].

In practice, it is sufficient to use two Gaussian components, C = {−,+}, for identifying

high-probability regions in the weight distribution. For faster EM convergence, I initialize

µ−, σ− and µ+, σ+ respectively with the means and standard deviations of negative and

positive values in the layer weights respectively, and λ−, λ+ with 1
2
. I then generate mθ

from the mixture model, which individually selects the component to use for each weight.

For this, mθ is evaluated for each θ by sampling a categorical distribution where the

probability of assigning a component c to mθ, i.e. p(mθ = c), is λcf(θ|µc, σc)/Qmix(θ).

Finally, I set the constant b to a powers-of-two value, chosen to ensure that Qshiftn, b [·]
allows at most a proportion of 1

2n+1
values to overflow and clips them to the maximum

representable magnitude. In practice, this heuristic choice makes better use of the

quantisation levels provided by shift quantisation than disallowing overflows. After

determining all of the relevant hyperparameters with the method described above, θ̂ = Q[θ]

can be evaluated to quantise the layer weights.

As I have discussed earlier, the weight distribution of sparse layers may not always

have multiple high-probability regions. It is possible that the sparse layers have two high

probability masses that are overlapping. Under this scenario, I can simply use n-bit shift

quantisation. To decide whether to use shift or recentralised quantisation, it is necessary

to introduce a metric to compare the similarity between the pair of components. While the

KL-divergence provides a measure for similarity, it is however non-symmetric, making it

unsuitable for this purpose. To address this, I propose to first normalise the distribution of

the mixture, then to use the 2-Wasserstein metric between the two Gaussian components

after normalisation as a decision criterion, which I call the Wasserstein separation:

W(c1, c2) =
1

σ2

(
(µc1 − µc2)2 + (σc1 − σc2)2

)
, (3.11)

where µc and σc are respectively the mean and standard deviation of the component

c ∈ {c1, c2}, and σ2 denotes the variance of the entire weight distribution. FQ can

then adaptively pick to use recentralised quantisation for all sparse layers except when

W(c1, c2) < wsep, and shift quantisation is used instead. I found wsep = 2.0 usually

provides a good decision criterion. In the next subsection, I additionally study the impact

of quantising a model with different wsep values.

3.4.3 Evaluating focused quantisation

Table 3.6 compares the accuracy and compression rates before and after applying the

focused quantisation compression (FC) pipeline under different quantisation bit-widths. It
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demonstrates the effectiveness of FC on the models. Sparsified ResNets with 7-bit weights

are at least 16× smaller than the original dense model with marginal degradation (≤0.24%)

in top-5 accuracy. MobileNets, which are much less redundant and more compute-efficient

models to begin with, achieved a smaller CR at around 8× and slightly larger accuracy

degradations (≤0.89%). Yet when compared to the ResNet-18 models, it is not only more

accurate, but also has a significantly smaller memory footprint at 1.71 MB.

In Table 3.7, I compare FC with many state-of-the-art model compression schemes. It

shows that FC simultaneously achieves the best accuracy and the highest CR on both

ResNets. Trained Ternary Quantisation (TTQ) [212] quantises weights to ternary values,

while INQ [207] and extremely low bit neural network (denoted as ADMM) [102] quantise

weights to ternary or powers-of-two values using shift quantisation. Distillation and

Quantisation (D&Q) [131] quantise parameters to integers via distillation. Note that

D&Q’s results used a larger model as baseline, hence the compressed model has high

accuracy and low CR. I also compared against Coreset-Based Compression [42] comprising

pruning, filter approximation, quantisation and Huffman encoding. This method exploits

inter-filter dependencies in the CNN filter banks using corest representations and prune

unimportant filters. For ResNets, I additionally compare against ThiNet [115], a filter

pruning method, and Clip-Q [158], which interleaves training steps with pruning, weight

sharing and quantisation. FC again achieves the highest CR (18.08×) and accuracy

(74.86%).

Table 3.6: The accuracy (%), sparsities (%) and CRs of focused compression on ImageNet
models. The baseline models are dense models before compression and use 32-bit floating-point
weights, and 5 bits and 7 bits denote the number of bits used by individual weights of the
quantised models before Huffman encoding.

Model Top-1 ∆ Top-5 ∆ Sparsity Size (MB) CR (×)

ResNet-18 68.94 - 88.67 - 0.00 46.76 -
Pruned 69.24 0.30 89.05 0.38 74.86 8.31 5.69
5 bits 68.36 -0.58 88.45 -0.22 74.86 2.86 16.33
7 bits 68.57 -0.37 88.53 -0.14 74.86 2.94 15.92

ResNet-50 75.58 - 92.83 - 0.00 93.82 -
Pruned 75.10 -0.48 92.58 -0.25 82.70 11.76 7.98
5 bits 74.86 -0.72 92.59 -0.24 82.70 5.19 18.08
7 bits 74.99 -0.59 92.59 -0.24 82.70 5.22 17.98

MobileNet-V1 70.77 - 89.48 - 0.00 16.84 -
Pruned 70.03 -0.74 89.13 -0.35 33.80 6.89 2.44
7 bits 69.13 -1.64 88.61 -0.87 33.80 2.13 7.90

MobileNet-V2 71.65 - 90.44 - 0.00 13.88 -
Pruned 71.24 -0.41 90.31 -0.13 31.74 5.64 2.46
7 bits 70.05 -1.60 89.55 -0.89 31.74 1.71 8.14
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Table 3.7: Comparisons of top-1 and top-5 accuracies (%) and CRs with various compression
methods. Numbers with ? indicate results not originally reported and calculated by us. Note
that D&Q used a much larger ResNet18, the 5 bases used by ABC-Net denote 5 separate
binary convolutions. LQ-Net used a “pre-activation” ResNet-18 [67] with a 1.4% higher accuracy
baseline than ours.

ResNet-18 Top-1 Top-5 Size (MB) CR (×)

TTQ [212] 66.00 87.10 2.92? 16.00?

INQ (2 bits) [207] 66.60 87.20 2.92? 16.00?

INQ (3 bits) [207] 68.08 88.36 4.38? 10.67?

ADMM (2 bits) [102] 67.0 87.5 2.92? 16.00?

ADMM (3 bits) [102] 68.0 88.3 4.38? 10.67?

ABC-Net (5 bases, or 5 bits) [110] 67.30 87.90 7.30? 6.4 ?

LQ-Net (preact, 2 bits) [192] 68.00 88.00 2.92? 16.00?

D&Q (large) [131] 73.10 91.17 21.98 2.13?

Coreset [42] 68.00 - 3.11? 15.00
Focused compression (5 bits, sparse) 68.36 88.45 2.86 16.33

ResNet-50 Top-1 Top-5 Size (MB) CR (×)

INQ (5 bits) [207] 74.81 92.45 14.64? 6.40?

ADMM (3 bits) [102] 74.0 91.6 8.78? 10.67?

ThiNet [115] 72.04 90.67 16.94 5.53?

Clip-Q [158] 73.70 - 6.70 14.00?

Coreset [42] 74.00 - 5.93? 15.80
Focused compression (5 bits, sparse) 74.86 92.59 5.19 18.08

As mentioned previously, I use the Wasserstein distance W(c1, c2) between the two

components in the Gaussian mixture model as a metric to differentiate whether recentralised

or shift quantisation should be used. It is important to understand the choices of this

introduced hyperparameter. In my experiments, I specified a threshold wsep = 2.0 such

that for each layer, if W(c1, c2) ≥ wsep then recentralised quantisation is used, otherwise

shift quantisation is employed instead. Figure 3.7 shows the impact of choosing different

wsep ranging from 1.0 to 3.5 at 0.1 increments on the Top-1 accuracy. This model is a

CIFAR10 [94] classifier with only 9 convolutional layers, so that it is possible to repeat

training 100 times for each wsep value to produce high-confidence results. Note that the

average validation accuracy is minimised when the layer with only one high-probability

region uses shift quantisation and the remaining 8 use recentralised quantisation, which

verifies my intuition.

3.5 Applying compression techniques to hardware

It is obvious that pruning reduces model sizes and the number of FLOPs (floating point

operations). Another important impact of pruning is on the memory side, especially
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Figure 3.7: The effect of different threshold values on the Wasserstein distance. The larger
the threshold, the fewer the number of layers using recentralised quantisation instead of shift
quantisation.

if the inputs are batched. Not only does FBS use much fewer FLOPs, it also further

demonstrates significant reductions in bandwidth and memory requirements of hardware

platforms. In low-powered edge computing, inference is typically performed on a single

image. In Table 3.8, I observe a large reduction in the number of memory accesses required

to load weights and read/write activations, as a convolution with FBS uses sparse input

and evaluates sparse output activations. Since these read/write operations are often

carried out by DRAM accesses, minimising them directly translates to power-savings as I

spend much less energy performing expensive DRAM operations. Table 3.8 further reveals

that in diverse application scenarios such as low-end edge devices and cloud-based GPU

platforms, the peak memory usages by the optimised models are also significantly smaller

than the originals, which in general improves cache utilisation.

Table 3.9: Comparison of the original ResNet-18 with successive quantisations applied on weights,
activations and BN parameters. Each row denotes added quantisation on new components.

Quantised Top-1 ∆ Top-5 ∆

Baseline 68.94 - 88.67 -
+ Weights (5-bit FQ) 68.36 -0.58 88.45 -0.22
+ Activations (8-bit integer) 67.89 -1.05 88.08 -0.59
+ BN (16-bit integer) 67.95 -0.99 88.06 -0.61

Quantising weights using FC can significantly reduce the arithemtic computation
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Table 3.8: Comparisons of the number of memory accesses and peak memory utilisation
of VGG16 and ResNet18 on ImageNet with FBS respectively under 3× and 2× inference
speed-up constraints. The Weights and Activations columns respectively show the total
amount of weight and activation accesses required by all convolutions for a single image
inference. The Peak Memory Usage columns show the peak memory usages by the
same models with different batch sizes.

Model
Total Memory Accesses Peak Memory Usage

Weights Activations Edge (1 image) Cloud (128 images)

VGG16 56.2 MB 86.5 MB 24.6 MB 3.09 GB
VGG16 3× 23.9 MB (2.35×) 40.8 MB (2.12×) 9.97 MB (2.47×) 1.24 GB (2.47×)

ResNet18 44.6 MB 17.8 MB 9.19 MB 0.47 GB
ResNet18 2× 20.5 MB (2.18×) 12.3 MB (1.45×) 4.68 MB (1.96×) 0.31 GB (1.49×)

Table 3.10: Computation resource estimates of custom accelerators for inference assuming the
same compute throughput.

Configuration #Gates Ratio

ABC-Net (5 bases, or 5 bits) 806.1 M 2.93×
LQ-Net (2 bits) 314.4 M 1.14×
Shift quantisation (3 bits, unsigned) 275.2 M 1.00×
FQ (5 bits) 275.6 M 1.00×
FQ (5 bits) + Huffman 276.4 M 1.00×

complexity in models. By further quantising activations and BN parameters to integers,

the expensive floating-point multiplications and additions in convolutions can be replaced

with simple bit-shift operations and integer additions. This can be realised with much

faster hardware implementations using custom hardware, which directly translates to

energy saving and much lower latencies. In Table 3.9, I evaluate the impact on accuracies

by progressively applying FQ on weights, and integer quantisations on activations and

batch normalisation (BN) parameters.

Figure 3.8 shows an accelerator design of the dot-products used in the convolutional

layers with recentralised quantisation for inference. Using this, in Table 3.10, I provide an

estimated logic usage required by the implementation to compute a convolution layer with

3× 3 filters with a padding size of 1, which takes as input a 8× 8× 100 activation and

produces a 8× 8× 100 tensor output. Additionally, I compare FQ to shift quantisation,

ABC-Net [110] and LQ-Net [192]. The #Gates indicates the lower bound on the number

of two-input logic gates required to implement the custom hardware accelerators for the

convolution, assuming an unrolled architecture and the same throughput. Internally, a

5-bit FQ-based inference uses 3-bit unsigned shift quantised weights, with a minimal

overhead for the added logic. Scaling constants σ− and σ+ are equal and thus can be

fused into αl. Perhaps most surprisingly, a 5-bit FQ has more quantisation levels yet

uses fewer logic gates, when compared to ABC-Net and LQ-Net implementing the same
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X
<latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit>

⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit>

⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit> output

1 4 6

2 12 2 3

X
<latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit>

X
<latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit>

X
<latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit>

X
<latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nctphKWcW6v/PioTicKCV8K4VfA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOepMhM7PLzKwQQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlApurO9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzSNkmmGbZYIhLdjahBwRW2LLcCu6lGKiOBnWhyl/udJ9SGJ+rRTlMMJR0pHnNGbS71TSYH1Zpf9xcg6yQoSA0KNAfVr/4wYZlEZZmgxvQCP7XhjGrLmcB5pZ8ZTCmb0BH2HFVUoglni1vn5MIpQxIn2pWyZKH+nphRacxURq5TUjs2q14u/uf1MhvfhjOu0syiYstFcSaITUj+OBlyjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQSrL6+T9lU98OvBw3WtQYo4ynAG53AJAdxAA+6hCS1gMIZneIU3T3ov3rv3sWwtecXMKfyB9/kDJ7GOMQ==</latexit>

⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit>

⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit>

⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit>

⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQsHnL0lRwXJwAjFKCXl+UDWmtY=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewGQY8BLx4jmAckS5idzCZjZmeWmV4hhPyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pWZ0ZxptMS206EbVcCsWbKFDyTmo4TSLJ29H4du63n7ixQqsHnKQ8TOhQiVgwik5q9VAk3PbLFb/qL0DWSZCTCuRo9MtfvYFmWcIVMkmt7QZ+iuGUGhRM8lmpl1meUjamQ951VFG3JJwurp2RC6cMSKyNK4Vkof6emNLE2kkSuc6E4siuenPxP6+bYXwTToVKM+SKLRfFmSSoyfx1MhCGM5QTRygzwt1K2IgaytAFVHIhBKsvr5NWrRr41eD+qlKv5XEU4QzO4RICuIY63EEDmsDgEZ7hFd487b14797HsrXg5TOn8Afe5w+xW48k</latexit>

 µ�
<latexit sha1_base64="a/Xr8fl69V2MM3JDxU4X4wsQQNM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXBD0GvHiM4CaBZAmzk9lkyMzsMg8hLPkGLx4U8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOONMG9//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrVOrCA1JylPVjbGmnEkaGmY47WaKYhFz2oknd3O/80SVZql8NNOMRgKPJEsYwcZJYV/YweWgWvMb/gJonQQFqUGB1qD61R+mxAoqDeFY617gZybKsTKMcDqr9K2mGSYTPKI9RyUWVEf54tgZunDKECWpciUNWqi/J3IstJ6K2HUKbMZ61ZuL/3k9a5LbKGcys4ZKslyUWI5MiuafoyFTlBg+dQQTxdytiIyxwsS4fCouhGD15XXSvmoEfiN4uK4160UcZTiDc6hDADfQhHtoQQgEGDzDK7x50nvx3r2PZWvJK2ZO4Q+8zx92eI5c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/Xr8fl69V2MM3JDxU4X4wsQQNM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXBD0GvHiM4CaBZAmzk9lkyMzsMg8hLPkGLx4U8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOONMG9//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrVOrCA1JylPVjbGmnEkaGmY47WaKYhFz2oknd3O/80SVZql8NNOMRgKPJEsYwcZJYV/YweWgWvMb/gJonQQFqUGB1qD61R+mxAoqDeFY617gZybKsTKMcDqr9K2mGSYTPKI9RyUWVEf54tgZunDKECWpciUNWqi/J3IstJ6K2HUKbMZ61ZuL/3k9a5LbKGcys4ZKslyUWI5MiuafoyFTlBg+dQQTxdytiIyxwsS4fCouhGD15XXSvmoEfiN4uK4160UcZTiDc6hDADfQhHtoQQgEGDzDK7x50nvx3r2PZWvJK2ZO4Q+8zx92eI5c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/Xr8fl69V2MM3JDxU4X4wsQQNM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXBD0GvHiM4CaBZAmzk9lkyMzsMg8hLPkGLx4U8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOONMG9//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrVOrCA1JylPVjbGmnEkaGmY47WaKYhFz2oknd3O/80SVZql8NNOMRgKPJEsYwcZJYV/YweWgWvMb/gJonQQFqUGB1qD61R+mxAoqDeFY617gZybKsTKMcDqr9K2mGSYTPKI9RyUWVEf54tgZunDKECWpciUNWqi/J3IstJ6K2HUKbMZ61ZuL/3k9a5LbKGcys4ZKslyUWI5MiuafoyFTlBg+dQQTxdytiIyxwsS4fCouhGD15XXSvmoEfiN4uK4160UcZTiDc6hDADfQhHtoQQgEGDzDK7x50nvx3r2PZWvJK2ZO4Q+8zx92eI5c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/Xr8fl69V2MM3JDxU4X4wsQQNM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXBD0GvHiM4CaBZAmzk9lkyMzsMg8hLPkGLx4U8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOONMG9//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrVOrCA1JylPVjbGmnEkaGmY47WaKYhFz2oknd3O/80SVZql8NNOMRgKPJEsYwcZJYV/YweWgWvMb/gJonQQFqUGB1qD61R+mxAoqDeFY617gZybKsTKMcDqr9K2mGSYTPKI9RyUWVEf54tgZunDKECWpciUNWqi/J3IstJ6K2HUKbMZ61ZuL/3k9a5LbKGcys4ZKslyUWI5MiuafoyFTlBg+dQQTxdytiIyxwsS4fCouhGD15XXSvmoEfiN4uK4160UcZTiDc6hDADfQhHtoQQgEGDzDK7x50nvx3r2PZWvJK2ZO4Q+8zx92eI5c</latexit>

µ�
<latexit sha1_base64="a/Xr8fl69V2MM3JDxU4X4wsQQNM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXBD0GvHiM4CaBZAmzk9lkyMzsMg8hLPkGLx4U8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOONMG9//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrVOrCA1JylPVjbGmnEkaGmY47WaKYhFz2oknd3O/80SVZql8NNOMRgKPJEsYwcZJYV/YweWgWvMb/gJonQQFqUGB1qD61R+mxAoqDeFY617gZybKsTKMcDqr9K2mGSYTPKI9RyUWVEf54tgZunDKECWpciUNWqi/J3IstJ6K2HUKbMZ61ZuL/3k9a5LbKGcys4ZKslyUWI5MiuafoyFTlBg+dQQTxdytiIyxwsS4fCouhGD15XXSvmoEfiN4uK4160UcZTiDc6hDADfQhHtoQQgEGDzDK7x50nvx3r2PZWvJK2ZO4Q+8zx92eI5c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/Xr8fl69V2MM3JDxU4X4wsQQNM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXBD0GvHiM4CaBZAmzk9lkyMzsMg8hLPkGLx4U8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOONMG9//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrVOrCA1JylPVjbGmnEkaGmY47WaKYhFz2oknd3O/80SVZql8NNOMRgKPJEsYwcZJYV/YweWgWvMb/gJonQQFqUGB1qD61R+mxAoqDeFY617gZybKsTKMcDqr9K2mGSYTPKI9RyUWVEf54tgZunDKECWpciUNWqi/J3IstJ6K2HUKbMZ61ZuL/3k9a5LbKGcys4ZKslyUWI5MiuafoyFTlBg+dQQTxdytiIyxwsS4fCouhGD15XXSvmoEfiN4uK4160UcZTiDc6hDADfQhHtoQQgEGDzDK7x50nvx3r2PZWvJK2ZO4Q+8zx92eI5c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/Xr8fl69V2MM3JDxU4X4wsQQNM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXBD0GvHiM4CaBZAmzk9lkyMzsMg8hLPkGLx4U8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOONMG9//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrVOrCA1JylPVjbGmnEkaGmY47WaKYhFz2oknd3O/80SVZql8NNOMRgKPJEsYwcZJYV/YweWgWvMb/gJonQQFqUGB1qD61R+mxAoqDeFY617gZybKsTKMcDqr9K2mGSYTPKI9RyUWVEf54tgZunDKECWpciUNWqi/J3IstJ6K2HUKbMZ61ZuL/3k9a5LbKGcys4ZKslyUWI5MiuafoyFTlBg+dQQTxdytiIyxwsS4fCouhGD15XXSvmoEfiN4uK4160UcZTiDc6hDADfQhHtoQQgEGDzDK7x50nvx3r2PZWvJK2ZO4Q+8zx92eI5c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/Xr8fl69V2MM3JDxU4X4wsQQNM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXBD0GvHiM4CaBZAmzk9lkyMzsMg8hLPkGLx4U8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOONMG9//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrVOrCA1JylPVjbGmnEkaGmY47WaKYhFz2oknd3O/80SVZql8NNOMRgKPJEsYwcZJYV/YweWgWvMb/gJonQQFqUGB1qD61R+mxAoqDeFY617gZybKsTKMcDqr9K2mGSYTPKI9RyUWVEf54tgZunDKECWpciUNWqi/J3IstJ6K2HUKbMZ61ZuL/3k9a5LbKGcys4ZKslyUWI5MiuafoyFTlBg+dQQTxdytiIyxwsS4fCouhGD15XXSvmoEfiN4uK4160UcZTiDc6hDADfQhHtoQQgEGDzDK7x50nvx3r2PZWvJK2ZO4Q+8zx92eI5c</latexit>

 µ+
<latexit sha1_base64="/68ja5lkHkUObmrG3K2iCdOI7s4=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQEMKuCHoMePEYwU0CyRJmJ7PJkJnZZR5CWPINXjwo4tUP8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dccaZNr7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJW6dWERqSlKeqG2NNOZM0NMxw2s0UxSLmtBNP7uZ+54kqzVL5aKYZjQQeSZYwgo2Twr6wg8tBteY3/AXQOgkKUoMCrUH1qz9MiRVUGsKx1r3Az0yUY2UY4XRW6VtNM0wmeER7jkosqI7yxbEzdOGUIUpS5UoatFB/T+RYaD0VsesU2Iz1qjcX//N61iS3Uc5kZg2VZLkosRyZFM0/R0OmKDF86ggmirlbERljhYlx+VRcCMHqy+ukfdUI/EbwcF1r1os4ynAG51CHAG6gCffQghAIMHiGV3jzpPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz9zcI5a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/68ja5lkHkUObmrG3K2iCdOI7s4=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQEMKuCHoMePEYwU0CyRJmJ7PJkJnZZR5CWPINXjwo4tUP8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dccaZNr7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJW6dWERqSlKeqG2NNOZM0NMxw2s0UxSLmtBNP7uZ+54kqzVL5aKYZjQQeSZYwgo2Twr6wg8tBteY3/AXQOgkKUoMCrUH1qz9MiRVUGsKx1r3Az0yUY2UY4XRW6VtNM0wmeER7jkosqI7yxbEzdOGUIUpS5UoatFB/T+RYaD0VsesU2Iz1qjcX//N61iS3Uc5kZg2VZLkosRyZFM0/R0OmKDF86ggmirlbERljhYlx+VRcCMHqy+ukfdUI/EbwcF1r1os4ynAG51CHAG6gCffQghAIMHiGV3jzpPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz9zcI5a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/68ja5lkHkUObmrG3K2iCdOI7s4=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQEMKuCHoMePEYwU0CyRJmJ7PJkJnZZR5CWPINXjwo4tUP8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dccaZNr7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJW6dWERqSlKeqG2NNOZM0NMxw2s0UxSLmtBNP7uZ+54kqzVL5aKYZjQQeSZYwgo2Twr6wg8tBteY3/AXQOgkKUoMCrUH1qz9MiRVUGsKx1r3Az0yUY2UY4XRW6VtNM0wmeER7jkosqI7yxbEzdOGUIUpS5UoatFB/T+RYaD0VsesU2Iz1qjcX//N61iS3Uc5kZg2VZLkosRyZFM0/R0OmKDF86ggmirlbERljhYlx+VRcCMHqy+ukfdUI/EbwcF1r1os4ynAG51CHAG6gCffQghAIMHiGV3jzpPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz9zcI5a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/68ja5lkHkUObmrG3K2iCdOI7s4=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQEMKuCHoMePEYwU0CyRJmJ7PJkJnZZR5CWPINXjwo4tUP8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dccaZNr7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJW6dWERqSlKeqG2NNOZM0NMxw2s0UxSLmtBNP7uZ+54kqzVL5aKYZjQQeSZYwgo2Twr6wg8tBteY3/AXQOgkKUoMCrUH1qz9MiRVUGsKx1r3Az0yUY2UY4XRW6VtNM0wmeER7jkosqI7yxbEzdOGUIUpS5UoatFB/T+RYaD0VsesU2Iz1qjcX//N61iS3Uc5kZg2VZLkosRyZFM0/R0OmKDF86ggmirlbERljhYlx+VRcCMHqy+ukfdUI/EbwcF1r1os4ynAG51CHAG6gCffQghAIMHiGV3jzpPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz9zcI5a</latexit>

µ+
<latexit sha1_base64="/68ja5lkHkUObmrG3K2iCdOI7s4=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQEMKuCHoMePEYwU0CyRJmJ7PJkJnZZR5CWPINXjwo4tUP8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dccaZNr7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJW6dWERqSlKeqG2NNOZM0NMxw2s0UxSLmtBNP7uZ+54kqzVL5aKYZjQQeSZYwgo2Twr6wg8tBteY3/AXQOgkKUoMCrUH1qz9MiRVUGsKx1r3Az0yUY2UY4XRW6VtNM0wmeER7jkosqI7yxbEzdOGUIUpS5UoatFB/T+RYaD0VsesU2Iz1qjcX//N61iS3Uc5kZg2VZLkosRyZFM0/R0OmKDF86ggmirlbERljhYlx+VRcCMHqy+ukfdUI/EbwcF1r1os4ynAG51CHAG6gCffQghAIMHiGV3jzpPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz9zcI5a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/68ja5lkHkUObmrG3K2iCdOI7s4=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQEMKuCHoMePEYwU0CyRJmJ7PJkJnZZR5CWPINXjwo4tUP8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dccaZNr7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJW6dWERqSlKeqG2NNOZM0NMxw2s0UxSLmtBNP7uZ+54kqzVL5aKYZjQQeSZYwgo2Twr6wg8tBteY3/AXQOgkKUoMCrUH1qz9MiRVUGsKx1r3Az0yUY2UY4XRW6VtNM0wmeER7jkosqI7yxbEzdOGUIUpS5UoatFB/T+RYaD0VsesU2Iz1qjcX//N61iS3Uc5kZg2VZLkosRyZFM0/R0OmKDF86ggmirlbERljhYlx+VRcCMHqy+ukfdUI/EbwcF1r1os4ynAG51CHAG6gCffQghAIMHiGV3jzpPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz9zcI5a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/68ja5lkHkUObmrG3K2iCdOI7s4=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQEMKuCHoMePEYwU0CyRJmJ7PJkJnZZR5CWPINXjwo4tUP8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dccaZNr7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJW6dWERqSlKeqG2NNOZM0NMxw2s0UxSLmtBNP7uZ+54kqzVL5aKYZjQQeSZYwgo2Twr6wg8tBteY3/AXQOgkKUoMCrUH1qz9MiRVUGsKx1r3Az0yUY2UY4XRW6VtNM0wmeER7jkosqI7yxbEzdOGUIUpS5UoatFB/T+RYaD0VsesU2Iz1qjcX//N61iS3Uc5kZg2VZLkosRyZFM0/R0OmKDF86ggmirlbERljhYlx+VRcCMHqy+ukfdUI/EbwcF1r1os4ynAG51CHAG6gCffQghAIMHiGV3jzpPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz9zcI5a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/68ja5lkHkUObmrG3K2iCdOI7s4=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQEMKuCHoMePEYwU0CyRJmJ7PJkJnZZR5CWPINXjwo4tUP8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dccaZNr7/7ZU2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJW6dWERqSlKeqG2NNOZM0NMxw2s0UxSLmtBNP7uZ+54kqzVL5aKYZjQQeSZYwgo2Twr6wg8tBteY3/AXQOgkKUoMCrUH1qz9MiRVUGsKx1r3Az0yUY2UY4XRW6VtNM0wmeER7jkosqI7yxbEzdOGUIUpS5UoatFB/T+RYaD0VsesU2Iz1qjcX//N61iS3Uc5kZg2VZLkosRyZFM0/R0OmKDF86ggmirlbERljhYlx+VRcCMHqy+ukfdUI/EbwcF1r1os4ynAG51CHAG6gCffQghAIMHiGV3jzpPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz9zcI5a</latexit>

Learnable
scaling factor ↵l

<latexit sha1_base64="JYDOS3GI3kEc9d2Ug+FcbByaij8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoMeCF48V7Ae0oUy2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkvWNtwI1ksUwygQrBtMbxd+94kpzWP5YGYJ8yMcSx5yisZKvQGKZIJDMazW3Iabg6wTryA1KNAaVr8Go5imEZOGCtS677mJ8TNUhlPB5pVBqlmCdIpj1rdUYsS0n+X3zsmFVUYkjJUtaUiu/p7IMNJ6FgW2M0Iz0aveQvzP66cmvPEzLpPUMEmXi8JUEBOTxfNkxBWjRswsQaq4vZXQCSqkxkZUsSF4qy+vk85lw3Mb3v1VrVkv4ijDGZxDHTy4hibcQQvaQEHAM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteQUM6fwB87nDwZ6j90=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JYDOS3GI3kEc9d2Ug+FcbByaij8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoMeCF48V7Ae0oUy2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkvWNtwI1ksUwygQrBtMbxd+94kpzWP5YGYJ8yMcSx5yisZKvQGKZIJDMazW3Iabg6wTryA1KNAaVr8Go5imEZOGCtS677mJ8TNUhlPB5pVBqlmCdIpj1rdUYsS0n+X3zsmFVUYkjJUtaUiu/p7IMNJ6FgW2M0Iz0aveQvzP66cmvPEzLpPUMEmXi8JUEBOTxfNkxBWjRswsQaq4vZXQCSqkxkZUsSF4qy+vk85lw3Mb3v1VrVkv4ijDGZxDHTy4hibcQQvaQEHAM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteQUM6fwB87nDwZ6j90=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JYDOS3GI3kEc9d2Ug+FcbByaij8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoMeCF48V7Ae0oUy2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkvWNtwI1ksUwygQrBtMbxd+94kpzWP5YGYJ8yMcSx5yisZKvQGKZIJDMazW3Iabg6wTryA1KNAaVr8Go5imEZOGCtS677mJ8TNUhlPB5pVBqlmCdIpj1rdUYsS0n+X3zsmFVUYkjJUtaUiu/p7IMNJ6FgW2M0Iz0aveQvzP66cmvPEzLpPUMEmXi8JUEBOTxfNkxBWjRswsQaq4vZXQCSqkxkZUsSF4qy+vk85lw3Mb3v1VrVkv4ijDGZxDHTy4hibcQQvaQEHAM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteQUM6fwB87nDwZ6j90=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JYDOS3GI3kEc9d2Ug+FcbByaij8=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoMeCF48V7Ae0oUy2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS0XGqKGvTWMSqF6BmgkvWNtwI1ksUwygQrBtMbxd+94kpzWP5YGYJ8yMcSx5yisZKvQGKZIJDMazW3Iabg6wTryA1KNAaVr8Go5imEZOGCtS677mJ8TNUhlPB5pVBqlmCdIpj1rdUYsS0n+X3zsmFVUYkjJUtaUiu/p7IMNJ6FgW2M0Iz0aveQvzP66cmvPEzLpPUMEmXi8JUEBOTxfNkxBWjRswsQaq4vZXQCSqkxkZUsSF4qy+vk85lw3Mb3v1VrVkv4ijDGZxDHTy4hibcQQvaQEHAM7zCm/PovDjvzseyteQUM6fwB87nDwZ6j90=</latexit>

Extract input
      by

Figure 3.8: An implementation of the dot-product used in convolution between an integer input
and a filter quantised by recentralised quantisation. The notation /N means the filter values
share a common denominator N .

convolution but with different quantisations. Both ABC-Net and LQ-Net quantise each

weight to N binary values, and compute N parallel binary convolutions for each binary

weight. The N outputs are then accumulated for each pixel in the output feature map.

Even with the optimal compute pattern proposed by the two methods, there are at least

O(MN) additional high-precision multiply-adds, where M is the number of parallel binary

convolutions, and N is the number of output pixels. This overhead is much more significant

when compared to other parts of compute in the convolution. As shown in Table 3.10, both

have higher logic usage because of the substantial amount of high-precision multiply-adds.

In contrast, FQ has only one final learnable layer-wise scaling multiplication that can

be further optimised out as it can be fused into BN for inference. Despite having more

quantisation levels and a higher CR, and being more efficient in hardware resources, the

fully quantised ResNet-18 in Table 3.9 can still match the accuracy of a LQ-Net ResNet-18.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, I showed how combining basic compression algorithms can provide

multiplicative compression gains (Section 3.2). Although the same phenomenon has been

observed in Deep Compression, I revealed that there is further compression optimisation

opportunities if allowing a more flexible combination of pruning and quantisation strategies.

In Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, I introduced novel compression techniques for pruning

and quantisation respectively. These two novel compression techniques exploit certain

characteristics of the neural networks in order to achieve a better compression quality.

The first technique helps the models to go beyond the state-of-the-art compression ratios

by observing that channel saliencies are different for various inputs. The second method
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exploits the post-pruning weights distributions to build a quantisation scheme. Finally, I

further explained how these novel compression methods can be used on real hardware and

what do they mean for general-purpose and custom hardware platforms.
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Chapter 4

Multi-precision multi-arithmetic

CNN hardware accelerators for

efficient neural networks

In this chapter, I will look at how re-designing the hardware can improve the performance of

DNN inference. Hardware designs often limit the number of possible software compression

techniques (e.g. pruning and quantisations) that can be applied to the hardware. This

chapter then explores how a more flexible hardware deign can allow us to apply a group of

more sophisticated compression techniques.

I will first provide an overview of different styles of DNN accelerators and then propose

an alternative design that focuses on pipelining a number of small compute cores. I

show how this hardware design can be integrated with software optimisations, offering

a high throughput, low latency design on FPGAs without the need for off-chip memory

traffic. Later, I will discuss the computation flow and data reuse strategies of the proposed

hardware architecture in details and also demonstrate an automated co-design flow for

generating accelerators on custom computing devices.

This chapter includes relevant contents published in:

• Yiren Zhao, Xitong Gao, Xuan Guo, Junyi Liu, Erwei Wang, Robert Mullins, Peter

YK Cheung, George Constantinides, and Cheng-Zhong Xu. Automatic generation of

multi-precision multi-arithmetic CNN accelerators for FPGAs. In 2019 International

Conference on Field-Programmable Technology, pages 45–53. IEEE, 2019 (ICFPT

2019)

Yiren Zhao conceived and designed the experiments. Yiren Zhao implemented a test

version of a multi-arithmetic DNN accelerator in high level synthesis (HLS), Junyi Liu

provided correction and testing in this process. Erwei Wang changed and deployed the

test version to a more detailed implementation in high level synthesis. Yiren Zhao later
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realised that the HLS tool was limiting the performance of deeply pipeline designs and

produced a hardware description in a RTL (SystemVerilog) design. Xuan Guo later further

optimised the implementation. Yiren Zhao and Xitong Gao worked on extending the

software framework Mayo to help the hardware generation.

4.1 Accelerator designs for neural networks: homo-

geneous systolic arrays vs streaming cores

Hardware that uses a homogeneous large systolic array currently dominates the design

of CNN accelerators; a great number of parallel multiplication-adds are used as a large

compute core and both weights and activations are buffered in on-chip memory [199, 25].

The large systolic array is time-shared as a number of different convolutions or fully-

connected layers reuse the same hardware. This approach is popular in ASIC accelerators

and can exploit data parallelism to achieve high throughput. In terms of hardware, the

potential design space of such a homogeneous core is large, since there is a wide variety

of data reuse patterns available as illustrated in Chapter 2. It is then hard to guarantee

that a single set of hardware optimisation is optimal to a wide range of neural network

types. From the software point of view, the efficiency of a systolic array accelerator relies

on data reuse and this complicates the compilation stack. The compiler has to carefully

schedule workloads to maximise the utilisation of the computation units while ensuring

a good data reuse to reduce the number of off-chip memory accesses [23]. This process

is non-trivial due to the ever-changing input data sizes, channel counts, kernel sizes and

ever-emerging neural network operators [197].

The systolic array structure is a popular DNN accelerator paradigm on both ASIC

and FPGA devices. A fully-custom specialised ASIC is a very attractive solution in terms

of energy efficiency. However, a good efficiency and performance may be limited to the

applications used to tune the architecture and may quickly degrade if the accelerator has

to run networks with different characteristics (standard limits to specialisation) [85]. On

the other hand, FPGA designs have great fine-grained reconfigurability, but normally

run at a lower clock frequency compared to ASIC accelerators. An alternative design

principle for DNN acceleration is to rely heavily on hardware reconfigurability and the

ability to customise heavily pipelined cores. This design approach is more suitable for

FPGA devices. In this way, the design complication in hardware increases significantly but

each core has the flexibility to be optimised solely for its targeting neural network layer.

The computation of a network can also be divided and pipelined into a number of smaller

compute cores (so-called flattened streaming cores). Each computation core, streamed

by activations, is only responsible for the calculations of individual layers [48, 198] to

maximise efficiency.
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Figure 4.1: An illustration of a homogeneous core (left) and flattened streaming cores
(right).

Figure 4.1 shows a graphical illustration of a homogeneous core and flattened streaming

cores. The homogeneous core has a large compute unit that utilises most of the design

budget, whereas the flattened streaming cores design uses a number of smaller cores. It is

also worth to mention that, in the flatten streaming cores design, since the throughput

is determined by the slowest stage, there exists opportunities for fast (normally later)

computation stages to be unrolled less to save resources without having any impacts on

the system throughput. I will discuss this unrolling strategy in details in Section 4.5.3.

4.2 Low precision inference in hardware

The GPU has to make a decision about what number formats or arithmetic to support

when designing the hardware, while the FPGAs can be adapted and programmed to have

various hardware implementations. GPUs today can support narrow data types, but don’t

have as much freedom over the bit-widths and arithmetics, and other opportunities such

as mixing arithmetic. Yet DNNs are, in general, often over-provisioned and inherently

redundant; this makes low-precision quantisation an essential technique to drastically

reduce the memory consumed by the network’s parameters, and even allows DNN inference

to be computed entirely with low-cost arithmetic operations, rather than floating-point

ones. Many works [32, 81] train CNNs to use low-precision weights and activations

with minimal accuracy loss, while others pushed the limit by using ternarised weights

{0,±1} [82, 104, 212], and even constraining both weights and activations to binary values

{±1} [80]. However, binarised and ternarised CNNs struggle to achieve state-of-the-art
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accuracies on large datasets. The most popular quantisation strategies used for DNN

accelerators are fixed-point and shift quantisations, since they achieve a good trade-off

between model accuracy and hardware efficiency, I have discussed these two number

representation systems in Chapter 2.

FPGA-based accelerators generally uniformly apply one of the above low precision

quantisation methods [148, 55]. This specialisation provides efficiency and performance

gains when compared to GPUs, but does not fully exploit the reconfigurability of such

devices. Alternatively, we could consider selecting the most appropriate quantisation

and quantisation hardware on a per layer basis. The aim here to is both minimise the

impact of quanisation loss and maximise the model task accuracy. My discussion in

Section 3.2 showed that different layers are suitable for different quantisation strategies

due to the differences in weights distributions. In addition, using different quantisations

on for different computing cores dedicated for each layer will reduce the hardware circuit

area. The idea of allowing different bit-width for different layers is not new. Bit-serial

accelerators [142, 143] target exactly this problem as they provide scope to optimise

away superfluous computation at the bit-level when computing with fixed-point numbers.

These accelerators will run at a much higher clock frequency compared to their bit-parallel

competitors to compensate for the increased number of clock cycles to finish multiplications.

However, the use of bit-serial operations is still a limited exploration of adaptive arithmetic

in the fixed-point number territory, later in this chapter, I will illustrate a workflow that

automatically generate accelerators that not only have computing cores using different

bit-widths but also different arithmetics.

4.3 The Tomato framework

The framework is designed to target Convolutional Neural Networks and to support

different styles of convolutional and fully-connected layers. The tool can be extended

with support for additional layer types and may also serve as a skeleton for automatic

hardware accelerator generations in other machine learning domains. The objective of this

framework is to design an easy-to-use hardware-software co-design flow with the flexibility

of supporting different arithmetics and numerical precisions on a per-layer basis.

Figure 4.2 shows Tomato and Mayo at a high level. The Tomato framework is at the

hardware level and can be easily integrated with the existing Mayo framework. Mayo can

produce compressed models and these models with then be used in Tomato to generate a

hardware accelerator Figure 4.3 further shows the details of hardware accelerator generation

flow named Tomato. The framework starts with an automated design process in software

which uses a search algorithm to explore the choices of fixed-point and shift arithmetics

with varying precisions on the pre-trained CNN model. It then produces optimised models
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Figure 4.2: A high level illustration of how Mayo and Tomato can be integrated to produce
directly a bitstream for FPGA devices.

that are fully quantised while satisfying the accuracy constraints. In the exploration

procedure, it iteratively uses an accurate hardware resource estimator to provide rapid

predictions of hardware costs and minimise the costs for the searched models. I designed

an analytical model for predicting the hardware utilisation based on my empirical data,

the designed prediction model then shows a highly accurate estimation (within 2% errors)

on the targeting FPGA devices. The cost, latency, number of lookup tables (LUTs) and

block RAMs (BRAM) usage, is estimated using analytical models generated from post

synthesis results for a wide range of module parameters. The final optimised CNN model

is then fine-tuned on the original training dataset to minimise accuracy degradation.

It is notable that from the optimised model, Tomato generates dedicated compute

engines for each convolutional layer in a streaming fashion. As I have mentioned earlier, the

compute engines are connected in a pipeline, each takes a stream of inputs and produces

a stream of outputs. The isolated compute engines can thus have the freedom to use

different quantisations with individual bit-widths. To minimise hardware utilisation, layers

that exceed throughput requirements can be folded (i.e. only partially unrolled) to share

individual processing elements temporally. The framework automatically computes the

optimal unroll factors required to parallelise each layer which minimises stalls and idle

circuits. Finally, the framework generates SystemVerilog output describing the hardware

implementation of the input model, which is in turn synthesised into circuits with fine-tuned

weights.
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Figure 4.3: Framework overview for generating the accelerator for a targeting network on
a particular dataset. The overall framework is composed of the Software Stack (Mayo)
and Hardware Stack (Tomato).

4.4 Automatic quantisation exploration

As both the bit-width of weights and their representation (i.e. either shift or fixed-width)

may vary on a layer-by-layer basis, it is intractable to explore all possible combinations

exhaustively. For this reason, I introduce an algorithm which minimises the hardware

design complexity under a given accuracy constraint. Algorithm 1 provides an overview

of the search algorithm, which accepts as inputs a CNN model with weight parameters

θ and N layers {l1, l2, . . . , lN}, the accuracy constraint αbudget, the hardware resource

constraint hbudget, and an initial state of quantisation hyperparameters q0 which uses 8-bit

fixed-point quantisation for all layers. Here, θ′, α← finetune(θ, q, E) fine-tunes the model

parameters θ under hyperparameters q for E epochs and returns the validation accuracy of

fine-tuned model. I found empirically E = 3 is sufficient to recover most accuracy loss due

to quantisation. To traverse the search space efficiently, I introduce a relation R(L), where

L is a set of modifiable layers. Each transition (q, q′) ∈ R(L) finds a one step change to

the configuration q, i.e. decreasing the bit-width by 1 or changing the arithmetic used by

a layer layer changed(q, q′) ∈ L. In each step, the algorithm is designed to greedily find a
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new configuration q′ from q which results in the steepest reduction in hardware resources

hwcost(q)− hwcost(q′) until all layers cannot be modified further without violating the

accuracy constraint. Additionally, if the hardware resource constraint hwcost(q) ≤ hbudget

is already satisfied then I exit early to minimise accuracy loss. In my experiments, I chose

αbudget to be 0.95α, where α is the original accuracy, to generate a fully quantised model

with efficient hardware usage. The resulting model is then fine-tuned to further increase

accuracy.

Algorithm 1 Search Algorithm

1: function Search(θ, q0, αbudget, hbudget, E)
2: q ← q0; L← {l1, l2, . . . , lN}
3: while L 6= ∅ do
4: q′ ← argmax(q, q′) ∈ R(L)(hwcost(q)− hwcost(q′))
5: θ′, α← finetune (θ, q′, E)
6: if α ≥ αbudget then
7: q ← q′

8: θ ← θ′

9: if hwcost(q′) ≤ hbudget then
10: break
11: end if
12: else
13: L← L− layer changed(q, q′)
14: end if
15: end while
16: return q, θ
17: end function

This quantisation search is the core for the software part in the automatic generation

flow as illustrated as the orange regions in Figure 4.2.

4.5 Automatic hardware generation

4.5.1 Macro-architectures

From the macro-architecture point of view, Figure 4.4 shows the differences between a

normal homogeneous core style accelerator and the generated flattened streaming cores.

In the flattened streaming cores, each convolution has its dedicated compute engine, slide

buffer and weight buffer. Since the hardware is generated solely for the targeted CNN

and each compute core is dedicated for a particular layer, with a suitable strategy to

parallelise compute, the generated hardware can reach very high compute efficiency and

have minimal idle hardware. In fact, in later measurements, I will show that the compute

units generated from Tomato has a high utilisation that is constantly at around 84%.
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Figure 4.4: An illustration of the computation flow on executing three layers of convolutions
(L1, L2, L3) at different clock cycles. C represents a large homogeneous compute core and
C1, C2, C3 are smaller compute cores in a flattened streaming architecture. The rectangle
block of each convolution layer represents input dimensions of a convolution flattened in
2D. k, ic, oc, w, h are kernel size, input/output channels, width and height of input feature
feature maps respectively.

4.5.2 Micro-Architecture: roll-unrolled convolutions

In this section, I introduce the roll-unrolled convolution compute core, this is designed

to minimise hardware costs when input and output data rates permit. As an example, I

consider a convolution layer with a kernel size of K, which takes as input feature maps Xl−1

of shape H ×W ×Cl−1, and produces output feature maps Xl with H ′ and W ′ depending

on the stride size and padding length. In addition, it is noteworthy that a convolution

with a stride size of 1 can produce pixels in the output feature maps at the same rate

of it taking input pixels. A convolution with a stride size of 2, however, produces an

output pixel 4 times slower than it can consume an input pixel. Layers in a convolutional

network can therefore process their feature maps at an exponentially slower rate as more

proceeding layers are strided, and in turn have greater opportunities to reuse data-paths.

By way of illustration, assuming the input image is fed at a rate of 1 cycle per pixel, the

input/output throughput rates of each layer in a MobileNet-V1 can be found in the last

column of Table 4.1.

In order to maximise a layer’s utilisation and minimise hardware costs, rather than

introducing stall cycles, I introduce two unroll factors, U and U ′, for input and output

channels respectively. I partially roll input channel dimension Cl−1 into U -sized blocks

to save hardware resource. I still accumulate Cl values in parallel. In other words, all Cl

channels of a pixel of the output feature maps are unrolled and computed concurrently.

Fully unrolling output channels during multiplication and accumulation is essential to

allow stall-free computation. Finally, output channels are rolled after accumulation to

U ′-sized blocks for batch normalisation. Fused batch normalisation and ReLU operations
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are time-shared for U ′ output channels, as the next layer has an input block size equal to

U ′. As it processes all input channels Cl−1 in blocks of size U , it uses only U ×Cl, instead

of Cl−1×Cl parallel shift-accumulate or multiply-accumulate units, requiring
⌈
Cl−1

U

⌉
cycles

to complete the computation of a single pixel of all output channels, as shown in Figure 4.5.

Tomato does not use roll-unrolled in depthwise convolutions. Figure 4.6 shows the

computation pattern for depthwise convolutions. In contrast to normal convolutions,

depthwise convolutions are channel-wise operations, i.e. they do not exchange information

across channels. By rolling input channels in depthwise layers, the generated outputs are

also rolled, different from the normal roll-unrolled compute pattern. In this way, I exactly

match the throughput of incoming and upcoming computations while minimising resource

utilisation. Each parallel adder tree sums up K2 values and is fully pipelined, where K is

the kernel size.

Roll-unrolled should not be confused with loop tiling. Loop tiling reorders the access

pattern so that it is more friendly to either cache access or DRAM bandwidth utilisation

in systolic array based CNN accelerators. As Tomato pipelines multiple frames instead of

batching them, I did not change the access pattern. The purpose of rolling and unrolling in

Tomato’s streaming cores are to minimise hardware and provide a stall-free computation

dataflow, a fundamentally different objective.

⋮

≪ or *
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⋮

Weights Output Feature Maps

⋮

ACC

ACC

Shift or Mult

Input Feature Maps
(After Slide Buffer)

Figure 4.5: An illustration of roll-unrolled computation for normal convolution (including
pointwise convolution): blue indicates data elements computed in a single cycle.

4.5.3 Striding and rolling: matching the throughput

By adjusting the unroll factors U and U ′, the framework smartly matches the throughput

between convolution layers with different channel counts and stridings for higher efficiency.

The only free parameter now is the input pixel rate at the very first layer of the CNN.

The input pixel rate determines how many pixels of an input image are fed into the

accelerator at each clock cycle. For instance, an input rate of 1
32

means I consume 1 input
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Figure 4.6: An illustration of depthwise convolution: blue indicates data elements computed
in a single cycle.

pixel in 32 clock cycles. The choice of the input pixel rate directly impacts the trade-off

between performance and the hardware resources required. If this input pixel rate is 1,

the generated hardware is optimised for performance, fully-pipelined, and never stalls

the input pixel stream. When the input pixel rate decreases, because of the automatic

matching, unroll factors of all subsequent convolution layers decrease and the generated

hardware thus utilises fewer resources but has an increased latency.

I now explain how the automated throughput matching works. The framework utilises

the classic sliding window design — one pixel of a output feature map is produced once all

pixels of the sliding window on input feature maps have arrived [12]. The input stream and

output stream of strided convolutions, however, can have different input and output rates.

For instance, when the stride size is 2, the output stream is then 4 times slower than the

input stream (striding occurs in the two spatial dimensions). Table 4.1 shows the unrolling

factors U and U ′ that the framework picked for each convolution in MobileNet-V1 when

choosing the input pixel rate to be 1. Here, for each pixel, Ci

U
represents the number of

clock cycles required to iterate over all input channel values, and Co

U ′
is the number of

cycles required to finish generating all output channel values. Taking the second depthwise

convolution layer as an example, this layer has a stride size of 2 and the framework rolls

computations on the output channel side by a factor of Co

U ′
= 16 so that U ′ = 4 values of

each output channel are computed concurrently. Finally, all of the unrolling information

is provided to the hardware templates in order to instantiate the appropriate hardware.

4.5.4 Batch normalisation and rounding

Each convolved output has an inflated precision as mentioned in the previous section, and

I then subsequently apply batch normlisation on these values.

Batch normalisation (BN) is commonly used in CNNs to accelerate training [83]. As

shown in Equation (4.1), during inference, BN normalises convolutional outputs Xl in
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Table 4.1: Unrolling factors U and U ′ are generated by the throughput matcher for
MobileNet-V1, depending on the input and output channel counts (Cl−1, Cl), and the
stride of each convolution. dw and pw are depthwise and pointwise convolution. s1 and s2
represents strides are 1 and 2.

Types Cl−1 / Cl U / U′ Cl−1

U / Cl

U′

Conv / s2 3 / 32 3 / 8 1 / 4
Conv dw / s1 32 / 32 8 / 8 4 / 4
Conv pw / s1 32 / 64 8 / 16 4 / 4
Conv dw / s2 64 / 64 16 / 4 4 / 16
Conv pw / s1 64 / 128 4 / 8 16 / 16
Conv dw / s1 128 / 128 8 / 8 16 / 16
Conv pw / s1 128 / 128 8 / 8 16 / 16
Conv dw / s2 128 / 128 8 / 2 16 / 64
Conv pw / s1 128 / 256 2 / 4 64 / 64
Conv dw / s1 256 / 256 4 / 4 64 / 64
Conv pw / s1 256 / 256 4 / 4 64 / 64
Conv dw / s2 256 / 256 4 / 1 64 / 256
Conv pw / s1 256 / 512 1 / 2 256 / 256
Conv dw / s1 512 / 512 2 / 2 256 / 256
Conv pw / s1 512 / 512 2 / 2 256 / 256
Conv dw / s2 512 / 512 2 / 1 256 / 512
Conv pw / s1 512 / 1024 1 / 1 512 / 1024
Conv dw / s1 1024 / 1024 1 / 1 1024 / 1024
Conv pw / s1 1024 / 1024 1 / 1 1024 / 1024
Avg Pool / s1 1024 / 1024 1 / 1 1024 / 1024
FC / s1 1024 / 1000 1 / 1 1024 / 1000

a channel-wise fashion with a moving mean µ and a moving standard deviation σ, then

applies affine transformation on them with the learned γ and β:

Xl = γ
Xl − µ
σ

+ β (4.1)

It is notable that Equation (4.1) can be re-arranged into a channel-wise affine transforma-

tion. In the CNN feed-forward stages, I respectively quantise the scaling and offset factors

of this affine transformation to fixed-point numbers:

y = quantise8.8

(γ
σ

)
x + quantise8.8

(
β − γµ

σ

)
, (4.2)

where quantise8.8(z) quantises z into 16-bit fixed-point values with a binary point at 8.
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4.6 Evaluating the performance of automatically gen-

erated hardware

4.6.1 Experimental setups

In this section, I report results for automatically generated hardware implementations for

three distinct networks, each optimised for a different dataset. I use CifarNet [201], an

8-layer CNN with 1.30M parameters and 174M multiply-accumulates on the CIFAR-10

dataset [94], MobileNet-V1 [73] on the ImageNet dataset [93] and a customised 5-layer

CNN (FashionNet) for the Fashion MNIST dataset [176]. The first two networks are

relatively large, but the last network is small. I use MobileNet-V1 design as a comparison

to showcase the performance achieved from this hardware and software co-design workflow

in comparison to other published accelerators. The hardware part (SystemVerilog output)

is generated automatically using templates by the framework. Synplify Premier DP is

used for synthesis and post-synthesis timing analysis. The final designs are actually

implementable on FPGAs using Xilinx Vivado to place and route the full-size MobileNet

design.

4.6.2 Resource utilisation

For MobileNet, the design is fully-pipelined and never stalls the input stream ( #OPs
#OPs/cycle

=

224× 224). Note that 224× 224 is the input image size and this means the accelerator

consumes an entire image in exactly 224× 224 clock cycles. The design utilises 84% of my

13479 compute units (shift-and-add or multiply-and-add) on every clock cycle. The high

utilisation rate of the hardware translates to a high activity ratio in the circuits since most

components are active all the time. This fully quantised MobileNet found by Algorithm 1

uses 3-bit shift weights in its pointwise layers, and fixed-point weights in its depthwise

layers with precisions ranging from 3 to 7.

Table 4.2: Summary of tested networks on the Tomato. IPP stands for input pixel rate.

Network IPP Platform Perf Metrics LUTs Registers BRAMs DSPs Top-1 Top-5 Size

MobileNet-V1 1 Intel Stratix 10
Frequency 156 MHz Used 926K 583K 1430 297 Orig. 70.71 89.53 33.92MB
Latency 358us Total 1866K 3732K 11721 5760 Quant. 68.02 88.02 16.1MB
Throughput 3109 fps Ratio 49% 15% 12% 5% ∆ -2.69 -1.51 2.11×

CifarNet 1
32

Intel Stratix V
Frequency 207MHz Used 304K 280K 771 84 Orig. 91.37 99.68 4.94MB
Latency 261us Total 469K 939K 2.56K 256 Quant. 91.06 99.58 520KB
Throughput 6317 fps Ratio 64% 29% 30% 32% ∆ -0.31 -0.10 9.73×

CifarNet 1
288

Intel Cyclone V
Frequency 116MHz Used 102K 84.7K 715 82 Orig. 91.37 99.68 4.94MB
Latency 4.01ms Total 227K 454K 1.22K 342 Quant. 91.06 99.58 520KB
Throughput 393 fps Ratio 44% 18% 58% 24% ∆ -0.31 -0.10 9.73×

FashionNet 1
9

Xilinx Artix 7
Frequency 98MHz Used 49.3K 32.7K 40 240 Orig. 91.79 99.67 443KB
Latency 138us Total 63.4K 127K 135 240 Quant. 91.57 99.56 65.3KB
Throughput 13.9kfps Ratio 77% 25% 29% 100% ∆ -0.22 -0.11 6.78×

Table 4.2 shows the total amount of hardware utilised for the generated accelerators for

all networks on different devices. The MobileNet design uses an input pixel rate of 1 for
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the best performance (achieving 3109 FPS on an Intel Stratix 10). The proposed workflow

is a scalable one since it can adjust the input pixel rate to control a trade-off between

performance and hardware utilisation. CifarNet results in Table 4.2 show how it is possible

to target a small FPGA device (Cyclone V) by adjusting this factor to 1
288

. The results

suggest a 3× reduction in LUT usage compared to the design when the input pixel rate is

set to 1
32

. It is also observed an increase in latency, but part of the increase attributes to

the frequency differences running on various devices. On the other hand, if provided with

a small network (FashionNet), the proposed framework generates hardware that classifies

at a latency of 0.14ms on a very small FPGA device. The quantised FashionNet uses 3-bit

shift quantisation in the most resource-intensive third layer, and the remaining layers use

fixed-point weights with bit-widths from 5 to 7. Although FashionNet is small, it is a good

example of a specialised network produced for resource constrained edge devices; other

examples include emotion recognition [19].

I explore in Figure 4.7 the optimised CifarNets obtained with Algorithm 1 (denoted

by the “hybrid” points) and compare the results against shift (“shift”) and fixed-point

(“fixed”) models with all layers sharing the same bit-widths ranging from 3 to 8. To

explore the trade-off between top-1 error rates and resources, I ran Algorithm 1 20 times

by respectively taking as inputs the accuracy budget values αbudget ranging from 80%

to 100% at 1% increments. Here hbudget is set to 0 as I always minimise the resource

utilisation. I constrain each layer to use either shift or fixed-point quantised weights and

choose a bit-width ranging from 3 to 8. Additionally, E = 0 meaning that I skip the

fine-tuning process; without fine-tuning the accuracies are sub-optimal but the search

process above can complete within 1 hour. Figure 4.7a shows the trade-off between resource

utilisation and top-1 errors under the same throughput constraints. Figure 4.7b further

varies the throughput scaling of the optimised results, and shows that when synthesised

into circuits, the the optimised models (“hybrid”) consistently outperforms models (“shift”

and “hybrid”) with either shift or fixed-point quantisation under the same bit-width

applied across all layer weights. Finally, Figure 4.7c illustrates all results found by the

three methods and the trade-off relationship between top-1 error rates and resource-latency

products.

Hybrid quantisation reduces the accuracy degradation and improves model compression

rates by utilising multi-precision multi-arithmetic convolutions. Importantly, I consider

the ImageNet [93] classification task for MobileNet. This challenging dataset leaves less

headroom for compression techniques. The classification results achieved on this large

dataset using a relatively compact network proves that the workflow is also robust on

other cases where the model is over-provisioned on the target dataset.
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Table 4.3: A comparison of CNN inference performance on FPGA and GPU platforms.
The quantisation of weights and activations are on the left. Target platform, frequency,
latency, throughput and arithmetic performance are on the right. Metrics with ∗ are our
best-case estimations as they are not mentioned in the original papers. Note VGG16 has
a similar top-5 accuracy to MobileNet-V1 when neither is quantised, many of the works
below do not report ImageNet accuracies after quantisation.

Quantisation(s)
Platform

Frequency
(MHz)

Latency
(ms)

Throughput
(FPS)

Arithmetic
perf. (GOP/s)Implementation Weights Acts

V
G

G
1
6

Throughput-Opt [155] FXP8 FXP16 Intel Stratix V 120 262.9 3.8∗ 117.8
fpgaConvNet [164] FXP16 FXP16 Xilinx Zynq XC7Z045 125 197∗ 5.07 156

Angel-Eye [55] BFP8 BFP8 Xilinx Zynq XC7Z045 150 163∗ 6.12∗ 188
Going Deeper [132] FXP16 FXP16 Xilinx Zynq XC7Z045 150 224∗ 4.45 137

Shen et al. [147] FXP16 FXP16 Xilinx Virtex US XCVU440 200 49.1 26.7 821
HARPv2 [122] BIN BIN Intel HARPv2 – 8.77∗ 114 3500

GPU [122] FP32 FP32 Nvidia Titan X – – 121 3590

M
ob

il
eN

et

Ours Mixed FXP8 Intel Stratix 10 156 0.32 3109 3536
Ours Mixed FXP8 Xilinx Virtex US+ XCVU9P 125 0.40 2491 2833

Zhao et al. [199] FXP16 FXP16 Intel Stratix V 200 0.88 1131 1287
Zhao et al. [200] FXP8 FXP8 Intel Stratix V 150 4.33 231 264

GPU FP32 FP32 Nvidia GTX 1080Ti – 279.4 515 586
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for models with ≤ 10% top-1
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(c) Error vs area-latency prod-
uct for all optimized models.

Figure 4.7: A case study of trade-off options among hardware utilization (LUTs), per-
formance (latency) and model accuracy (top-1 error rate) before fine-tuning, targeting
a clock frequency of 200 MHz. The LUTs and latency numbers are from the hardware
estimator. Here, “shift” and “fixed” respectively indicate using the same shift and fixed-
point quantisation method across all layers with the same weight precisions. The “hybrid”
points are optimized by Algorithm 1. The area shaded in red, green and blue respectively
denote the 2D Pareto frontier of “shift”, “fixed” and “hybrid” optimized results.

4.6.3 Performance evaluation

I compare the MobileNet-V1 design generated by my framework with existing FPGA

accelerators in Table 4.3. This comparison only considers networks in the ImageNet

dataset that achieve greater than 70% top-1 accuracy when not quantised. The computer

vision community spends a significant amount of effort in optimizing model architecture, I

note that it is important to generate results for the latest models as they offer the best

accuracy/cost trade-offs. Results for older models in terms of GOp/s can be misleading.
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The generated design is different from most existing designs examined in Table 4.3 in

the following ways. First, the framework exploits hybrid quantisation to minimise the

impact of quantisation errors. Second, using the throughput scaling trick, the amount

of hardware required is reduced significantly. Most of the examined designs rely on a

high DRAM bandwidth with a large monolithic compute core. As discussed previously,

a large compute core cannot explore multi-precision and multi-arithmetic quantisations

and struggles to fully utilise compute units on convolutions with varying channel counts,

kernel sizes and input feature sizes. Tomato generated designs compute various layers

concurrently and quantise each layer differently, thus achieving a very high utilisation of

my compute units and to operate at around 3.5 TOps/s on Stratix 10. Note that, for

accelerators that I compare against, the arithmetic performance reported in Table 4.3

considers the peak performance assuming an unbounded DRAM bandwidth. In reality,

such designs can easily be limited by the available memory bandwidth. In contrast, this

is not a concern in this design as all weights and activations are held on the FPGA.

Additionally, the generated design has a high throughput since operations rarely stall.

Designs proposed by Bai et al. [12] and Zhao et al. [199] have to execute computations in

a layer-wise fashion, and thus operations in the next layer only executes when the current

layer finishes. In this framework, similar to Shen et al. [148], computations in different

layers happen concurrently in the same pipeline stage while later layers never stall earlier

layers. Moreover, consecutive image inputs can be fully pipelined, because the generated

hardware utilises streaming sliding windows. These features help the hardware to achieve

high throughput compared to other designs (Table 4.3). The proposed workflow avoids

complex and time-consuming design space exploration as necessary in many compared

FPGA accelerators [12, 200].

In terms of performance, this design achieves a higher throughput and a lower latency

compared to all designs listed in Table 4.3. I notice that most CNN accelerators report

theoretical upper bounds for arithmetic performance and throughput. In terms of latency,

the numbers are reported optimistically assuming DRAM accesses cause no stalls. In this

design, since I stream in pixels of the input image, the computation pattern differs from

most existing designs. The reported values in Table 4.3 represents the true performance and

make no assumptions regarding DRAM bandwidth. The system automatically produces an

implementation of MobileNet for the Stratix 10 FPGA that outperforms Zhao et al. [199]

by 2.44× in latency and 3.52× in throughput.

4.6.4 Multi-FPGA acceleration

The flattened streaming style employed by Tomato makes it easy to partition the generated

design across multiple FPGAs This feature makes Tomato highly scalable with respect to

network sizes and/or FPGA sizes. I demonstrate in this section an example of partitioning
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MobileNet-V1 onto two Stratix V FPGAs, connected through enhanced small form-factor

pluggable (SFP+) interfaces. I present the performance results in comparison to Zhang

et al. [190] in Table 4.4, and the detailed hardware utilisation information in Table 4.5.

The latency is not penalised thanks to the low latency of SFP+, which contributes only a

0.0013ms latency overhead.

The simple case study of partitioning the same MobileNet-V1 design to two devices

demonstrates that, first, Tomato generated designs are scalable from single to multi-FPGAs;

second, aiming accelerating new network architectures with mixed quantisations bring

significant improvements in accuracies, latency and throughput.

Table 4.4: Multi-FPGA acceleration of CNNs. MBNet represents MobileNet, VGG-D
and VGG-E are both VGG16 based networks but different configurations, one is latency
oriented and one is throughput oriented [190].

Network Acc (%) #Device Lat (ms) Tpt (GOPs)

MbNet-V1 (ours) 68.02 2 Stratix V 0.32 3536
VGG-D [190] 66.52 2 VX690t 200.9 203
VGG-E [190] 66.51 7 VX690t 151.8 1280

Table 4.5: Multi-FPGA hardware utilization.

Device No Frequency LUTs Regs BRAM DSP

0 156MHz 362.7k 278.8k 828 256
1 156MHz 345.9k 303.6k 598 31

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, I presented a hardware-software co-design workflow to automatically

generate high-performance CNN accelerators. The workflow is able to quantise weights to

both fixed-point and shift values at various precisions, and keeps activations to fixed-point

numbers. In addition, it transforms batch normalisation to simple affine operations with

fixed-point scaling and offset factors. In hardware, the framework utilises the Roll-Unrolled

compute pattern and provides flexibility in rolling computations in the channel dimension.

As a result, the guided rolling minimises computation while keeping the input stream

stall-free. The results showed state-of-the-art performance in terms of model accuracy,

latency and throughput. The implemented accelerator for MobileNet is fully pipelined

with sub-millisecond latency (0.32ms) and is able to classify at around 3000 frames per

second.
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Chapter 5

Hardware-aware automated machine

learning

The previous two chapters describe several software and hardware techniques for improving

the energy efficiency of running DNN inference on different hardware systems. These

methods assume pre-trained networks and pre-defined network architectures. In this

chapter I will explore opportunities in the model architecture space and the creation of

automated tools to aid in their designs. This chapter aims to demonstrate that Automated

Machine Learning (AML) is a powerful tool for designing and optimising emerging neural

network types and also learning scenarios.

In this chapter, I will first introduce the concepts of Automated Machine Learning

(AutoML) and Network Architecture Search (NAS), and discuss why they are particularly

useful for designing hardware-aware DNNs. I show two particular applications of NAS in

this chapter and demonstrate how they can be an efficient solution for emerging neural

network types and new learning setups. First, I demonstrate how state-of-the-art NAS

algorithms can be made hardware-aware and show a novel NAS algorithm aiming at

finding efficient Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). Later, I show how NAS algorithms can

be deployed in a many-task many-device setup for few-shot learning.

This chapter includes relevant contents published in:

• Yiren Zhao, Duo Wang, Xitong Gao, Robert Mullins, Pietro Lio, and Mateja Jamnik.

Probabilistic dual network architecture search on graphs. In Deep Learning on

Graphs: Method and Applications Workshop for 35th AAAI Conference on Artificial

Intelligence (DLG-AAAI 2021), recipient of the best student paper award.

• Yiren Zhao, Duo Wang, Daniel Bates, Robert Mullins, Mateja Jamnik, and Pietro

Lio. Learned low precision graph neural networks. In The 1st Workshop on Machine

Learning and Systems (EuroMLSys 2021), full version is in submission

• Yiren Zhao, Xitong Gao, Ilia Shumailov, Nicolo Fusi, Robert Mullins. Rapid Model
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Architecture Adaption for Meta-Learning. In submission

Yiren Zhao conceived the experiments for graph-based NAS methods. Duo Wang later

enhanced the search process with a Gumbel-softmax based stochastic method. Yiren

Zhao conceived the experiments for the MAML-based NAS and and implemented it as an

extension to the MAML++ framework [8]. Ilia Shumailov and Xitong Gao ported other

versions using metric-based MAML frameworks as a comparison baseline.

5.1 Motivations for automated machine learning net-

work architecture search

DNNs achieve state-of-the-art results on a wide range of tasks, but tuning the architectures

of DNNs on new datasets is getting increasingly difficult. First, the number of possible

operations inside a neural network is growing rapidly. In the early years, fully-connected

and convolutional layers are the most popular choices for neural networks [93] and only

a handful of activation functions are available [178]. The community later witnessed an

increasing number of neural network layers, including different normalisations (batched

normalisation [83], layer normalisation [11], [160] etc..) and activation functions (SELU [90],

ELU [30] etc.). The large number of choices for neural network layers makes architectural

engineering extremely tedious and it is hard to prove that manually selected operators are

anywhere near optimal. I refer to the process of picking individual operators from a set of

possible operators as micro-architecture design. Secondly, neural networks are now having

complex structures rather than the simple sequential connections found in AlexNet [93]

and VGGNets [151]. Later network architecture designs like ResNets [66] and DenseNets

[78] start to utilise shortcut connections and have adopted more complex structures. The

recently proposed Vision Transformer (ViT) [40] borrows the NLP transformer designs

and has sophisticated structures involving multiple attention mechanisms [162].

These two above-mentioned factors together create a large design space for neural

network architectures. Most current literature on AutoML and NAS identify the two

reasons above as the main motivations for NAS algorithms. In this dissertation, the

Network Architecture Search (NAS) are also motivated by the following facts.

First, there are now more and more neural network architecture types. In addition to

the rapid growth of the micro-architectures and complex structures of existing DNNs, it

is increasingly common to see DNNs applied to new data types such as graph [89] and

tabular data [10, 183]. In this chapter, I apply NAS methods to graph neural networks

and demonstrate how this automation can help to produce hardware-aware GNNs. The

searched GNNs not only have efficient neural network architectures but also have weights

and activations being quantised to mixed-precision numbers. I show how NAS is a scalable
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approach for emerging network types, and how it can be combined with additional search

spaces to produce models with hardware awareness. Second, there is now a growing need

of applying neural networks to various hardware systems and learning setups. Compared

to a few years ago, I now have a diverse set of hardware devices, ranging from server-class

GPUs to IoT devices, having the need of executing DNN inference. This chapter then

considers a novel many-task many-device deployment scenario, in particular, I consider

this setup in few-shot learning and demonstrate how NAS can be an effective approach in

this setup.

5.2 Network architecture search for GNNs

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have been successful in fields such as computational

biology [214], social networks [62], knowledge graphs [111], etc. The ability of GNNs to

apply learned embeddings to unseen nodes or new subgraphs is useful for large-scale ML

systems on graph data, ranging from analysing posts on forums to creating product listings

for shopping sites [62]. Most large production systems have high throughputs, running

millions or billions of GNN inferences per second. This creates an urgent need to minimise

the computation cost of GNN inference.

GNN models are typically smaller than CNNs or RNNs, but the need to apply compu-

tation at each node or each edge across a graph causes a rapid growth of the computation

resources required as the graph size increases. The number of floating point operations

(FLOPs) and the maximum possible inference batch size of GNN models are tightly coupled

to the size of the input graphs. Figure 2.2 illustrates that a simple 2-layer Graph Attention

Network (GAT) [163] can have much higher computational requirements than well-known

vision models if input graphs are large. The increased number of FLOPs means a greater

inference latency, while a large activation size (the number of temporal activation values

generated at run-time) will limit the inference batch size given a limited device RAM

budget, and thus decrease the inference throughput.

One common approach to reduce computation and memory costs in neural networks is

quantisation [202, 192, 79, 212, 82]. A narrower data format (fewer bits) not only reduces

the model size but also introduces the chance of using simpler arithmetic operations on

existing or emerging hardware platforms [202, 79]. Quantisation methods to date have

focused solely on CNNs and RNNs, but unfortunately cannot be directly adopted in

GNNs. First, in CNNs and RNNs, it is the convolutional and fully-connected layers that

are quantised [79]. GNNs, however, follow a sample and aggregate approach [205, 62],

where a building block of a GNN can be separated into four smaller sub-blocks (Feature

Extraction, Attention, Aggregation and Activation); only a subset of these sub-blocks

has trainable parameters. Second, GNN blocks involve a design space of attention and
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aggregation mechanisms where the choice of method influences the required numerical

precision. Third, previous CNN NAS methods [174] consider two possible quantisable

components (weights and activations) for a single layer. Given n quantisation options, this

provides n2 combinations. I show that a single GNN layer has n6 quantisation combinations,

offering a much larger search space.

In this section, I propose Low Precision Graph NAS (LPGNAS), which aims to

automatically design quantised GNNs. The proposed NAS method is single-path, one-shot

and gradient-based. Additionally, LPGNAS’s quantisation options are at a fine granularity

so that different sub-blocks in a graph block can have different quantisation strategies. I

describe the details of how to design a hardware-aware GNN NAS method. Section 5.2.1

and Section 5.2.2 describe the architectural and quantisation search spaces of GNNs

respectively. I discuss the results of the proposed NAS in Section 5.2.4.

5.2.1 Architectural design space for GNNs

Deep Learning on graphs has emerged into an important field of machine learning in

recent years, due to the increase in the amount of graph-structured data. Graph Neural

Networks has scored success in a range of different tasks on graph data, such as node

classification [163, 62], graph classification [195, 186, 180] and link prediction [194]. There

are many variants of graph neural networks proposed to tackle graph structured data.

In this work I focus on GNNs applied to node classification tasks based on Message-

Passing Neural Networks (MPNN) [53]. The objective of the neural network is to learn

an embedding function for node features so that they quickly generalise to other unseen

nodes. This inductive nature is needed for large-scale production level machine learning

systems since they operate on a constantly changing graph with many incoming nodes

(e.g. shopping history on Amazon, posts on Reddit etc.) [62].

Most of the manually designed GNN architectures proposed for the node classification

use message passing neural networks. The list includes, but is not limited to, GCN [89],

GAT [163], GraphSage [62], and their variants [149, 193, 22, 167]. These works differ in

ways of computing the edge weights, sampling neighbourhood and aggregating neighbour

messages. For an emerging type of neural networks, as mentioned previously, neural network

architecture search offers a rapid and efficient exploration of the potential architectural

design space. Let first look at the architectural design space in details and consider GNNs

based on the message-passing mechanism. In each GNN layer, nodes aggregate attention

weighted messages from their neighbours and combine these messages with their own

feature. Formally, each GNN layer can be described as:

hk = Act(Aggr(Atten(ak, Linear(wk, hk−1)))) (5.1)
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Here hk−1 ∈ RN×D is representation for transformed features, where N is the number of

nodes in a graph and D is the dimension of the feature. In GNNs, there is typically a linear

transformation (linear layer in Figure 5.1) in the form of W khk−1. ak are the attention

parameters for messages passed from neighbouring nodes (attention in Figure 5.1). AGGR

is an aggregation operation for the messages received and is also responsible for combining

aggregated messages with features of the current node. Act is a non-linear activation.

Linear Layer Attention
Mechanism Aggregation Activation

Graph Block

Messages from Neighbours

Figure 5.1: The structure of a single graph block consists of four sub-blocks: Linear Layer,
Attention, Aggregation and Activation.

A Graph Block is similar to a cell employed in the CNN NAS algorithm DARTS [113].

DARTS uses a weighted sum to combine outputs of all candidate operators. In the

proposed NAS, I use the arg max function, which allows only one candidate operator to

be active in each training iteration. Let ōi,k be the kth sub-block in Graph Block i, and

oi,k,t be the tth candidate operator for ōi,k. ōi,k is then computed as:

ōi,k = oi,k,tmax
i,k

,where tmaxi,k = arg max
t∈T

P a
i,k,t. (5.2)

Here, P a
i,k,t is the probability of the tth candidate operator of sub-block k and layer

i assigned by the NAS Controller. P is a probability distribution over all candidate

operators, and P ∈ RT,K,I , where T , K and I are the number of candidate operators,

sub-blocks and layers respectively. This hard-max approach considerably reduces memory

and computational cost since only one operation is active at any training iterations, whilst

still converges, as shown by Wu et al. [175] and Xie et al. [177]. While the arg max function

is non-differentiable, I use a differentiable approximation which ensures that the controller

receives learning signals. I will introduce the full details of the proposed NAS algorithm in

the next section.

In Table 5.1, I include all the operations described above in our micro-architectural

search space. I show all attention types that are in the search space in Table 5.1. The

attention types includes a various styles of parametric or non-parametric attention methods.

In Table 5.2, I list all activation types that were considered in the architectural search
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Table 5.1: Different types of attention mechanisms. W here is parameter vector for
attention. <,> is dot product, aij is attention for message from node j to node i.

Attention Type Equation

Const aij = 1
GCN aij = 1√

didj

GAT agatij = LeakyReLU(Wa(hi||hj))
Sym-GAT aij = agatij + agatji

COS aij =< Wa1hi,Wa2hj >
Linear aij = tanh(

∑
j∈N(i)(Wahj))

Gene-Linear aij = Wgtanh(Wa1hi +Wa2hj)

Table 5.2: Different types of activation functions.

Activation Equation

None f(x) = x
Sigmoid f(x) = 1

1+e−x

Tanh f(x) = tanh(x)
Softplus f(x) = 1

β log(1 + eβx)

ReLU f(x) = Max(0, x)
LeakyReLU f(x) = Max(0, x) + αMin(0, x)

ReLU6 f(x) = Min(Max(0, x), 6)
ELU f(x) = Max(0, x) +Min(0, α(ex − 1))

space. Apart from attention and activation types, I also consider searching for the best

hidden feature size, using two fully-connected layers with an intermediate layer with an

expansion factor that can be picked from a set {1, 2, 4, 8}. In terms of aggregation, the

choices considered include mean, add and max.

5.2.2 Quantisation search space for graph neural networks

In a single graph block, or a GNN layer, there are four consecutive sub-blocks (Equa-

tion (5.3)). Equation (5.3) considers node features hk−1 from the k − 1 layer as inputs,

and produces new node features hk with trainable attention parameters ak and weights

wk. The four sub-blocks, as illustrated in Equation (5.3), are the Linear block, Attention

block, Aggregation block and Activation block; these sub-blocks have operations as search

candidates. In Equation (5.4), I label all possible quantisation candidates using Q. The

quantisation function Q can be applied not only on learnable parameters (e.g., wk) but

also activation values between consecutive sub-blocks. In addition, I allow quantisation

options in Equation (5.4) to be different. For instance, Qa can learn to have a different
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quantisation from Qw, meaning that a single graph block receives a mixed quantisation

for different quantisable components annotated in Equation (5.4).

hk = Act(Aggr(Atten(ak, Linear(wk, hk−1)))) (5.3)

hklinear = Ql(Linear(Qw(wk), Qh(h
k−1)))

hkatten = Qat(Atten(Qa(a
k), hklinear))

hk = Act(Qag(Aggr(h
k
atten)))

(5.4)

Table 5.3: Quantisation search space for weights and activations.

Weights Activations

Quantisation Frac Bits Total Bits Quantisation Frac Bits Total Bits

binary 0 1 fix2.2 2 4
binary 0 1 fix4.4 4 8
ternary 0 2 fix2.2 2 4
ternary 0 2 fix4.4 4 8
ternary 0 2 fix4.8 4 12
fix1.3 3 4 fix4.4 4 8
fix2.2 2 4 fix4.4 4 8
fix1.5 5 6 fix4.4 4 8
fix3.3 3 6 fix4.4 4 8
fix2.4 4 6 fix4.4 4 8
fix4.4 4 8 fix4.4 4 8
fix4.4 4 8 fix4.8 8 12
fix4.4 4 8 fix8.8 8 16
fix4.8 8 12 fix4.8 8 12
fix4.12 12 16 fix4.4 4 8
fix4.12 12 16 fix4.8 8 12
fix4.12 12 16 fix8.8 8 16

The reasons for considering input activation values as quantisation candidates are the

following. First, GNNs always consider large input graph data, the computation operates

on a per-node or per-edge resolution but requires the entire graph or the entire sampled

graph as inputs. The amount of intermediate data produced during the computation is

huge and causes a large pressure on the amount of on-chip memory available. Second,

quantised input activations with quantised parameters together simplify the arithmetic

operations. For instance, Linear(Qw(wk), Qh(h
k−1)))) considers both quantised hk−1 and

quantised wk so that the matrix multiplication with these values can operate on a simpler

fixed-point arithmetic.

The quantisation search space identified in Equation (5.4) is different from the search
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space identified by Wu et al. [174] and Guo et al. [59]. Most existing NAS methods

focusing on quantising CNNs look at quantisation at each convolutional block. In a graph

neural network, a single graph block is equivalent to a convolutional block. In a single

graph block, I look at more fine-grained quantisation opportunities within the four sub-

blocks. The quantisation search considers a wide range of fixed-point quantisations. The

weights and activation can pick the numbers of bits in [1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16] and [4, 8, 12, 16]

respectively, and I allow different integer and fractional bits combinations. I list the

detailed quantisation options in the Table 5.3. Table 5.3 shows the quantisation search

space, each quantisable operation identified will have these quantisation choices available.

BINARY means binary quantisation, and TERNARY means two-bit ternary quantisation.

FIXx.y means fixed-point quantisation with x integer bits and y bits for fractions. I also

demonstrate the number of fractional bits (FRAC BITS) and total number of bits (TOTAL

BITS).

In total, as listed in Table 5.3, there are 17 quantisation options; and as illustrated in

Equation (5.4), there are six possible components that join the quantisation search, this

gives in total 176 = 24137569 quantisation combinations for a Graph Neural Network.

5.2.3 Low precision graph neural network architecture search

Algorithm 2 LPGNAS algorithm

1: Inputs: x, y, xv, yv, M , Ma, Mq, K, α, β
2: Init(w,wa, wq)
3: for i = 0 to M − 1 do
4: N = NoiseGen(i, α)
5: Pa, Pq = ga(wa, xval, N), gq(wq, xval, N)
6: πa, πq = arg max(Pa), arg max(Pq)
7: for i = 0 to K − 1 do
8: L = Loss(x, y, πa, πq)
9: w = Optw(L)

10: end for
11: Lv = Loss(xv, yv, πa, πq)
12: if e > Ma then
13: wa = Optwa

(Lv)
14: end if
15: if e > Mq then
16: Lq = QLoss(Pa, Pq)
17: wq = Optwq

(Lv + βLq)
18: end if
19: end for

I describe the Low Precision Graph Network Architecture Search (LPGNAS) algorithm

in Algorithm 2. (x, y), (xv, xv) are the training and validation data respectively. M is the

total number of search epochs, and Ma and Mq are the epochs to start architectural and
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quantisation search. Before the number of epochs reaches Ma or Mq, LPGNAS randomly

picks up samples and warms up the trainable parameters in the supernet. K is the number

of steps to iterate in training the supernet. After generating noise N , I use this noise

in architectural controller ga and quantisation controller gq together with the validation

data xv to determine the architectural πa and quantisation πq choices. After reaching the

pre-defined starting epoch (Ma or Mq), LPGNAS starts to optimise the controllers’ weights

(wa and wq). I choose the hyper-parameters Mq = 20,Ma = 50, α = 1.0, β = 0.1, unless

specified otherwise. I provide an ablation study in the Appendix to justify our choices of

hyper-parameters. Notice that QLoss estimates the current hardware cost based on both

architectural and quantisation probabilities. As shown in Equation (5.5), I define S as a

set of values that represents the costs (number of parameters) of all possible architectural

options: for each value s in this set, I multiply it with the probability pa from architecture

probabilities Pa generated by the NAS architecture controller. Similarly, I produce the

weighted-sum for quantisation from the set of values Sq that represents costs of all possible

quantisations. The dot product <,> between these two weighted-sum vectors produces

the quantisation loss Lq.

Lq = QLoss(Pa, Pq)

=<
∑

s∈S,pa∈Pa

(s ∗ pa),
∑

sq∈Sq ,pq∈Pq

(sq ∗ pq) > (5.5)

Figure 5.2 is an illustration of the LPGNAS algorithm. I use two controllers (ga

and gq) for architecture and quantisation (named as Controller and Q-Controller in the

diagram) respectively. The controllers use trainable embeddings connected to linear layers

to produce architecture and quantisation probabilities. The architecture controller provides

probabilities (Pa) for picking architectural options of graph blocks and also the router. The

router is in charge of determining how each graph block shortcuts to the subsequent graph

blocks [205]. In addition, the quantisation controller provides quantisation probabilities (Pq)

to both modules in graph blocks and the linear layers in the router. In a graph block, only

the linear and attention layers have quantisable parameters and have matrix multiplication

operations; neither activation nor aggregation layers have any trainable or quantisable

parameters. However, all input activation values of each layer in the graph block are

quantised. The amount of intermediate data produced during the computation causes

memory pressure on many existing or emerging hardware devices, so even for modules

that do not have quantisable parameters, I choose to quantise their input activation values

to help reduce the amount of buffer space required.
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Figure 5.2: An overview of the LPGNAS architecture. Pa denotes controller output
(Purple) for selecting different operations within each graph block, and for routing shortcut
connections between graph blocks. Pq denotes quantisation controller (Q-Controller)
output (Green) for selecting quantisations for operations within graph blocks and shortcut
connections. Gij are gating functions conditioned on Pa. Solid lines are input streams into
the router while dashed lines are output streams.

5.2.4 Evaluating low precision graph network architecture search

(LPGNAS)

In Section 5.2.4.1, I present the results of running LPGNAS on the Citation datasets, these

datasets take the entire input graph as a single input to the neural networks. Section 5.2.4.2

shows the results of LPGNAS on graph sampling based learning, there exists a sampler on

the input graphs and the sampled subgraphs are then the inputs to the neural network.

The graph sampling approach is a common technique to deal with large input graphs.

5.2.4.1 LPGNAS on Citation datasets

The Citation datasets include nodes representing documents and edges representing citation

links. The task is to distinguish which research field the document belongs to [184].

Table 5.4 shows the performance of GraphSage [62], GAT [163], JKNet [179], PDNAS

[205] and LPGNAS on the citation datasets with a partition of 0.6, 0.2, 0.2 for training,

validation and testing respectively. For the quantisation options of GraphSage, GAT and

JKNet, I manually perform a grid search on the Cora dataset. The grid search considers

various weight and activation quantisations in a decreasing order. I reimplemented
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Table 5.4: Accuracy and size comparison on Cora, Pubmed and Citeseer with a data split
of 60%, 20% and 20% for training, validation and testing. Our results are averaged across
3 independent runs.

Method Quan
Cora CiteSeer PubMed

Acc Size Act Size Bitops Acc Size Act Size Bitops Acc Size Act Size Bitops
% KB MB G % KB MB G % KB MB G

GraphSage float 74.5± 0.0 92.3 62.1 48.3 75.3± 0.0 237.5 197.1 58.6 85.3± 0.1 32.2 157.7 349.1
GraphSage w10a12 74.3± 0.1 28.8 23.3 5.4 75.1± 0.1 74.2 73.9 6.6 85.0± 0.0 10.1 59.1 39.0

GAT float 88.9± 0.0 369.5 62.1 25.1 75.9± 0.0 950.3 197.1 30.2 86.1± 0.0 129.6 157.7 181.9
GAT w4a8 88.8± 0.1 46.2 15.5 0.73 68.0± 0.1 118.8 49.3 0.89 82.0± 0.0 16.2 39.4 5.3

JKNet float 88.7± 0.0 214.9 139.7 1018.5 75.5± 0.0 505.2 443.5 3230.1 87.6± 0.0 94.5 354.9 2588.2
JKNet w6a8 88.7± 0.1 40.3 26.2 23.9 73.2± 0.1 94.7 83.2 75.7 86.1± 0.1% 17.7 66.5 60.7

PDNAS-2 float 89.3± 0.1 192.2 62.1 50.4 76.3± 0.3 478.6 197.1 62.3 89.1± 0.2 72.8 157.7 77.3
PDNAS-3 float 89.3± 0.1 200.0 93.2 83.2 75.5± 0.3 494.4 295.6 77.3 89.1± 0.2 81.4 236.6 98.4
PDNAS-4 float 89.8± 0.3 205.0 124.2 102.3 75.6± 0.2 500.0 404.5 130.2 89.2± 0.1 102.7 340.3 244.3
PDNAS-4 w8a8 86.9± 0.1 51.3 31.1 12.5 69.3± 0.1 125.0 101.1 32.1 88.9± 0.1 25.7 85.1 71.2
PDNAS-4 w12a16 88.8± 0.2 76.9 46.7 27.3 74.4± 0.2 187.5 151.1 44.2 89.0± 0.1 38.5 126.7 92.3

LPGNAS mixed 89.8± 0.0 67.3 10.5 9.3 76.2± 0.1 56.5 14.6 19.9 89.6± 0.1 45.6 29.7 20.8

GraphSage [62], GAT [163] and JKNet [179] for quantisation, and provide the architecture

choices. For the manual baseline networks, I used the quantisation strategy found on Cora

for Citeseer and Pubmed. For LPGNAS, I searched with a set of base configurations that

I clarified in the Appendix.

There are several hyperparameters in the LPGNAS algorithm (Algorithm 2). As

mentioned, I pick Nq = 20, Na = 50, α = 1.0, β = 0.1, lr = 0.005 through a hyperparameter

study. For β, Nq and Na, I justify the choices in the graph below by sweeping across

different values of β, Na and Nq on the Pubmed dataset (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Collected statistical information for quantisation, the horizontal axis shows
the chosen bit-width and the vertical axis shows the occurences.

The results in Table 5.4 suggest that LPGNAS shows better accuracy on both Cora

and Pubmed with quantised networks. In addition, although LPGNAS does not show the

smallest sizes on these two datasets, it is only slightly bigger than the manual baselines but

shows a much better accuracy. On Citeseer, LPGNAS only shows slightly worse accuracy

(around 0.1% less) with a considerably smaller size (around 9× reduction in model sizes).
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Table 5.5: Accuracy and size comparison on Amazon-Computers and Amazon-Photo [146]
Our results are averaged across 3 independent runs.

Method Quan
Amazon-Computers Amazon-Photos

Acc Size Act Size Bitops Acc Size Act Size Bitops
% KB MB G % KB MB G

SageNet float 84.0± 0.0 49.8 4.6 6.8 84.0± 0.1 49.8 4.6 6.8
SageNet w4a8 83.9± 0.1 6.2 1.1 0.21 83.9± 0.1 6.2 1.1 0.21

GAT float 84.4± 0.3 199.8 4.6 3.6 84.2± 0.1 199.8 4.6 3.6
GAT w4a8 81.8± 1.5 25.0 1.1 0.10 83.5± 0.5 25.0 1.1 0.10

JKNet float 87.6± 0.0 130.5 10.1 74.5 87.7± 0.1 130.5 10.1 74.5
JKNet w4a8 38.0± 0.0 16.3 2.5 2.3 38.0± 0.0 16.3 2.5 2.3

PDNAS-4 w4a8 85.6± 0.1 100.0 2.7 2.1 84.6± 0.1 75.4 1.4 3.3

LPGNAS mixed 90.5± 0.0 157.3 3.7 3.5 89.7± 0.0 164.0 3.7 4.5
LPGNAS-small mixed 88.7± 0.1 3.5 1.0 1.3 88.6± 0.1 3.6 0.81 1.2

Table 5.6: Accuracy and size comparison on Flickr [189], Cora-full [13] and Yelp [189].
Our results are averaged across 3 independent runs.

Method Quan
Flickr CoraFull Yelp

Acc Size Act Size Bitops Acc Size Act Size Bitops Micro F1 Size Act Size Bitops
% KB MB G % KB MB G KB MB G

SageNet float 49.9± 0.0 32.5 2.9 6.2 66.4± 0.1 562.3 39.4 13.4 23.6± 0.0 26.1 1.6 19.1
QSageNet w4a8 45.0± 0.0 4.1 0.72 0.20 55.7± 0.2 70.3 12.3 0.41 24.8± 0.0 3.3 0.39 0.59

GAT float 42.4± 0.1 130.6 2.9 3.3 62.0± 0.1 2249.3 49.4 6.8 24.6± 0.5 104.4 1.6 9.7
QGAT w4a8 42.4± 0.0 16.3 0.73 0.098 53.8± 0.2 281.2 12.3 0.21 14.2± 0.0 13.0 0.39 0.30
JKNet float 50.6± 0.0 95.5 6.6 48.5 69.0± 0.1 1162.8 112.3 809.9 32.6± 0.3 94.1 3.5 27.6
QJKNet w4a8 42.3± 0.0 11.9 1.6 1.5 4.4± 0.0 145.3 28.1 25.3 31.0± 2.2 11.8 0.87 0.86

PDNAS-4 w4a8 68.6± 0.1 223.5 8.3 12.4 72.6± 0.2 657.1 11.1 27.2 42.4± 0.0 62.0 1.2 1.4

LPGNAS mixed 74.6± 0.2 113.8 2.8 1.6 77.7± 0.0 573.3 7.4 25.8 40.5± 0.1 6.4 3.2 1.2
LPGNAS-small mixed 69.8± 0.4 6.4 0.31 0.21 69.8± 0.2 141.5 3.2 0.16 30.9± 0.1 1.5 1.8 0.14

5.2.4.2 LPGNAS for graph sampling based learning

Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 show how LPGNAS performs on large datasets sampled using

the recently proposed GraphSaint sampling [189]. The detailed configuration of the

sampler is in the Appendix. I provide additional baselines on these datasets since the

original GraphSage [62], GAT [163], JKNet [179] under-fit this challenging task. I thus

implemented V2 versions of the baselines that have larger channel counts; the architecture

details are reported in the Appendix. In addition, for quantising the baseline models I

uniformly applied a w4a8 (4-bit weights, 8-bit input activations) quantisation. Although I

train on a sampled sub-graph, evaluating networks requires a full traversal of the complete

graph. Since the datasets considered are large, traversing the entire graph adds a huge

computation overhead. If I use the previous grid-search for all quantisation possibilities

(roughly 164 in our case) for the all baseline networks, this will require a huge amount of

search time. So I fixed the quantisation strategy to w4a8 for the baseline networks.

The results in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 suggest that LPGNAS found the models with
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Figure 5.4: Pareto frontier of LPGNAS on Coraf-full with baseline models. I show the
trade-off between model sizes, activation sizes and bitops, LPGNAS demonstrates a Pareto
dominance.

best accuracy and also with a relatively competitive model size when compared to a

wide range of manual baselines. To further demonstrate that LPGNAS is a flexible NAS

method, I adjust the base configurations to provide models that are equal or smaller than

the smallest baseline networks in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 and name them LPGNAS-small.

I describe how I turn the knobs in LPGNAS by adjusting the base configurations in the

Appendix. It is clear, in both Table 5.5 and Table 5.6, that LPGNAS outperforms all

baselines in terms of accuracy or micro-F1 scores. LPGNAS-small, on the other hand,

trades-off the accuracy for a better model size, however it shows better performance

than baseline models that have a similar size budget. I also visualise the performance of

LPGNAS on sampled datasets using the Pareto frontiers plot for Cora-full in Appendix.

As expected, LPGNAS shows a Pareto dominance compared other manually designed

networks.

LPGNAS is able to achieve significant performance gains in terms of accuracy over the

baseline networks. For instance, on Flickr, CoraFull, and Yelp, I show on average an around

20% increase compared to even the full-precision baseline models, while LPGNAS produced

quantised models. The performance gap between quantised baselines and LPGNAS is

even greater. On the other hand, LPGNAS is able to produce extremely small models.

For instance, LPGNAS-Small is able to produce models that are around 50× smaller on

Amazon-Computers and Amazon-Photos while only suffer from an around 1% drop in

accuracy compared to standard LPGNAS.

To further prove the point that LPGNAS generates more efficient networks, I sweep

across different configurations and different quantisation regularisations to produce Fig-

ure 5.4. LPGNAS shows a Pareto dominance compared to all evaluated methods, meaning

that it strikes the best combination between computational complexity and accuracy.

Figure 5.4 shows that models can run with larger batch sizes (reduction in activation size),

and also run with less computation (reduction in bitops).
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Table 5.7: Search cost in GPU hours, all experiments are conducted on an NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU.

Dataset Cora Citeseer Pubmed Cora-full Flickr Yelp Amazon-photos Amazon-computers

LPGNAS 3.2 3.6 4.2 11.8 11.0 11.8 11.4 11.2
JKNet-32 6518.5 8165.6 5289.1 2180.6 3062.1 9116.7 1739.8 1786.2

5.2.5 Quantisation search time

One advantage of using Network Architecture Search is the reduction of search time.

Previous NAS methods on GNNs demonstrated the effectiveness of their methods by

reducing the amount of search time required to find the best network architecture [205,

51, 209]. In this work, I not only reduced the amount of manual tuning time required

for network architectures but also shortened the amount of time required to optimise the

numerical precision of each sub-block.

To further illustrate that LPGNAS has significantly reduced the amount of search time

required, I provide Table 5.7 to show how LPGNAS compares to a fixed JKNet-32 archi-

tecture in terms of the amount of GPU hours spent for searching for the best quantisation

options. Because of the limited resources I have, I estimate the quantisation search cost

of a JKNet-32 by running 5 different randomly selected quantisation combinations and

multiply the averaged training time with the total number of quantisation options.

Table 5.7 shows that LPGNAS can significantly reduce the search time. For instance,

on Citeseer, the search time can be reduced by around 2270×. It is worth noting that, when

performing this quantisation search time comparison, I do not consider the architectural

search space of the baseline, meaning that the baseline (JKNet) is a fixed-architecture.

LPGNAS also searched for architecture choices, which would further increases the search

time of the baseline if they are considered.

5.2.6 Quantisation statistics and limitations

In order to fully understand the properties of different quantisable sub-blocks in GNNs, I

report the searched quantisation strategies on more than 100 search runs across 8 different

datasets (Cora, Pubmed, Citeseer, Amazon-Computers, Amazon-Photos, Flickr, CoraFull

and Yelp). The idea is to reveal some common quantisation properties or trends using

LPGNAS on different datasets. I collect the quantisation decisions made by LPGNAS for

both weights and activations and present them in Figure 5.5. The possible quantisation

levels for weights and activations are [1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16] and [4, 8, 12, 16] bits respectively.

For weights, we see that narrow ternary or even binary values are often sufficient for the

hidden and attention sub-blocks, however, shortcut connections prefer a larger bit-width

(around 4 bits) for weights. In contrast, quantising activations show in general a trend
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of using larger bit-widths (around 8 bits). Based on these results, if one would like to

manually quantise GNNs, I would suggest to start with around 4 bits for weights and 8

bits for activations. However, it is worth mentioning that LPGNAS is able to search for

the best combination of quantisation and architectural decisions. For instance, I observed

LPGNAS was able to choose operations with less parameters but use higher bit-widths.

Nevertheless, the large number of runs across a relatively wide range of datasets aim at

sharing empirical insights for people that are manually tuning quantisations for GNNs.

For GNN services that are whether energy, memory or latency critical, and for future AI

ASIC designers focusing on GNN inference, the gathered quantisation statistics can be a

useful guideline for fitting a suitable quantisation method to their networks.

Figure 5.5: Collected statistical information for quantisation on Cora, Citeseer, PubMed,
Amazon-Computers, Amazon-Photos, Flickr, CoraFull and Yelp, the horizontal axis shows
the chosen bit-width and the vertical axis shows the occurences of quantisations (not
weighted by the number of weights). A bit-width count of 16 is not present because it has
never been selected by LPGNAS.

It is also interesting to observe that in both Table 5.5 and Table 5.6, some of the

manually designed GNNs suffer from a large accuracy drop when applying a 4-bit weight and
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8-bit activation fixed-point quantisation (w4a8). For instance, both quantised JKNet and

JKNet-V2 drop down to 4.4% accuracy on the Cora-full dataset (Table 5.5). However, the

collected statistics of LPGNAS suggest that w4a8 is sufficient, proving that modifications

of network architectures are the key element in order for networks to maintain accuracy

with aggressive quantisation strategies.

The applied fixed-point quantisation is a straight-forward one, many researchers have

proposed more advanced quantisation schemes on CNNs or RNNs [202, 192, 150]. I

suggest future research of investigating how these quantisation strategies work on GNNs

should consider w4a8 fixed-point quantisation as a baseline case. Because the collected

statistics suggest that w4a8 fixed-point quantisation is the most aggressive quantisation

for searched GNNs while guaranteeing minimal loss of accuracy, and manual GNNs often

do not perform well using the w4a8 setup.

5.3 Network architecture search in a multi-task multi-

device few-shot learning setup

Existing Network Architecture Search (NAS) methods show promising performance on

image [215, 113], language [58, 152] and, as I have shown in the previous section, graph

data [205]. This automation not only reduces the amount of human effort required for

architecture tuning but also produces architectures with state-of-the-art performance

in domains like image classification [215] and language modeling [152] and graph node

classification (Section 5.2). Most NAS methods today focus on a single task while targeting

a single hardware platform, e.g. a mobile phone or a data center class GPU. Real-life model

deployments with multiple tasks and various hardware platforms will significantly prolong

this process. As illustrated in Figure 5.6, a common design flow is to re-engineer the

architecture and train for different task(T )-hardware(H) pairs with different constraints

(C). The architectural engineering phase can be accomplished whether manually or by using

an established NAS procedure. The major challenge remains to be how to design efficient

algorithmic method to overcome the increased O(THC) search complexity described in

Figure 5.6.

Few-shot learning systems follow exactly this many-task many-device setup, since it

considers deployments on different user devices on key applications such as facial [54]

and speech recognition [74]. A task in few-shot learning normally takes a N -way K-shot

formulation, where it contains N classes with K support samples and Q query samples in

each class. Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML), incorporating the idea of learning to

learn, builds a meta-model using a great number of training tasks, and then adapts the

meta-model to unseen test tasks using only a very small number of gradient updates [47].

MAML then becomes a powerful and elegant approach for few-shot learning, its ability
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to quickly adapt to new tasks can potentially shrink the O(THC) complexity illustrated

in Figure 5.6 to O(HC). In the meantime, hardware-aware NAS methods [18, 17, 181],

e.g. the train-once-for-all technique [18], support deployments of searched models to fit to

different hardware platforms with various latency constraints. These hardware-aware NAS

techniques reduce the search complexity from O(THC) to O(T ) [17].

Task 1

+

Hardware System 1Architectural Engineering
& Train from scratch or Re-train

Task T

+

Hardware System H

...

+

Constraints 1

+

Constraints C

ASIC

Figure 5.6: Deploying networks in a many-task many-device setup. This implies a large
search complexity O(THC) and requires a huge amount of architectural engineering time.

I propose a novel Hardware-aware Meta Network Architecture Search (H-Meta-NAS).

Integration of the MAML framework into hardware-aware NAS would theoretically sim-

plify the search complexity from O(THC) to O(1), allowing a rapid adaption of model

architectures to unseen tasks on new hardware systems. However, I identified the following

challenges to this integration:

• The classic NAS search space contains many over-parameterised sub-models, this

makes it hard to tackle the over-fitting phenomenon in few-shot learning.

• Hardware-aware NAS profiles latency for sub-networks on each task-hardware pair,

this profiling can be prolonged significantly with a great number of tasks and, more

importantly, if the targeting device has scarce computation resources.

To tackle these challenges, I propose to use Global Expansion (GE) and Adaptive

Number of Layers (ANL) to allow a drastic change in model capabilities for tasks with

varying difficulties. The experiments later proved that such changes alleviate over-fitting in

few-shot learning and improve the accuracy significantly. I also present a novel layer-wise

profiling strategy to allow reuse of profiling information across different tasks.

5.3.1 Few-shot learning in the MAML framework

Inspired by the ability for humans to learn from only a few tasks and generalise the

knowledge to unseen problems, a meta learner is trained over a distribution of tasks with
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the hope of generalising its knowledge to new tasks [47].

arg min
θ

(ET ∈T[Lθ(T )]) (5.6)

Equation (5.6) captures the optimisation objective of meta-learning, where optimal param-

eters are obtained through optimising on a set of meta-training tasks. Current mainstream

approaches that use meta-learning to tackle few-shot learning problems can be roughly

categorised into three major types: Memory-based, Metric-based and Optimisation-based.

Memory-based method utilises a memory-augmented neural network [123, 52] to

memorise meta-knowledge for a fast adaption to new tasks. Metric-based methods aim to

meta-learn a high-dimensional feature representation of samples, and then apply certain

metrics to distinguish them. For instance, Meta-Baseline utilises the cosine nearest-centroid

metric [26] and DeepEMD applies the Earth Mover’s Distance [191]. Optimisation-based

method, on the other hand, focuses on learning a good parameter initialisation (also known

as meta-parameters or meta-weights) from a great number of training tasks, such that these

meta-parameters adapt to new few-shot tasks within a few gradient updates. The most

well-established Optimisation-based method is Model-Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML)

[47]. MAML is a powerful yet simple method to tackle the few-shot learning problem,

since its adaption relies solely on gradient updates. Antoniou et al. later demonstrate

MAML++, a series of modifications that improved MAML’s performance and stability [8].

While the meta-learning framework is increasingly used to solve few-shot learning

challenges, little attention has been paid to the run-time efficiency of these approaches.

Meta-learning has been explored in key applications such as facial and speech recognition

[74, 54] for mobile deices. Real-life deployments on these devices resemble a many-task

many-device scenario, where learning on each user’s data is a few-shot learning task

and different hardware platforms represent different types of under-deployment devices.

Memory-based and Metric-based meta-learning methods are then challenged by the

hardware or latency constraints: Memory-based methods need additional storage space (at

least double) and Metric-based approaches use multiple inference runs (at least two) for a

single image classification. Our proposed NAS method then follows the simple yet effective

MAML++ framework. After adapting the model to new tasks, MAML++ executes exactly

one network inference run for a single test sample without additional memory usage.

Several NAS methods are proposed under the MAML framework [88, 144, 107], these

methods successfully reduce the search complexity from O(T ) to O(1). However, some

of these methods do not show significant performance improvements compared to care-

fully designed MAML methods (e.g. MAML++) [88, 144]. In the meantime, some of

these MAML-based NAS methods follow the Gradient-based approach and operate on

complicated cell-based structures [107]. I illustrate later how cell-based NAS causes an
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undesirable effect on latency, and also meets fundamental scalability challenges when

trying to deploy in a many-task many-device setup.

5.3.2 Hardware-aware network architecture search for meta-learning

Figure 5.7 is an overview of the proposed H-Meta-NAS flow. There are three stages in

the search process. First, I meta-train a super-net. The super-net contains many possible

sub-networks (roughly 109 sub-networks using the VGG9 backbone) (Section 5.3.2.3). I

use a layer-wise profiling to construct a hash-table for different hardware systems, there

is no training involved in the profiling stage, the details of the profiling is discussed in

Section 5.3.2.4. The third phase is to adapt not only the meta-parameters (θ) but also

the meta-architecture (α) from the super-net to a particular task (Section 5.3.2.5) with

specific hardware constraints on a specific hardware system.

Phase 1: Super-net Pre-training Phase 2: Layer-wise Profiling

Profile first layer 
on different devices

Profile second layer 
on different devices

Phase 3: Device-aware Task-specific Deployment

...

Task 1

Task 2

+

Cloud System

+

Cloud System

Task 1

+

Mobile System

Task 1

+

AIOT

AIOT

AIOT

AIOT

Figure 5.7: An overview of the three main stages of the proposed H-Meta-NAS algorithm.
The first stage is to meta-train a super-net, the second stage is to adapt the super-net to
a particular task, and the third stage is to adapt the super-net to a particular hardware
system.

5.3.2.1 Problem formulation

In the MAML setup, I consider a set of tasks T and each task Ti ∈ T contains a support

set Dsi and a query set Dqi . The support set is used for task-level learning while the query

set is in charge of evaluating the meta-model. All tasks are divided into three sets, namely

meta-training (Ttrain), meta-validation (Tval) and meta-testing (Ttest) sets.

Equation (5.7) formally states the objective of the pre-training stage illustrated in

Figure 5.7 Phase 1. The objective of this process is to optimise the parameters θ of the
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super-net for various sub-networks sampled from the architecture set A. This will ensure

the proposed H-Meta-NAS to have both the meta-parameters and meta-architectures ready

for the adaption to new tasks. Section 5.3.2.3 describes the details of the meta-training

and a progressive shrinking strategy to prevent sub-model interference.

arg min
θ

Eα∼p(A)[ET ∈Ttrain
[Lθ(T , α)]] (5.7)

Equation (5.8) describes how H-Meta-NAS adapts network architectures to a particular

task T with a given hardware constraint Ch (Phase 3 in Figure 5.7). In practice, using

the support set data Dsi from a target task Ti, I apply a genetic algorithm for finding the

optimal architectures α∗. I discuss further how this process is designed in Section 5.3.2.5.

α∗ = min
α

∑

α∈A

Lθ(Dsi , α)

s.t. C(α) ≤ Ch
(5.8)

5.3.2.2 Architecture space

H-Meta-NAS considers a search space composed of different kernel sizes, number of channels

and activation types. I mostly consider a VGG9-based NAS backbone, that is a 5-layer

CNN model with the last layer being a fully connected layer. I chose this NAS backbone

because both MAML [47] and MAML++ [8] used a VGG9 model architecture. The details

of this backbone are in Appendix.

I allow kernel sizes to be picked from {1, 3, 5}, channels to be expanded with a set

of scaling factors {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.25} and also six different activation functions

(details in Appendix). For a single layer, there is 3× 7× 6 = 126 search options. H-Meta-

NAS also contains an Adaptive Number of Layers strategy, the network is allowed to

use a subset of the total layers in the supernet with a maximum usage of 4 layers. The

whole VGG9-based backbone then gives us in total 1264× 4 ≈ 109 possible neural network

architectures.

In addition, to demonstrate the ability of H-Meta-NAS on a more complex NAS back-

bone. I also studied an alternative ResNet12-based NAS backbone, that has approximately

2× 1024 possible sub-networks.

5.3.2.3 Pre-training strategy

As illustrated by prior work [18], progressively shrinking the super-net during meta-training

can reduce the sub-model interference, I observe the same phenomenon and then use a

similar progressive shrinking strategy in H-Meta-NAS, the architectural sampling process
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α ∼ p(A) will pick the largest network with a probability of p, and randomly pick other

sub-networks with a probability of 1− p. I apply an exponentially decay strategy to p:

p = pe + (pi − pe)× exp(−α×
e− es
em − es

)) (5.9)

pe and pi are the end and initial probabilities. e is the current number of epochs, and es

and em are the starting and ending epochs of applying this decaying process. α determines

how fast the decay is. In our experiment, I choose pi = 1.0 and es = 30, because the

super-net reaches a relatively stable training accuracy at that point. I then start the

decaying process, and the value α = 5 is determined through the following hyper-parameter

study shown in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8: Tuning the decay factor α for pre-training on Mini-ImageNet 5-way 1-shot
classification. Accuracy is averaged across 100 randomly picked sub-networks.

α 0.1 0.5 5 10 50
Avg Accuracy 0.424 0.4145 0.5464 0.5323 0.4423

5.3.2.4 Layer-wise profiling

Hardware-aware NAS needs the run-time of sub-networks on the target hardware to

guide the search process [18, 181]. However, the profiling stage can be time-consuming

if given a low-end hardware as the profiling target and the search space is large. For

instance, running a single network inference of VGG9 on the Raspberry Pi Zero with a

1GHz single-core ARMv6 CPU takes around 2.365 seconds to finish. If I assume this is

the averaged time needed for profiling a sub-network, given that the entire search space

includes around 109 sub-networks, a naive traverse will take a formidable amount of time

which is approximately 6 × 105 hours. More importantly, the amount of profiling time

scales with the number of hardware devices (O(H)).

Existing hardware-aware NAS schemes build predictive methods to estimate the run-

time of sub-networks [18, 181] and have a relatively significant error of around 10-20%. I

show that, performing an exact profiling can be done with a low cost if allowing a per-layer

profiling strategy.

Theoretically, if consider the original search space discussed in Section 5.3.2.2, profiling

per-layer will in total run inference for 126× 4 = 504 layers with various configurations.

This is a much lower cost compared to brute-force profiling of all possible 109 sub-networks.

Practically, on a Pi Zero, the consumed profiling time is 82 minutes, much lower than the

6× 105 hours brute-force profiling time.

I re-implemented the latency predictor in OFA [18] to illustrate how a layer-wise
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Table 5.9: Comparing latency predictor with our proposed profiling. MSE Error is the
error between estimated and measured latency, Time is the total time taken to collect and
build the estimator.

Hardware Metric Latency Predictor Layer-wise Profiling

2080 Ti GPU
MSE Error 0.0188 0.00690

Time 16.09 mins 6.216 secs

Intel i9 CPU
MSE Error 0.165 0.0119

Time 21.92 mins 16.41 secs

Pi Zero
MSE Error NA 0.00742

Time NA (Approx. 220 hours) 82.41 mins

profiling and look-up method is a perfect match in our learning scenario. I pick 16K

training samples and 10K validation samples to train and test the latency predictor. This

training setup is identical to Cai et al. [18]. I use another 10K testing samples to evaluate

the performance of OFA-based latency predictor against the layer-wise profiling on different

hardware systems in terms of MSE (measuring the latency estimation quality) and Time

(measuring the efficiency).

As illustrated in Table 5.9, layer-wise profiling saves not only time but also has a

smaller MSE error compared to a predictor-based strategy that is very popular in today’s

evolutionary-based NAS frameworks [18, 17]. In addition, layer-wise profiling shows orders

of magnitude better run-time when targeting hardware devices with scarce computational

resources. If I consider an IoT class device as a target (i.e the Raspberry Pi Zero), it

requires an unreasonably large amount of time to generate training samples for latency

predictors, making them an infeasible approach in real life. For instance, the total time

consumed by latency predictor is infeasible to execute on Pi Zero (last row in Table 5.9).

Of course, in reality, there is also a great number of IoT devices using more low-end CPUs

compared to Pi Zero (ARMV5 or ARMV4), making the latency predictor even harder to

be deployed on these devices. Also in a many-hardware setup considered in this paper,

this profiling is executed O(H) times.

Most existing layer-wise look-up approaches consider at most mobile systems as

targeting platforms [181, 182]. These systems are in general more capable than a great

range of IoT devices. In this work, I demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach on

more low-end systems (Raspberry Pi and Pi Zeros), illustrating this is the more scalable

approach for hardware-aware NAS on constrained hardware systems.
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5.3.2.5 Adaption strategy

The adaption strategy uses a genetic algorithm [171] to pick the best suited sub-network

with respective to a given hardware constraint. In general, the adaption algorithm randomly

samples a set of tasks from Tval, and uses the averaged loss value and satisfaction to the

hardware constraints as indicators the for the genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm

has a pool size P and number of iterations M , I demonstrate the optimal values are

P = 100,M = 200 by sweeping different combinations of these hyper-parameters. I

detailed this hyper-parameter tuning process in later paragraphs.

Algorithm 3 details the adaption algorithm. In the Mutate function, each architecture

is ranked with the averaged loss across all sampled tasks, and 10% of the architectures

with the lowest loss values are then used to perform a classic genetic algorithm mutation

[171]. The mutation will allow the top-performing architectures to have two randomly

picked architectural choices being modified to another choice that is not the original

one. The mutation function considers the original pool of architectures (A) and their

averaged loss values (La). The cost of each architecture can be computed by the pre-build

hardware-specific hash-table Ht(A). I then only mutate the subset in A that their hardware

cost has satisfied the constraints {A|A ∈ A ∧Ht(A) ≤ C}. The mutation is to randomly

pick two options in the entire architectural space and change them to other choices that

are different from the original.

I identify the following two hyperparameters that can potentially affect the performance,

namely the number of iterations M and the pool size P , and then run an hyper-parameter

analysis in Figure 5.8. The horizontal axis shows the number of iterations and the vertical

axis shows the averaged accuracy on the sampled tasks for all architectures in the pool.

Figure 5.8 shows that the accuracy convergence is reached after around 150 iterations, and

running for additional iterations only provides marginal accuracy gains. For this reason, I

picked the number of iterations to be 200 for a balance between accuracy and run-time.

In the meantime, I notice in general a higher pool size will give better adapted accuracy.

However, this does not mean the final searched accuracy is affected to the same degree.

The final re-trained accuracy of searched architectures show an accuracy gap of 0.21%

between P = 100 and P = 200 and 0.32% between P = 100 and P = 500. An increase in

pool size can prolong the run-time significantly, I thus picked a pool size of 100 since it

offers the best balance between accuracy and run-time.

5.3.2.6 NAS backbone design

One particular problem in few-shot learning is that models are prone to over-fitting. This

is because only a small number of training samples are available for each task and the

network normally iterate on these sample many times. I would like to explore on the

architectural space to help models to overcome over-fitting and conduct a case study
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Algorithm 3 The adaption algorithm

Input: M , P , C, Ht

A = Init(P ) . Initialise a set of architectures with a size of P
for i = 0 to M − 1 do

La = ∅
Ts ∼ p(Tval) . Obtain a subset from the validation task set
for A ∈ A do

Lt = ∅
for T ∈ Ts do

l = L(T ,A) . Compute loss
Lt = Lt

⋃{l}
end for
La = La

⋃{mean(Lt)} . Collect averaged loss values across all tasks
end for
A = Mutate(A, La, Ht, C) . Mutate the architectures based on hardware constraints

end for
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Figure 5.8: The effect of different pool size (P) and different number of iterations (M).

for different design options available for the backbone network. I identify the following

key changes to the NAS backbone to help the models to have high accuracy in few-shot

learning:

• n × n pooling: Pooling that applied to the final convolutional operation, n × n

indicates the height and width of feature maps after pooling.

• Global Expansion (GE): Allowing the NAS to globally expand or shrink the number

of channels of all layers.

• Adaptive Number of Layers (ANL): Allowing the NAS to use an arbitrary number

of layers, the network then is able to early stop using only a fewer number of layers.
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Figure 5.9 further illustrate that GE and ANL can allow a much smaller model compared

to existing NAS backbones. The results in Table 5.10 suggest that these changes on a

backbone will allow the search space to reach a much smaller model and then provide a

better accuracy. In addition, Table 5.10 also illustrates that 5× 5 pooling is necessary for

a higher accuracy. I hypothesize this is because a relatively large fully-connected layer

after the pooling is required for the network to achieve good accuracy in this meta-learning

setup.

Table 5.10: A case study of different design options for the NAS backbone network.
Experiments are executed with a model size constraint of 70K on the Mini-ImageNet
5-way 1-shot classification task.

Design options Accuracy

MAML [47] 48.70%
MAML++ [8] 52.15%

1× 1 Pool 42.28%
5× 5 Pool 46.13%

5× 5 Pool + GE 53.09%
5× 5 Pool + GE + ANL 56.35%

Existing NAS methods have a fixed number of channels 
for layers at the 'edge' of each searchable block 

GE allows these edge layers to shrink/expand

output

ANL allows the network to use fewer layers

Figure 5.9: A graphical illustration of GE and ANL. Both methods will allow a more
drastic change in model capabilities, allowing the searched model to deal with tasks with
varying difficulties.

5.3.3 Evaluating H-Meta-NAS

I evaluate H-Meta-NAS in a few-shot learning setup. For each dataset, I search for the

meta-architecture and meta-parameters. I then adapt the meta-architecture with respect

to a target hardware-constraint pair. In the evaluation stage, I re-train the obtained

hardware-aware task-specific architecture to convergence and report the final accuracy.
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I consider three popular datasets in the few-shot learning community: Omniglot,

Mini-ImageNet and Few-shot CIFAR100. I use the PytorchMeta framework to handle the

datasets [34].

Omniglot is a handwritten digits recognition task, containing 1623 samples and 20

samples per class [96]. I use the meta train/validation/test splits used Vinyals et al. [166].

These splits are over 1028/172/423 classes (characters).

Mini-ImageNet is first introduced by Vinyals et al.. This dataset contains images

of 100 different classes from the ILSVRC-12 dataset [37], the splits are taken from Ravi

et al. [135].

FC100 is introduced by Oreshkin et al. [127], the datasets has 100 different classes

from the CIFAR100 dataset [92]

Table 5.11 details the systems and representative devices considered. I use the ScaleSIM

cycle-accurate simulator [139] for the Eyeriss [25] accelerator. Details about this simulation

and more information with respect to the datasets and search configurations are in our

Appendix.

Table 5.11: Details of hardware systems experimented with H-Meta-NAS.

System Device Specs

Cloud Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti 4352 CUDA cores at 1635MHz
Mid-end CPU Intel CPU 2.3GHz 8-core i9 CPU (2.3GHz, 16GB RAM)
Mobile CPU Raspberry Pi 4B Quad core Cortex-A72 (ARMv8) CPU (1.5GHz, 4GB RAM)

IoT Raspberry Pi Zero Single core ARM11 (ARMv6) CPU (1GHz, 512MB RAM)
ASIC Eyeriss [25] 65nm with a core frequency of 250 MHz

5.3.3.1 Evaluating H-Meta-NAS searched architectures

Table 5.12 displays the results of H-Meta-NAS on the Omniglot 20-way 1-shot and 5-shot

classification tasks. I match the size of H-Meta-NAS to MAML and MAML++ for a fair

comparison. H-Meta-NAS outperforms all competing methods apart from the original

MAML++. MAML++ uses a special evaluation strategy, it creates an ensemble of models

with best validation-set performance. MAML++ then picks the best model from the

ensemble based on support set loss and report accuracy on the query set. I then locally

replicated MAML++ without this trick, and show that H-Meta-NAS outperforms it by

a significant margin (+1.01% on 1-shot and +0.11% on 5-shot) with around half of the

MACs (4.95G compared to 10.07G).

Table 5.13 shows the results of running the 5-way 1-shot and 5-shot Mini-ImageNet

tasks, similar to the previous results, I match the size of searched networks to MAML

and MAML++. Table 5.13 not only displays results on MAML methods with fixed-

architectures, it also shows the performance of searched networks including Auto-Meta
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Table 5.12: Results of Omniglot 20-way few-shot classification. We keep two decimal
places for our experiments, and keep the decimal places as it was reported for other cited
work. ∗ reports a MAML replication implemented by Antoniou et al. [8]. Details are
discussed in Section 5.3.3.1.

Method Size MACs
Accuracy

1-shot 5-shot

Siamese Nets [91] 35.96M 1.36G 99.2% 97.0%
Matching Nets [166] 225.91K 20.29M 93.8% 98.5%

Meta-SGD [106] 419.86K 46.21M 95.93%± 0.38% 98.97%± 0.19%

MAML [47] 113.21K 10.07M 95.8%± 0.3% 98.9%± 0.2%
MAML∗ (Replication from [8]) 113.21K 10.07M 91.27%± 1.07% 98.78%

MAML++ ∗ [8] 113.21K 10.07M 97.65%± 0.05% 99.33%± 0.03%
MAML++ (Local Replication) 113.21K 10.07M 96.60%± 0.28% 99.00%± 0.07%

H-Meta-NAS 110.73K 4.95M 97.61± 0.03% 99.11%± 0.09%

Table 5.13: Results of Mini-ImageNet 5-way classification. We use two decimal places
for our experiments, and keep the decimal places of cited work as they were originally
reported. T-NAS uses the complicated DARTS cell [107], it has a smaller size but a large
MACs usage. Details are discussed in Section 5.3.3.1.

Method Size MACs
Accuracy

1-shot 5-shot

Matching Nets [166] 228.23K 200.31M 43.44± 0.77% 55.31± 0.73%
CompareNets [156] 337.95K 318.38M 50.44± 0.82% 65.32± 0.70%

MAML [47] 70.09K 57.38M 48.70± 1.84% 63.11± 0.92%
MAML++ [8] 70.09K 57.38M 52.15± 0.26% 68.32± 0.44%

Auto-Meta [88] 98.70K - 51.16± 0.17% 69.18± 0.14%
BASE (Softmax) [144] 1200K - - 65.4± 0.7%
BASE (Gumbel) [144] 1200K - - 66.2± 0.7%

T-NAS ∗ [107] 24.3/26.5K 37.96/52.63M 52.84± 1.41% 67.88± 0.92%
T-NAS++ ∗ [107] 24.3/26.5K 37.96/52.63M 54.11± 1.35% 69.59± 0.85%

H-Meta-NAS 70.28K 24.09M 57.36± 1.11% 77.53± 0.77%

[88], BASE [144] and T-NAS [107]. H-Meta-NAS shows interesting results when compared

to T-NAS and T-NAS++. H-Meta-NAS has a much higher accuracy (+3.26% in 1-shot

and 7.94% in 5-shot) and a smaller MAC count, but uses a greater amount of parameters.

T-NAS and T-NAS++ use DARTS cells [113]. This NAS cell contains a complex routing

of computational blocks, making it not suitable for latency critical applications. I will

demonstrate in Section 5.3.3.2 how this design choice gives a worse on-device latency

performance.

I also show how H-Meta-NAS work with FC100. In Table 5.14, I further demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed H-Meta-NAS on the FC100 dataset. T-NAS did not

report their model sizes on this task, and our results suggest that H-Meta-NAS achieves
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the best accuracy on both the 1-shot and 5-shot setups.

Table 5.14: Results of FC100 5-way few-shot classification. I keep two decimal places
for our experiments, and keep the decimal places of cited work as they were originally
reported.

Method Size
Accuracy

1-shot 5-shot

MAML 70.09K 38.1± 1.7% 50.4± 1.0%
MAML++ 70.09K 38.7± 0.4% 52.9± 0.4%

T-NAS - 39.7± 1.4% 53.1± 1.0%
T-NAS++ - 40.4± 1.2% 54.6± 0.9%

H-META-NAS 55.52K 43.29± 1.22% 56.86± 0.76%

5.3.3.2 H-Meta-NAS for diverse hardware platforms and constraints

In addition to using the model sizes as a constraint for H-Meta-NAS, I use various latency

targets on various hardware platforms as the optimisation target. Figure 5.10 shows how

model sizes and GPU latencies can be used as constraints. T-NAS and T-NAS++ show a

better performance on the size-accuracy plot in Figure 5.10a. However, the smaller model

sizes of T-NAS do not provide a better run-time on GPU devices (Figure 5.10b), in fact,

T-NAS based models have the worst run-time on GPU devices due to the complicated

dependency of DARTS cells. Figure 5.11 illustrates the performance of H-Meta-NAS on

different CPU devices and an ASIC hardware. The details of these hardware are described

in Table 5.11. In Figure 5.11, H-Meta-NAS shows a better Pareto-frontier performance

compared to a range of baselines and searched models. I only compare to MAML and

MAML++ when running on Eyeriss due to the limitations of the ScaleSIM simulator

[139]. Our results in both Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 demonstrate that H-Meta-NAS

consistently generates more efficient models compared to various MAML-based methods.

I mostly follow the experiment setup in MAML++ [8]. In the pre-training stage, I

train for 100 epochs, each epoch consists of 500 iterations. I also pick 600 tasks to be

validation tasks. In the adaption stage, I randomly sample from the validation set, and

pick 16 tasks to build a data slice for the architectures to traverse. In the final re-training

stage of a searched architecture, we follow the strategy used in MAML++ [8]. I then

introduce the detailed special configurations for the datasets:

• Omniglot: I randomly split 1200 characters for training, and the rest is used for

testing. The images are augmented with randomised rotation of multiples of 90

degrees.
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(b) Targeting a GPU

Figure 5.10: Applying H-Meta-NAS with model size and GPU latency as optimisation
targets.
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(a) Targeting an ASIC accelerator
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(b) Targeting a mid-end CPU
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(c) Targeting a low-end CPU
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Figure 5.11: Applying H-Meta-NAS with ASIC and CPUs as targets.
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• Mini-ImageNet: All images are down-sampled to 84× 84.

I use the ScaleSim framework [139] for simulating the Eyeriss [27] accelerator. ScaleSim

is an open-source cycle-accurate CNN simulator. The simulator has certain limitations

with respect to the DRAM simulation, it could be advanced with an external DRAM

simulator but will cause a large run-time. So I kept the original setup and the DRAM

simulation would report a read/write bandwidth requirements. For simplicity, I assume

these DRAM requirements are met. In addition, it is a well-known fact that cycle-accurate

simulators are slow to execute. Due to this reason, I only launched the MAML and

MAML++ networks in the ScaleSim simulator.

5.3.3.3 A more complex NAS backbone

Table 5.15 shows how H-Meta-NAS performs with a more complicated NAS backbone.

In previous experiments, I build the NAS on top of a VGG9 backbone since it is the

architecture utilised in the MAML++ algorithm. For the purpose of having a fair

comparison, I did not manually pick a complex NAS backbone. However, I demonstrate,

in this section, that H-Meta-NAS can be applied with a more complicated backbone and

it shows better final accuracy as expected. The trained accuracy of searched networks

using ResNet12 reaches a 7.31% higher accuracy compared the original VGG9 backbone.

In addition, I compare the proposed approach with state-of-the-art Metric-based meta-

learning methods [191, 26]. Although using only a single inference pass (our method

does not conduct inference runs on the support set when deployed), H-Meta-NAS shows

competitive results with SOTA Metric-based methods while having a much smaller MACs

usage (around 20×).

Table 5.15: Applying H-Meta-NAS to different NAS backbones and algorithms for the
Mini-ImageNet 5-way 1-shot classification task.

Method Network Backbone Inference Style Size MACs Accuracy

MAML [47] VGG-based Single Pass 70.09K 57.38M 48.70± 1.84%
MAML++ [8] VGG-based Single Pass 70.09K 57.38M 52.15± 0.26%

Meta-Baseline [26] ResNet-based Multi Pass 12.44M 56.48G 63.17± 0.23%
DeepEMD [191] ResNet-based Multi Pass 12.44M 56.38G 65.91± 0.82%

H-Meta-NAS VGG-based Single Pass 70.28K 24.09M 57.36± 1.11%
H-Meta-NAS ResNet-based Single Pass 70.62K 28.19M 64.67± 2.03%

5.3.3.4 Search complexity and search time

In Table 5.16, I show a comparison between H-Meta-NAS and various NAS schemes in

the many-task many-device setup. Specifically, I consider a scenario with 500 tasks and 10
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Table 5.16: Comparing the NAS search complexity with N tasks, H hardware platforms
and C constraints. Search time is estimated for a deployment scenario with 500 tasks and
10 hardware-constraint pairs, estimation details are discussed in Appendix.

Method Style Hardware-aware Search complexity Search time (GPU hrs)

DARTS [113] Gradient-based, single task No O(THC) ≈ 106

Once-for-all [18] Evolution-based, single task Yes O(N) ≈ 104

TNAS & TNAS++ [107] Gradient-based, multi task No O(HC) ≈ 103

H-Meta-NAS Evolution-based, multi task Yes O(1) 40

different hardware-constraint paris. In this case, search complexity refers to the amount

of time spent on searching for a new architecture. Our results in Table 5.16 suggest that

H-Meta-NAS is the most efficient search method because of its low search complexity.

Due to the limited computing facilities available, I estimate the search time of DARTS

[113], Once-for-all [18] and T-NAS [107] in a multi-task multi-device setup. I take the

search time reported in the original publications and multiply them by the appropriate

scaling factors. For DARTs, I take the search time (4 GPU days = 96 GPU hours) and

multiply it by H × T = 5000. I additionally assume a linear scaling relationship between

search time and number of input image pixels, so I multiply the total search time by
84×84
32×32 , this gives us in total a search time of around 106. I perform the same estimation for

Once-for-all [18] and T-NAS [107].

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, in Section 5.2, I propose a novel single-path, one-shot and gradient-

based NAS algorithm named LPGNAS. LPGNAS is able to generate compact quantised

networks with state-of-the-art accuracy. To my knowledge, this is the first piece of work

that systematically studies the joint effect of quantisation and model architectures of

GNNs in a NAS setup. I define the GNN quantisation search space and show how it can

be co-optimised with the original architectural search space. The end results demonstrate

that a co-optimisation between the architectural and quantisation spaces greatly improves

network accuracy. The searched networks show Pareto dominance on a accuracy model

size trade-off over all manually designed networks. In addition, I empirically show the

limitation of GNN quantisation using the proposed NAS algorithm, most of the searched

networks converge to a 4-bit weight 8-bit activation quantisation setup. Despite this

limitation, LPGNAS demonstrates superior performance when compared to networks

generated manually or by other NAS methods on a wide range of datasets.

In Section 5.3 of this chapter, I show H-Meta-NAS, a NAS method focusing on fast

adaption of not only model weights but also model architectures in a many-task many-

device few-shot learning setup. H-Meta-NAS shows a Pareto dominance when compared
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to a wide range of MAML baselines and other NAS results. I study the effectiveness of

H-Meta-NAS on a wide variety of hardware systems and constraints, and demonstrate

its superior performance on real-hardware devices using an orders of magnitude shorter

search time compared to existing NAS methods.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The deep learning approach offers state-of-the-art performance in many applications and

is now widely deployed in many of today’s hardware architectures. As illustrated in

this dissertation, the optimisation space of DNN inference covers both the software and

hardware stacks. In this dissertation, I provided a set of compression techniques on the

software stack for lowering the computational and memory requirements of running DNN

inference (Chapter 3). I also demonstrate specialised hardware can successfully accelerate

DNNs in Chapter 4. At the end, I demonstrate how automated machine learning, or in

particular network architecture search, can be made hardware-aware for finding efficient

models for emerging network types and in new learning setups (Chapter 5).

I would like address these interesting observations:

• Software optimisation, such as compression methods, will affect the efficiency of

running ML workloads on hardware, but this design space is determined by the

capabilities of the given hardware. In the meantime, these compression methods also

reshape today’s hardwares.

The chosen hardware platform decides the applicability of the software optimisations.

For instance, GPUs struggle to realise the theoretical performance gains of fine-

grained pruning due to limitations of the SIMT architecture [49], but bit-serial

DNN accelerators can utilise not only element-wise but also bit-wise sparsities. In

practice, users have to be aware of the underlying hardware system when selecting

software compression methods, this suggests that DNN implementation frameworks

should carefully select optimisation techniques based on the target hardware. In

this dissertation, I demonstrated that dynamic channel pruning is particularly useful

on CPU devices, but cannot reach its theoretical gains on GPUs because of the

low efficiency of scatter and gather operations of GPUs. In addition, the focused

quantisation scheme presented is only applicable on custom hardware. It is also

interesting to notice that the software-level optimisations for ML workloads are also

reshaping today’s hardware architectures. For instance, NVIDIA GPUs now have
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tensor cores [118] and Intel CPUs [2] have extended instructions to support low-

precision matrix multiplications. Architecture and micro-architectures are adapting

their target markets (or workloads) and are evolving all the time in order to catch

the performance scaling.

• Algorithmic changes offer larger performance gains than pure hardware modifications,

co-design offers multiplying gains. However, all of these modifications might have

diminishing returns after a while if we try to specilise further.

From the experiments conducted in this dissertation, I observe there are huge

performance gains possible from purely software optimisation, in general, these gains

outweigh those possible from hardware optimisations alone, but co-design often

provides the best performance.

This is an interesting phenomenon for hardware designers, the overall design for

DNN accelerators should be software orientated and co-design focused.

In addition, the possible returns from both hardware and software optimisations

might have a limit. Previous research in the filed of network compression shows

great compression rates but many of these proposed methods optimise on overlapped

design spaces. In other words, these methods are not orthogonal to each other. For

instance, the proposed dynamic channel pruning shows an around 3× compression

ratio for VGG16 but only 1.98× for ResNet18 with no accuracy loss, this implies that

pruning is not totally orthogonal to architectural engineering. The latter apparently

has a more carefully designed, compact architecture so that it benefits less from

network pruning.

• Reconfigurable hardware enlarges the design space and provides significant perfor-

mance gains.

In Chapter 4, I utilised a flexible hardware design consisting of many small cores.

This design in turn provides a larger quantisation optimisation space. I think this

offers an interesting trade-off from the co-design point of view: complex hardware

might provide a large design space but also enables a more involved exploration on

the software stack.

• Is there a general AI accelerator? New network types and structures can be difficult for

DNN accelerators, specialised for a narrower range of models, to process efficiently.

There was a long-held belief in the community that we can build a ‘general AI

accelerator’ and running AI applications is nothing more than accelerating dense

matrix multiplications. I would like to argue that this belief might be true when

we are in the CNN era, but now it is less likely to be the case when we are facing
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complex models such as Transformers and GNNs. The diverse structures of DNNs

make building a universal accelerator almost impossible. Specialised accelerators for

CNNs can not exploit sparsities that exist in GNNs or NLP models. This indicates

that the reconfigurability of hardware is an interesting alternative to accelerating a

diverse set of models. FPGA-like reconfigurability comes at a very high cost. New

devices or technologies, such as memristor-based accelerators [187], might offer the

potential for very low-cost reconfigurability.

• NAS algorithms benefit from search strategies that are specialised for particular

use-cases and applications.

Although Network Architecture Search algorithms show promising performance in

many domains, these algorithms normally require special treatments to fit to different

application scenarios. Chapter 5 shows two NAS algorithms, namely the LPGNAS

and H-Meta-NAS. The search of the routing strategy is crucial for LPGNAS, and

the proposed Global Expansion and Adaptive Number of Layers is the key for

H-Meta-NAS to achieve high accuracy on few-shot learning tasks. These application

specific modifications are necessary for the NAS techniques to achieve high accuracy.

6.1 Future research

6.1.1 Software-hardware co-design network architecture search

In Chapter 5, I presented a flexible hardware accelerator that can adapt to different

layer-wise quantisation strategies, this does not fully capture the large software-hardware

co-design space of DNN inference acceleration. This dissertation considers a search

space of quantisation choices of a streaming-based architecture on FPGAs, however,

software and hardware co-design architecture search methods have been established on

systolic-array based accelerators [4, 211]. These co-design search algorithms normally

operate with a limited number of architectural hyper-parameters on systolic-array based

architectures. The hardware search space of these algorithms does not allow drastic

hardware transformations such as transforming from a streaming-based accelerator to a

systolic array based accelerator. The exploration of the hardware search space is still

limited in current co-design NAS methods.

One of the root causes of this limitation is the difficulties of applying transformations

in the hardware space. Unlike software engineering, code can be transformed easily in

intermediate representations, there lacks a concise yet powerful hardware representation

that supports flexible transformations. The existing MLIR [99] is built for compiler

optimisations from a software engineering perspective. Ideally, hardware research in this

field would like to see a prototype hardware design that can be applied with various
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transformations to sweep a much larger hardware design space than only the number

of PEs or number of multipliers. These hardware transformations can then be jointly

searched with architectural choices to offer a much larger exploration in the co-design

search space.

Another interesting challenge when performing HW/SW co-design optimisations stems

from the need to perform retraining. The optimisation covers a range of lossy techniques,

these methods reduce the run-time costs but might induce accuracy degradation. This

phenomenon changes the optimisation problem to be drastically different from classic

software compilation flow. In a standard software compiler, such as LLVM [98], there

are various methods to guarantee the final execution result is unchanged after a series of

complex code transformations. I realised it is hard to fulfill this guarantee when optimising

DNN inference, unless re-training is allowed in the optimisation flow. However, re-training

DNNs then introduces additional problems such as the prolonged optimisation time.

Another fundamental challenge in this co-design is the lack of abilities to measure

hardware performance in a quick and accurate manner. We have seen LLVM using local

profiling information to help the tool to further optimise code snippets [98]. Ideally, if

we can quickly profile hardware platforms, there is a chance to build hardware-aware

optimisations in this co-design circle. However, this performance estimation is highly

data-dependent if we consider different co-design targets. For instance, the optimisations

applicable for different sets of neural networks can be vastly different. In addition, it is

well-known that precise hardware simulation can be extremely slow, while coarse-grained

power emulation can be very inaccurate.

6.1.2 General-purpose AI accelerator

I have already argued that the design of a universally optimal AI accelerator architecture

is not feasible. Nevertheless, I believe there are a number of interesting directions that

might help address the challenge.

• Multiple heterogeneous ML accelerators on one chip:

Having a heterogeneous system might be an obvious approach, however, having

an increasing number of ML accelerators on one chip will increase the design and

integration complexities.

• Try to find a sweet-spot in terms of a ‘general-purpose’ ML accelerator:

One of the most famous ML accelerators today is maybe Google’s TPU chip. In

its latest retrospective report [85], one of the interesting discussion is how to keep

backwards compatibility. This then causes the newest TPU-V4 to not only support

BERT and RNNs but also needs to keep serving MLP and CNNs from 2017. Google
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finds the sweet-spot of designing the ML accelerator by sweeping across Google’s

inference workloads, the most dominant neural network types then drive the entire

architecture design.

• Extend general-purpose multi-core or many-core processors:

Since ML workloads are getting more complex, one possible approach is to extend the

instruction sets of CPUs to support ML applications [9]. The core matrix-multiply

operations can be accelerated using special instructions while the exotic operations

are well supported by general-purpose computation platforms.

All of these above-mentioned approaches are possible methods for building a general-

purpose AI accelerator. The differences in energy profiles, costs, design complexities,

etc. will then all affect the cost effectiveness of these solutions.

Recent trends in AI accelerators, however, are going in the opposite direction of building

general-purpose AI cores. First, as illustrated in Figure 2.9, cores designed for applications

(e.g. embedded systems or cloud systems) have a big performance gap. Since the power

budget is different for various applications, micro-architectures of these cores are now

vastly different. Second, DNN inference and training have totally different characteristics

and the industry start to have individual designs for these two workloads. For instance,

TPU-V4 surprisingly only supports DNN inference but V3 was able to run both training

and inference [85].

It seems like the industry is choosing the path of building different accelerators for

different DNN applications and they might start to bundle them on a system level

depending on the task demands. These cores can be whether integrated in an SoC if it

is for autonomous driving, or connected using fast communication links (fast rack-level

switches or InfiniBand) in data centers.

6.1.3 Large AI chips

Starting from GraphCore AI, there is a rise of using larger die sizes for AI chips [86]. Most

startup companies in this domain are using this non-traditional approach, such as Groq

[60] and Cerebras [1]. The new release of Cerebras’ second generation Wafer Scale Engine

surprised the hardware design community by integrating a few thousands of compute cores

on a massive 46000 mm2 silicon, and popular NVIDIA GPU cores have a die size of around

500 - 700 mm2. These large cores use the data-streaming architecture, where data is

streamed to the chip and weights of the DNNs stay on-chip during the computation. This

computation pattern is in fact very similar to Tomato (Chapter 4). Additionally, these

accelerators have a large SRAM size at GB level, e.g. Cerebras contains 40GB SRAM.

The aggressively large chip sizes and dataflow hardware design then offer a great

challenge to software designers. Many designers are thinking of supporting training
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on these platforms, the optimisation targets and possible transformations are different

from traditional GPU programming. For instance, supporting dynamic operators in a

computational graph might be challenging for these streaming based hardware accelerators,

do programmers now have more restrictions in their high level languages or compiler

engineers can invent smart ways of converting these dynamic operations to static ones?

It is interesting to see how future research in ML compilers can equip these hardware

accelerators with more capabilities.

6.1.4 Handling complex data types in Machine Learning using

custom hardware

Most of todays’ co-design frameworks in ML focus solely on one type of data. An interesting

fact is that most data information in today’s world contains more complex formats and

relationships, e.g. multi-modal data connected in complex graphs. These sophisticated data

structures can challenge the performance of existing learning systems. A common practice

to obtain information through complex data structures is through feature engineering,

so that these feature information fits into the ML pipeline that we are familiar with.

Practitioners have to manually extract features from this unstructured combinatorial

information, and create embeddings for learning methods. For example, most GNNs

assume the graph nodes have embedding information trained from large scale feature

extraction [189]. Theoretically speaking, building compact feature information relies on the

manifold hypothesis. The hypothesis states that, empirically, high dimensional sampled

data points will fit to low dimensional non-linear manifolds, generalizing the projection

theorem in Hilbert space [44]. However, this feature learning process remains to be a lossy

operation and might affect the data quality. One of the major reasons of keeping the

unified compact data format is the lack of support of these complex data types in today’s

hardware systems. It is interesting to see how complex data types can be well supported

on custom hardware, and how heterogeneous data information can be consumed by ML

algorithms.
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Appendix A

Structure of MCifarNet used in

dynamic channel pruning

Figure A.1 shows how the skipping probabilites heat maps of the convolutional layer Conv4

evolve as we train MCifarNet. The network was trained for 12 epochs, and I saved the

model at every epoch. The heat maps are generated with the saved models in sequence,

where I apply the same reordering to all heat map channels with the sorted result from

the first epoch. It can be observed that as we train the network, the channel skipping

probabilites become more pronounced.

training epochs

channels

5

10

Figure A.1: The training history of a convolutional layer Conv4 in MCifarNet. The history
is visualized by the 12 skipping probabilites heat maps, where the heights denote the 10
categories in Cifar10, and channels in Conv4 occupy the width.
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Appendix B

Graph dataset details, graph sampler

configurations and the grid search

setup for baselines

In this section we decribe in details the dataset we used. In our experiments we use dataset

preprocessing and loading implementations from Pytorch Geometric [45].

Citation Dataset: Citation dataset [184] is a standard benchmark dataset for graph

learning. It comprises three publication datasets, which are Cora, CiteSeer and PubMed.

There is an additional extended version of Cora called Cora-Full [13]. Cora contains all

Machine Learning papers in the Cora-Full graph. In these datasets, nodes correspond to

bag-of-word features of the documents and edges indicates citation. Each node has a class

label. In this paper we use the 6:2:2 train/validation/test split ratio.

Amazon Dataset: Amazon datasets [146], including Amazon Photos and Amazon

Computers, are segments of the Amazon co-purchase graph. Nodes represent goods while

edges represent frequent co-purchase of linked goods. Node feature is bag-of-word features

of product review, while node label is its category. We use the 6:2:2 train/validation/test

split ratio.

Flickr and Yelp Dataset: Flickr and Yelp datasets are introduced along Graph-

SAINT [189]. In Flickr dataset, nodes represent images uploaded to Flickr, and edges

represent sharing of common properties (e.g. location and comments by same user). Node

feature is 500-dimensional bag-of-words representation based on SIFT descpritions, and

node label is its class. In Yelp dataset, nodes represent users and edges represent friendship

between users. Node feature is summed word2vec embeddings of words in the user’s

reviews, and node label is a multi-hot vector representing which types of businesses has

the user reviewed. For both dataset we use the 6:2:2 train/validation/test split ratio.

For producing quantised baseline networks, we manually grid searched options listed

in Table 5.3 and follow the order from bottom to top. We stop the search and retrieve to
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the previous quantisation stage if the current stage shows an accuracy drop of more than

0.5%. It is worth to mention this grid search for quantisation is very time-consuming, and

we therefore only performed on Cora and used the found quantisation strategy for the rest

of the Citation datasets.

Table B.1 shows the configurations of the baseline networks we’ve used in this paper.

Table B.1: Baseline networks configurations.

Networks Layers Channels

GAT 2 32
GAT-V2 2 64
JKNet 2 32

JKNet-V2 2 512
SageNet 2 16

SageNet-V2 2 512
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Appendix C

Details of VGG9 and ResNet12

backbones used for H-Meta-NAS

The two tables below show the NAS backbones of H-Meta-NAS. Clearly the ResNet-based

NAS backbone is significantly more complicated. The kernel size search space is {1, 3, 5}.
The channel expansion search space is {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.25} for the VGG-based

NAS backbone but {0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 1.75, 2} for the ResNet-based backbone. The reason

for the modification in search space is because the GPU RAM limitation does not support

an expansion size of 2.25 on the ResNet-based backbone. The activation search space

contains {[′relu′,′ elu′,′ selu′,′ sigmoid′,′ relu6′,′ leakyrelu′}.

Table C.1: Details of the VGG9 NAS backbone

Layer Name Base channel counts Stride

Layer0 64 2
Layer1 64 2
Layer2 64 2
Layer3 64 2
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Table C.2: Details of the ResNet12 NAS backbone

Layer Name Base channel counts Stride

Block0 Layer0 32 2
Block0 Layer1 32 1
Block0 Layer2 32 1
Block1 Layer0 64 2
Block1 Layer1 64 1
Block1 Layer2 64 1
Block2 Layer0 128 2
Block2 Layer1 128 1
Block2 Layer2 128 1
Block3 Layer0 256 2
Block3 Layer1 256 1
Block3 Layer2 256 1
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